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CHAPTER I
i

THE PROBLEM AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

Introduction to the Problem
This study seeks to provide information relevant to

the solution of problems involved in the management of the
libraries in the public junior colleges of Alabama. The
problems addressed by this study arise both from the history
and development of the Alabama public junior college
system and the libraries therein and from general conditions
faced by academic libraries in the United States.

Documents and reports on file in the Alabama State
Department of Education detail the history and development
of the system and the libraries. The first public state-
supported junior college established in Alabama opened its
doors to 37 students in the Fall of 1963. From this modest
beginning in rural northwest Alabama the Alabama State
Junior College System has grown to nineteen institutions,
distributed throughout the state. In the Fall of 1975 there

representing approximately one third of all students enrolled
in post-secondary education institutions in the state. The

1
modest outlay of funds in 1963-64 has escalated into a

were 56,715 students enrolled in the nineteen institutions,
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$28.4 million item in the state's educational budget for
1975-76 and promises to increase, since the future growth
of the system seems assured because of student interest and

increasing curricular offerings.ever
In 1964 the state legislature, encouraged by the

success of the pilot school, established additional junior
The presidents of these institutions recognizedcolleges.

the need for coordination of a growing system and asked to
be placed under the State Board of Education. The state
legislature approved this request, but the State Department

The budgetary
process of the junior colleges and general administrative
policies guiding the presidents of the various institutions
constituted the only common operational links among the

This situation continued from 1966 untilinstitutions.
1972 when the State Board of Education created the Division
of Vocational, Technical and Community Colleges within the
State Department of Education.

A parallel development to the growth of the system
of junior colleges has been the growth of the libraries
in each of the institutions in the system. Expendi
tures for libraries during the twelve years of operation
through September 1975 for personnel, materials and services

Library budgets for 1974-75 in thetotaled $10,949,255.

than prepare, receive, and file reports.
of Education lacked sufficient manpower to do little more
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nineteen junior colleges then in operation reflected con
tinued growth.
per year for the past nine years. During the past five
years expenditures for printed monographic materials
totaled $1,121,447, for an average expenditure per year of
$224,289. From September 1970 to September 1974, the total
number of volumes held in the Alabama public junior college
libraries grew from 326,488 to 469,428, for a total volume
growth of 142,980, and an average per year growth of
35,745 volumes.

An exhaustive review of the library-related files
in the State Department of Education yielded no evidence
of long-range planning for libraries in the junior

collectionThe problems of bibliographic control,colleges.
interlibrary loans,cooperative acquisitions,development,

staff development and automation have not been addressed.
Each institution developed its own library without guidance
from the state agency.

libraries in Alabama was presented by the Alabama
The Council ofCommission of Higher Education in 1972.

Libraries of the Alabama Commission of Higher Education,

on library problems in Alabama and conducted numerous

Revised Summary Report on Libraries: Master Plan for

Total budgets increased an average $130,922

An opportunity to focus on the problems of college

studies which led to the preparation in November 1972 of a

commonly referred to as COLACHE, held extensive conferences
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Higher Education in Alabama by the staff of the Commission.
The report states that:

(a)
(b)

(e)
Additional interest in the growth of the academic

sharing has been stimulated by the Alabama Public Library
Service. The 1972 allotment of the Federal Library Services
and Construction Act, Title III,was used to conduct a year
long study of library services in Alabama. This study was
conducted by the Battelle Institute of Columbus, Ohio under
contract to the Alabama Public Library Service. Library

A Handbook, by B. Rawles and D.Cooperation: A.
of the Battelle staff,was published as
carrying out the major recommendation of the study: that

(c)
(d)

libraries in the state and their potential for resource

A newsletter to alert libraries in the State to 
regionally accessible acquisitions
A centralized bibliographic-work-oriented 
computer facility
A union catalog for the State
A centralized bank for films and other expensive 
items
A centralized materials processing center.

more cooperation between all types of libraries, including

a resource in

^Alabama Commission on Higher Education, "Revised 
Summary Report on Libraries: Master Plan for Higher Education 
in Alabama," Montgomery, 1972, p. 18-19. (Mimeographed)

P. Buckelew

In addition to the recommendation summarized 
above, the COLACHE report noted that one recurring 
thread running throughout the report was a call 
for "cooperative efforts" among academic libraries 
as a means of using limited resources more 
effectively. The report suggest possible cooperative 
efforts should include:
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those connected with institutions of higher learning, be
undertaken.
siderations for any cooperative venture, emphasizing eight
groups of the most common cooperative activities. These
eight, first suggested by G. F. Purdy are:

use

2

Both the above reports include junior college libraries as
important components.
that public junior college officials responded to the
recommendations in these reports.

The general conditions faced by most academic
libraries in the United States have produced other problems
which must be addressed by those involved in management

These
the increased

increased difficulty

2 P.

163.P-

(g)
(h)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

A Handbook.
1973), p.

Union catalogs and lists
Cooperative development of resources
Sharing resources in terms of
Communication
Centralized processing
Cooperatively sponsored planning, surveys and 
research
Cooperative storage
Cooperative computer center.

This handbook covers a broad range of con-

There is, however, no official record

Beverly A. Rawles and D. P. Buckelew, Library 
Cooperation: A Handbook. (Montgomery: Alabama Public 
Library Service, 1973),p. 26. 

3R. R. Bowker, Inc., The Bowker Annual of Library 
and Book Trade Information, 20th ed. (New York: fC R. 
Bowker, 1975), p^ 180.

^Ibid.,

of libraries in public junior colleges in Alabama.
problems are the increased cost of materials,

4volume of published materials,
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Junior
college libraries as well as many other small academic

limited tools for technical
and increased demands for a variety of

These problems preclude comprehensive biblio
graphic control within libraries or extensive cooperation
between them and it is these two problems which must be
solved if academic libraries to service successfully theare
information needs of the academic community.

5 Veaner,

i

A Challenge 
41.

(Washington, 
p. 17.

The New Librarianship: 
R. R. Bowker, 1972) , p.

Allen B. Veaner, "Major Decision Points in Library 
Automation," College and Research Libraries 31 (September 
1970) : 300.

6Paul Wasserman, 
for Change (New York:

7 George L. Hall, "Behind the Bramble Bushes: A Mid
Century History of the Community College," Community College 
Review 3 (Fall 1974): p. 11.

8 U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
Office of Education, National Center for Educational 
Statistics, Library Statistics of Colleges and Universities: 
Fall 1971; Analytic Report (Part C) (Washington, D.C. : 
Government Printing Office, 1973), p. 17.

aArthur Roy Roland, "Cataloging and Classification in 
Junior College Libraries," Library Resources and Technical 
Services 7 (Summer 1963): 254.

"'■^American Library Association and American Association 
of Community and Junior Colleges and Association for 
Educational Communications and Technology, "Guidelines for 
Two-year College Learning Resources Programs," College and 
Research Libraries: News (December 1972) : 308.

of maintaining bibliographic control of materials as costs 
escalate without increased productivity,

libraries are faced with the additional problems of limited 
c , 7 x. • 8funds, -- -------------small staff size, 

. . . 9service activities, 
10 services.

and the general 
mixture of opinions concerning library automation.
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Statement of the Problem

Professional librarians are divided in their opinion
as to whether the use of computer technology in library

and services, and provide better management of
increasing volume of material in libraries.
problem addressed by this study is whether the libraries
of the public junior colleges in Alabama can or should
employ automated procedures in their technical service
activities.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study had three facets. The

first facet was to determine the current status of library

contrasted with commensurate operations elsewhere in the
The second facet of the problem was to determinenation.

and networking could be adapted and utilized in the
The third facetAlabama system of public junior colleges. was

to determine if there existed in the Alabama system
sufficient interest in these developments to constitute
the necessary atmosphere of acceptance which would be the
key to success for any future developments recommended.

an ever

and networking, in the public junior colleges of Alabama as
operations, specifically technical services, automation.

technical services will reduce costs, increase productivity

if recent developments in technical services, automation
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Importance of the Study

This particular investigation derives its importance

1.
that they will continue to enjoy rapid growth.

2. Studies of junior college libraries indicate that
are

being spent on library materials.
3. No studies have been undertaken in Alabama to

determine the amount of duplication of library materials
which are expensive and will continue to become more so.

4.
that cooperation between libraries is desirable and will
produce savings in both capital and operational expendi
tures .

5. Extensive publicity of computer applications to
library problems in general and technical services in
particular has led to the general belief that computers
offer a viable means for solving these problems.

institutional political factors, but no studies have been

a considerable portion of the institutional budgets
12

Studies of the public junior colleges indicate
11

^U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
Office of Education, Projections of Educational Statistics to 
1982-83, 1973 ed., by Martin M. Frankel and Fred J. Bramer, 
Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1974), p. 24.

12Kenneth W. Allen and Loren Allen, Organization,and 
Administration of the Learning Resources Center in The 
Community College, (1973), p. 45.

There is an almost universal belief among librarians

from a number of significant facts, as follows:

6. Success in any cooperative automated library 
venture necessitating change will depend upon a variety of
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undertaken to ascertain to what degree these factors, both

colleges.

for the future. These plans should result in better library

service to library users.
A thorough search of the literature was undertaken

to determine if any studies exist which would provide
information negating the necessity of this study. Searches

indexes yielded no study with an appreciable degree of
similarity.

Various directories were searched to determine if
other state junior college systems were cooperating through
centralized processing.

The system cited
by Delanoy and Cuadra was the North Carolina Department of
Community Colleges Library Services, which serves fifty-six
state operated technical schools and community colleges.

The activities of the North Carolina department
include centralized purchasing, complete processing, and

A telephone call to the department directorother services.
revealed that no preliminary studies were undertaken and no

of appropriate library, dissertation, and educational

positive and negative, exist in the Alabama public junior

management, more efficient library procedures, and better

7. A study of this nature should assist in planning

13Diana D. Delanoy and Carlos A. Cuadra, Directory of 
Academic Library Consortia. (Santa Monica, Calif.: Systems 
Development Corporation, 1972), p. 127.

The Directory of Academic Library
13 Consortia lists only one such system.
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formal evaluations have been published. The department does
not currently utilize automated procedures for bibliographic
purposes and has no plans for joining SOLINET.

small group of community colleges in Northern California.
This center is very small and has little relevance to the
needs of the Alabama Junior colleges. Moore’s article

Although this article would seem to relate to
the present study, it does not address the unique nature of

automated procedures and includes cost categories and pro
cedures more akin to public libraries than academic libraries.
Altogether the article contains little of relevance to the
present study.

Studies appearing either in library literature or
junior college literature that have addressed automation

junior college libraries are extremely limited. Thein
studies without exception are concerned with only one

A second cooperative processing center serves a

^See Ruth C. Carter, "Automation of Acquisitions at 
Parkland College," Journal of Library Automation 5 (June 1972): 
118-36; Eloise F. Hilbert, "Library Mechanization at Auburn 
Community College," Journal of Library Automation 3 (March 
1970) : 12-23.

junior college libraries, does not make any references to

14 E. L. Moore, "Processing Center for California 
Junior College Libraries: A Preliminary Study," Library 
Resources and Technical Services 9 (Summer 1965) : 303-17.

describing this cooperative processing effort was published 
in 1965.14

institution and one aspect of the library operation of the
• *.■*. 4.- 15institution.
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The survey of the literature revealed no studies

which specifically addressed the utilization of the Library
of Congress MARC data in junior college libraries.

Several studies of various aspects of the problem
presently under study have resulted in published guide-

The insufficiency of these
and other guideline type publications is that they treat
only one aspect of the study at hand,and that in a general

The studies on automation generally treat onlymanner. one
large library. The studies on cooperation either treat the
theory of networking or cooperation, including resource and
information sharing, but not cooperative cataloging or other
technical processes.

A recent study by Wallace of academic library consortia
in the Southeast excludes from the study all cooperative
efforts among libraries of only one type or systems under
the same governing board. The study fails to apply to the
present one in that it seeks to analyze the usefulness
and effectiveness of the consortia studies. It does not,

specifically treat junior colleges or technicalhowever,

1 6. Ruth J. Patrick, Guidelines for Library Cooperation 
(Santa Monica, Calif.: Systems Development Corporation, 1972).

17Barbara Evans Markuson.et al., Guidelines for
Library Automation (Santa Monica, Calif.: Systems Develop
ment Corporation, 1972).

lines, the best of which seem to be those by Ruth Patrick^
17 and Barbara Evans Markuson.
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Other studies conducted by the Alabama Commission
on Higher Education and the Battelle Institute under con
tract to the Alabama Public Library Service failed to
produce any significant information on junior college
libraries in Alabama.

Studies of statewide systems for academic libraries

Maryland, Colorado, and Ohio are typical in
that each was concerned exclusively or primarily with
university and four-year type institutions and with two-
year institutions only incidentally.

The study undertaken by John P. Kennedy of Georgia
Institute of Technology which resulted in the establishment
of SOLINET was sponsored by the Association of Southeastern

5-14.

Surveys in New
22

have been conducted in several states.
t 19 „ J 2 0 „ n 21Jersey, --nJ -- J-

18Burma Morgan Wallace, Analysis, Usefulness, and 
Effectiveness of Academic Library Consortia in the South
eastern States, (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of 
Alabama, 1975).

19The Larc Association, Selected Papers Presented at 
the Larc Institute on Cooperative Library Automation 
(Milwaukee, Wis.: 1974) pp. 27-34.

20uIbid., pp. 15-25.
21Lawrence E. Leonard, Joan M. Maier, and Richard M. 

Dougherty, Centralized Book Processing: A Feasibility Study 
Based on Colorado Academic Libraries (Metuchen, N.J.: The 
Scarecrow Press, 1969).

22Larc Association, Selected Papers, pp.

• 18processing activities through automated procedures.
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fully developed in Alabama.
The conclusion that there is no published information

which can suffice in lieu of the present study seems
supported by the literature search.

Scope
This study organized around three areas—library

technical service operations,computer technology for
library technical services, and interlibrary cooperation
through centralization of technical services—attempts
to answer the following questions:

What are essential library technical services and1.
how are community college libraries coping with the com
plexities attendant to them?

2. What computer services have been developed to
assist in solving library technical service problems?

3. What amount of duplication of materials and
purchases existe in the collections of the libraries which
could yield savings if cataloged cooperatively?

7 7John P. Kennedy and Elroy W. Eckhardt, "The 
Feasibility of Establishing an OCLC—Type Center in the 
Southeast: A Final Report," Atlanta, 1973. (Mimeographed.)

No statewide study of this nature has been success-

Research Libraries and did not address the needs of junior
2 3 colleges in the region.
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problems which are barriers to effective interlibrary
cooperation through centralized technical services?

5. What are the advantages and disadvantages of
interlibrary technical cooperation through centralized
technical processing?

6. What is the climate for interlibrary cooperation
through centralized and computerized technical services?

moting the development of interlibrary cooperation through
centralized and computerized technical services?

Limitation
1. This study was limited to the library operations

of the public junior colleges of Alabama functioning during
the 1974-75 academic year. An additional institution was
authorized for 1975-76 but was not included since at the
time of this study its budget had not been approved.

Private junior colleges and trade or vocational2.
schools were not included in this study.

3. This study was limited to information gathered
through the questionnaire technique and one pilot project
which involved extensive use of the participant observer
method.

7. What are some guidelines that will aid in pro-

4. What are the operational and communications
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Methodology

The initial phase of this study consisted of
of the literature related to the development of libraries
in the junior colleges; computer applications to library
technical services; and the development of networks for
library technical service activities. These reviews

indicators to judge the feasibility of library modernization
processes examined in this study.

The second phase of the study involved a title
search of catalogs in the various libraries of the system
utilizing a sample from the computer printout of the shelf
list of one of the member institutions to determine the
probable amount of duplication of monographic materials
already in the system.

The third phase was the operation of a pilot project
in which cataloging data were obtained from a commercial
source utilizing Library of Congress machine-readable
cataloging on magnetic tape, hereinafter referred to as

as an experiment to determine the adequacy of theMARC,
MARC data base for current acquisitions and the amount of
duplication in the current acquisitions of the libraries
in the system.

The fourth phase of the study was a comparative
search of the data base used by SOLINET to determine the
percentage of items found in the SOLINET data base which

resulted in the development of criteria to be used as

a review
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were not in the MARC data base of the Library of Congress
available through the commercial firm under contract in
the pilot project.

The fifth phase of the study consisted of a survey
conducted to determine the political environment relative
to the implementation of various alternative cooperative
arrangements.

The final phase of the study consisted of presenting
recommendations pertinent to the future development of
interlibrary cooperation through computer based centralized
technical services. These recommendations were based upon
an analysis of the present status of library operations in
Alabama public junior college libraries in relation to the
developed criteria.

Details of the methodology used in this study are
presented in Chapter V.

Definitions of Terms
The following definitions are presented to facilitate

reading and understanding this study:
Authority File:

2 Marty Bloomberg and G. Edward Evans, Introduction 
to Technical Services for Library Technicians (Littleton, 
Colo.: Libraries Unlimited, 1971), p. 160.

a record of proper forms for names, series,
or subjects used in the catalog to keep the entries

. _ 24uniform.
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(1) the implementation of processes byAutomation:

(2) The theory,automatic means;
making a process more automatic; and (3) The investi-

development, and application of methods
or self

Batch Processing: a system approach to processing where

Call number:
the location of the book on the shelf is indicated.

A catalog made up of cards, each usuallyCard catalog:
The card catalog is to bebearing a single entry.

distinguished from the printed catalog in book form and

Hill,
113.P-
15.P-
16.P-

the class number and the book number by which
27

25 Edward M.
Library Automation: 
of the Library as 

113.

Heiliger and Paul B. Henderson, Jr., 
Experience, Methodology, and Technology 

an Information System (New York: McGraw-
1971) , p.
26T. . , Ibid.,
27z'ibid.,
28T, . ,Ibid.,

gation, design,

art, or technique of

similar input items are grouped for processing during 
the same machine run.

the shelf catalog which consists of sheets brought to-
2 8gether in portfolios.

of rendering processes automatic, self-moving,
. i -i • 25controlling.
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Cataloging: the process of describing a physical object

and assigning a classification number. Includes

a general term for the symbols used to refer to orData:

other factors.

states.
Machine Readable:

by a specific machine.
Network:

pertaining to peripheral equipment or devicesOff-line:

unit of a computer.
on-line system may be defined as one in whichOn-line: an

the input data enter the computer directly from their
point of origin and/or output data are transmitted

The intermediatedirectly to where they are used.
stages such as punching data into cards or paper tape,

113.P-

169
180.

and other characters, by images, and by other physical 
30

information in a form which can be read
31

not in direct communication with the central processing
33

31Ibid., p.
32ZIbid., p.
33J°Ibid., p.

to describe an object, ideas, condition, situation, or
Data are represented by number, letters,

determining the main entry, describing the item, and
29 assigning subject headings and a classification number.

2 9Bloomberg and Evans, Introduction to Technical
Services, p. 161.

3 0 Heiliger and Henderson, Library Automation,
115.

the interconnection of a number of points by
32 communications facilities.
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Technical Services: work performed in or for a library to

Tracing: in a card catalog, the record on the main entry

Union Catalog:

Organization of the Report
The introductory chapter of this report has presented

and statement of the problem.an overview
The review of the literature has focused on three

specific topics which constitute the necessary background
for this study. Chapter II presents information about
junior college libraries as organizations whose role,
functions and problems constitute a uniqueness which must

an orderly compilation of the holdings of

insure that it has materials available for patron use.

34Ibid.
35Bloomberg and Evans, Introduction to Technical 

Services, p. 166.
Heiliger and Henderson, Library Automation, p. 22.

^ibid. , p. 23.

card of all the additional heading under which the work
3 6is represented in the catalog.

writing magnetic tape, or off-line printing are largely 
. , , 34 avoided.

two or more libraries, presumptive of cooperation among
37the libraries.

This work does not require direct contact with library
. 35patrons.
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be addressed in establishing criteria for changes contem
plated in them. Chapter III presents information on the
development of library automation for technical service

Chapter IV presents information obtained frompurposes.
the literature relative to the development of libary
networks.

Chapter V deals with the setting and design of
the study.
collection and analysis of the data will be described.

A finalChapter VI reports the findings of the study.
chapter, Chapter VII summarizes the major features of the

offers conclusions based upon the findings obtained,study,
and includes some recommendations for future development
of interlibrary cooperation through computerized services
available in the public junior colleges of Alabama.

The sample, instruments, pilot project, and the



CHAPTER II

LIBRARIES IN JUNIOR COLLEGES

Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to review the related

literature that provided part of the background for the
development of this study and yielded criteria to be used
later for evaluative purposes. A critical examination of
the literature related to the unique role, function and
organization of libraries in junior colleges is presented.

The articles, studies and other literature surveyed
have yielded an appreciation of the changing nature of
library service in junior colleges and the increasing
demands placed upon the technical service activities of

The focus of this chapter is thethese agencies.
development of junior college libraries as a distinctive
form.
appreciation of the historical antecedents of both present
day libraries and junior colleges.

This chapter is organized to provide needed per-

organizational form which has developed as the modern
The concluding section of thejunior college library.

21

This distinctiveness can be understood through an

spective on libraries, junior colleges and the specific
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chapter develops the contrast between junior college
libraries and other academic libraries in order to
demonstrate needed changes in the technical service
activities of the junior colleges and to establish
criteria for change.

The Origin and Development of Academic Libraries
This survey of the literature relevant to the

development of academic libraries will cover their origin
and development and pressures which are forcing change
upon library organizations and services.

Origin and Development

in the history of the ancient world. Much of a specific
nature is known of the origins and development of libraries

the scholarly attention it deserves.
In the ancient world of Babylonia and Egypt libraries

of commerical and governmental natures were developed.
The libraries of the Greek philosophical schools of Plato,
the Epicureans, and Aristotle were systematically organized

Macropaedia,

but the history of libraries has not generally attracted
1

^The New Encyclopaedia Britannica:
1974 ed., s.v. "Library."

The modern library with its many resources, techno
logical innovations, and vast collections has its roots deep
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to facilitate research and the great Alexandrian library

modeled upon those of Greece. Both the Alexandrian

The spread of the Roman Empire and its assimilation
of cultures led to the rapid expansion of libraries in

Both private and public libraries developed duringRome.
the reigns of the Caesars, establishing vast holdings of
classical literature. The destruction of the great Roman

literature and was finished in the fifth Century
by the Germanic barbarians who laid fire and waste to Rome
and its great collections of cultural heritage. From the
destruction of Rome through the Dark Age, the Carolingian
Renaissance in the ninth and tenth centuries, into the
feudal age the libraries of the religious orders held
together the surviving remnants of the record of the

3classical and cultural heritage of the ancient world.

by the Christian zealots who were anxious to rid Rome of

2James A. Hulburt, An Introduction to Library 
Service (New York: Exposition Press, 1971), p. 23.

3'’ibid.

library and its rival, Perganum in Asia, were said to

Pompeii in 79 A.D. by volcanic eruption, was speeded along

established in the third century B.C. was said to have been

the "pagan"

libraries by accidents and acts of nature, for example,

house between 600,000 and 700,000 items necessitating
2 considerable library methodology.
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In the awakening decades of the Renaissance the great

European princes began to amass valuable collections which
in turn became the basis of some of the great public,

have survived in spite of wars, political upheavals and
natural disasters to this day. The growth of university,
national and public libraries has continued virtually un
checked into modern times with many nations establishing

the importance of their libraries and virtually each city,

public library.

The Challenge for Library Change
The publishing revolution started by movable type

and spurred on by various advances in printing technology
has erupted with startling effect upon the twentieth
century library world. This change is epitomized by
phenomenal book production records and
demand upon the library for information services.

World-wide book title production reached 496,000
and in 1971 a total of 548,000.

in 1974 totaled 40,846Publication of books in the U.S.

The increased volume of

R.

an ever increasing

town and hamlet in the western world aspiring for its own

impressive national libraries, universities emphasizing

s.

ecclesiastical, national and university libraries which

in 1969, 546,000 in 1970,

Bowker, Inc., The Bowker Annual 1975, p. 163.

titles with an additional 50,000 government publications
4 and 30,000 university theses.
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publication alone has forced many changes in library organi
zations and services. Academic libraries especially have
been subjected to a variety of other pressures focused

Other
reasons dictating change in academic libraries

for worldwide coverage of information, publication in many

new forms,
and the sharp realities of the economic change.

The pressures for change inherent in the nature of
libraries in the last quarter of the twentieth century are
compounded by the vast changes in educational structure.

in the structure, organization and accountability of
higher education, forcing on the academic library

Robert S. Taylor concludes that academic

the opening of new realms of scholarly inquiry,
5

a new

are concern
upon their collections, organization, and services.

Richard W. Hostrop forsees an evolution of major proportions

5 Douglas W. Bryant. "The Changing Research Library," 
The Library Scene 4 (September 1975): 2.

g Richard W. Hostrop, Education Inside the Library— 
Media Center (Hamden, Conn.: The Shoestring Press, 1973), 
pp. 139-40.

7Robert S. Taylor, "Patterns Toward A User-Centered 
Academic Library," in New Dimensions for Academic Library 
Service ed. E. J. Josey (Metuchen, NT J.: Scarecrow Press, 
1975) , p. 298.

relationship to the academic community akin to the library—
-. , 6college concept.

libraries must change or their users will turn to other
7 sources for their cultural and informational needs.
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Whether the academic library can adapt to its

to the library by other segments of academe for prestige
and support will not diminish. A quote attributed to
Martin D. Wooden, President of Louisiana State University,
typifies this challenge by comparing the utility of the
library with its heritage of 3,000 years to the academic
computer with its heritage of 30 years by stating:

Whether libraries as organizations or librarians

not the least of which is the complexity of libraries.
Paul Wasserman states that:

It

Computers on Campus," LSU Outlook November 1975,8„

in the 1970's and 1980's depends upon a variety of factors,
as professionals can respond to the challenges facing them

I consider a good computing center . . . 
as important to certain aspects of the 
universities' operation as a good library. A 
modern university today has to put its computing 
facilities in almost the same category as its 
library.8

changing situation remains to be seen; however, the challenge

The American library as an institutional form 
was begun in another time, a simpler time, 
was a time when all of man's knowledge was 
recorded in printed books and when the rate of 
production of new ideas was less overwhelming. 
Over the institution's life span libraries have 
been transformed into more complex forms, so 
that the bureaucracy and the technology which 
growing size have engendered commit libraries 
to patterns which make them less viable than 
when they began. Institutional history and 
tradition impose ritual processes and a

p. 4.
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Taylor is less circuitous in his identification of the
constraints on change when he argues that, "librarians have

relatively low level of expectation to what they cana as
do, as to what they
are allowed to do.

A final challenge to the library
is the rising tide of user expectation. Librarians them
selves have been in part responsible for creating a climate
in which use of the library and excellence in teaching are
thought of as synonymous. Lyle states that librariansGuy R.
were stung by charges in the 1940's that libraries were not
functioning in close and vital connection with the teaching
program and that librarians ". . felt that somehow or
other they were probably most at fault and they tried in

integral part of college teaching.

A Challenge 
8.

indeed and more subtly debilitating,
..10

qPaul Wasserman, The New Librarianship: 
for- Change (New York: R. R. Bowker, 1972) , p.

every possible way to sell the idea of the library as an
,.11

as an institution

ritualized sense of library purposes. Ritual 
translates into apathy and ultimately many 
concede that nothing can be changed. Failure, 
it is rationalized, is caused by lack of 
material or resources, rather than limited 
imagination or enterprise, which are the more 
genuine constraints.^

■^Taylor, "Patterns Toward A User-Centered Academic 
Library," p. 300.

l^Guy R. Lyle, The Administration of the College 
Library, 3rd. ed. (New York: H. W. Wilson, 1961), p. 10.
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The desire to provide full service in college

greatly increased levels of funding for academic libraries
with a belief that increased resources would lead to user
satisfaction. One study of fifty-nine university libraries
points out that from 1949 to 1969 expenditures climbed an
average of ten and one-half per cent a year, a rate that

The major developments of the last fifteen years in
academic libraries, i.e. burgeoning enrollments, budgets,

and user demands have
led to charges of user dissatisfaction. Wasserman suggests
that user dissatisfaction has developed to the warning sign

signs are visible for any but theII

most myopic.

development of junior colleges is presented in order to
provide background information necessary to interpret the
nature and purpose of the junior college library. This
section presents information concerning the origin and
development of junior colleges and current trends.

stage and that these
.,13

The Origin and Development of Junior Colleges 
This survey of the literature relevant to the

libraries found expression in the 1950's and 1960's in

collections, user interest, formats,

p. 5.

1 2 Bryant, "The Changing Research Library," p. 2.
13Wasserman, The New Librarianship,

results in expenditures rising by eight times in two
, , 12decades.
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Origins and Development

vation in higher education.

the
separation of the University of Chicago into the "Academic

and the

beginning of the junior college movement. By 1896, when
the names were changed to and

the President of the University of Chicago,
William Rainey Harper was a strong advocate of junior
colleges. President Harper was instrumental in the

The oldest extant
public junior college is Joliet.

The history of junior colleges can be divided into
The first lasted from the beginning untilthree stages.

During this time the idea of a separate institution1920.
offering the first two years of baccalaureate curriculums

The second stage which lasted from 1920 towas accepted.
1945 added the concept of terminal programs and semi-
professional education to junior colleges. After World War

2nd ed.

of Joliet Junior College in Joliet.
15

Thornton, The Community Junior College, 
John Wiley & Sons, 1966), p. 47.

"Junior College" "Senior

College" "University College" represents the real

■^Robert Palinchak, The Evolution of the Community 
College (Metuchen, N. J.: Scarecrow Press, 1973), p. 25.

James W.
(New York:

The junior college is a distinctive American inno-

establishment, in 1896, of Lewis Institute in Chicago; in
1897, of Bradley Polytechnic Institute in Peoria; in 1901,

College,"

Although several institutions 
which now operate as junior colleges pre-date it,^
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stage of development, service to the adult learner.
Growth during the first stage ending in 1920 reached

70 of which
The second phase of growth,

1920-1945, witnessed the rapid expansion of that was called
or technical education. The

proportion of terminal courses in relation to other junior

The end of World War II marked the beginning of the
third phase of junior college development and found the
junior colleges prepared to offer excellent programs for
transfer credit and also deeply involved in technical

The colleges were ill-prepared for the influxeducation.

led to further diversifi
cation of curriculum offerings and a rising belief that
junior colleges could meet the educational needs of the

By 1972 there were 964 two-yearadult community.

52.

II the veteran student introduced to junior colleges a third
16

18Thornton, The Community Junior College , p.

semi-professional, terminal,

of veterans, however, and institutional adaptations to the
needs of these "new collegians"

p. 27.

16,000 students enrolled in 207 junior colleges,
17 were public and 137 private.

16Ibid., p. 46.
17 Palinchak, The Evolution of the Community College,

college courses increased during 1917 to 1947 from 17.5
18per cent to 32.0 per cent.
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be seen in the percentage of total post-secondary enroll-
The total enrollment figures for public juniorments.

Trends and Future
The direction of the community/junior college is m

many ways already determined. Factors determining this
direction include national goals, enrollment trends,
financial limitations, and student characteristics and

These factors will also requireexpectations.
tinuing ability of these institutions to change and to
adapt.

National goals as expressed by reliable publications
such as the 1970 Trends in Postsecondary Education,
published by the Bureau of Higher Education, point to pro
vision of postsecondary education for all with an emphasis

U.S.

P-
Southern Regional Education Board,

Higher Education in the South:
Southern Regional Education Board,

Fact Book on 
1973 and 1974 (Atlanta: 

1974), p. 23.

The importance of this growth can

a con-

institutions in the United States enrolling a total of
19 2,665,787 students.

colleges represent 21.4 percent of degree credit enrollment
2 0 and 90.7 percent of all nondegree-credit enrollment.

19 U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Office of Education, Digest of Educational Statistics: 1973 
Edition, by Nancy W. Grant and C. George Lind (Washington, 
D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1974), p. 90.

20
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This national
goal of universal postsecondary education has contributed
to the increased enrollment.

The trend in increased enrollment and increased
percentages of postsecondary enrollment is likely to
continue as forecast in the 1973 projections of educational
statistics published by the U.S. Office of Education. This
report projects that the percentage of total enrollment in
degree-credit programs in junior colleges will be 23.68
per cent in 1976, 24.02 per cent in 1977, 24.33 per cent in
1978 and 25.12 per cent in 1982, and that the percentage
of total enrollment in non-degree credit programs in junior

per cent in 1982. Projected enrollments in degree-credit
programs forecast a rise in public junior colleges from an

Non-degree-credit enrollment in

The above enrollment projections indicate that the
most important development in higher education will be

Educational Statistics to

27.
30.P-

colleges will increase from 94.03 per cent in 1976 to 95.36
22

21 U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
Office of Education, Bureau of Higher Education, Trends in

Government Printing
p. 181.

Office of Education, 
p. 24.
Ibid., p.
Ibid.,

public two-year institutions are projected to rise from
24 853,099 in 1972 to a projected 1,406,000 in 1982.

Postsecondary Education (Washington: 
Office, 1970), 

22 
1982-83, 

23 
24

actual enrollment of 1,694,465 in 1972 to a projected
23 2,146,000 in 1982.

• 21on vocational postsecondary experiences.
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related to junior colleges in the 1970's. That degree-credit
enrollments for both public junior colleges and for all higher

education are projected to rise from 1972 to 1982 is not

surprising. The projection of a dramatic increase in enroll
ment in non-degree-credit programs in public two-year
institutions and sharp decline in non-degree-credit programs
in all other segments of higher education, i.e. public and
private four-year colleges and private two-year colleges,

indicates a growing recognition that public two-year

Two factors are emerging as the great challenges of
junior colleges. These factors are an increasing complexity
of financing higher education and the changing nature of stu-

Financing of postsecondary education and in particulardents.
The firstjunior colleges is under a three-fold pressure.

pressure is the general state of the national economy in
The dual effects of recession and doublethe mid-1970's.

digit inflation are adversely affecting every area of higher
The second pressure is the rapid rise ofeducation.

educational costs in general.
declining rate of growth of financial support from state

The declining economy has brought about alegislatures.
keen competition for the same educational dollars between

The third pressure is a

25t, . , Ibid.

institutions are best suited for meeting educational needs
25in this population sector.
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two-year and four-year institutions with the two-year insti-

Leaving the financial constraints facing public junior
colleges, the changing nature of the student body is also a
factor to be reckoned with. It is generally held that the
greatest problem faced by community colleges is the task of

27preparing a new kind of education for a new kind of student.

of minority groups,
gifted,and unconventionaltalented,

This diversity of student body notwithstanding, the
junior college has emerged as a major force in higher education
with its own excellence which it must pursue and as has been
demonstrated by this review the roots of the junior college
movement are deepest in the liberal arts curriculum. This
factor is curcial to an adequate understanding of the nature

and Welfare,

have greater aspiration for degrees,
30

A Mid
Community College

A Forcast Study 
1973, p. 5.

tutions having no longstanding financial or political support
2 6to depend on.

Students enrolled in junior colleges are increasingly
28 __  ____ , 29

29Ibid., p. 16.
30Edmund J. Gleaser Jr., Project Focus: 

of Community Colleges (New York: MeGraw-Hill, 
2''■Ibid. , p. 11.

and include more veteran,
. 31students.

and role of libraries in junior colleges. 
- 

George L. Hall, "Behind the Bramble Bushes:
Century History of the Community College. " 
Review 3 (Fall 1974): p. 11.

2 7 U.S. Department of Health, Education,
Trends in Postsecondary Education, p. 194. 

2 8David S. Bushnell, Organizing for Change: New 
Priorities for Community Colleges (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1973),
p. 11.
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Libraries

In this section of the review of literature related
to junior college libraries emphasis is placed on the unique
development of junior college libraries. It will be shown
that certain changes in academic libraries do not apply to
junior college libraries. Further it will be shown that,
in spite of the liberal arts antecedents of the junior col
lege, the dramatic adjustments made by junior colleges to
demands by both society and the
radical departures from traditions in the junior college
library.

Early Orientation
The development of the junior college as the first

two years of four-year baccalaureate curricula resulted in
libraries which were scaled-down versions of the libraries

These libraries were highlyin the four-year institutions.

Libraries of
the junior colleges developed as somewhat isolated entities

They were available if neededwithin their institutions.

The most telling evidence of the

J:

in Junior Colleges

"new" student have caused

The 
in New

E. J. Josey
p. 50.

Creative Library Service for the 
in New Dimensions for 
J. Josey (Metuchen, N.

print oriented, and their librarians were inducted from 
32 the mainstream of liberal arts education.

79° Robert P. Haro, "
New Learners in Higher Education," 
Academic Library Service, ed. : E. 
Scarecrow Press, 1975), p. 157.

^Louise Giles, "On the Cutting Edge of Change: 
Community College Library/Learning Resource Center," 
Dimensions for Academic Library Service, ed: 
(Metuchen, N. J.: Scarecrow Press, 1975),

but were not agents for change in the instructional lives 
33 of the colleges.
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orientation of junior college libraries as scaled down
academic libraries is the size of the book collections. A
1970 survey of 263 junior colleges reported 215 with
collections of 25,000 volumes or less: 36 with between

The contrast between junior college library
collections and those of four-year colleges and universities
is great. In 1970-71 the mean number of volumes in the
book collection in public two-year institutions was

in public four-year institutions without graduate28,132;
in public four-year institutions with
202,762; in public universities,

The contrast in size is further seen in the
difference in number of volumes per full-time equivalent

In the fall of 1970 and 1971 there were 13.1student.
volumes per full-time equivalent student in public two-year

of Book
II 18.

Alice B. Griffith, "Building the Quality
Junior College Journal 40 (June-July 19 70) :

institutions, 36.2 per full-time equivalent student in

programs, 82,026;

other public four-year institutions, and 59.5 volumes per
36 full-time equivalent student in public universities.

graduate programs, 
1,217,551.35

34
Collections,

35 National Center for Educational Statistics, Library
Statistics Fall 1971, p. 5.

36_, . . -Ibid., p. 17.

25,000 and 50,000 volumes; 11 with between 50,000 and 
100,000 and one with more than 500,000.3^
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A significant contrast between junior college
libraries and the libraries of other type colleges and

In the fall of 1971
there were in public junior colleges 1.3 librarians per
1,000 full-time equivalent students; in other public four-
year colleges 2.3 librarians per 1,000 full time equivalent

Current Status
An almost indelible heritage in any library is the

structure and adequacy of its cataloging and classification.
This fact retains the importance of Roland's 1963 study,
which is itself out of date. Roland found that in over
seventy per cent of junior college libraries the head
librarian personally did the cataloging. Only seventeen
and three-tenths per cent employed a full-time cataloger

The restriction in the size of the print collection
and restriction in the size of the professional library
staff in junior colleges has resulted in junior colleges
being by-passed by a major development in academic libraries.
This development, the growth of in-house technical service

254-58.pp.

universities is that of staff size.

37t, . , Ibid.
38_, , ,Roland, "Cataloging,"

and sixty per cent had no clerks at all for cataloging
. 38work.

students; and in public universities 2.7 librarians per
37 1,000 full-time equivalent students.
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staffs and methodologies to provide bibliographic control
of an increasingly large and complex print collection, pre
ceded many of the changes in cataloging and other technical
services such as automation, International Standard
Bibliographical Descriptive, and revisions of Chapter Six
of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules.

Junior college libraries are probably weakest on this
crucial point. One study of policy decision taken in
academic libraries relative to cataloging changes suggested
by the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules found a definite
correlation to the size of the institution. The study
concluded that,
formulated definite policies and, while most of these

garding its existence.
The relatively small size of the average junior

--has precluded the development of
The result has been a heavytechnical service staffs.

the manpower and the cataloging tools have been beyond the
financial reach of most junior colleges.

libraries are modifying the code, many are totally disre- 
,.39

"small college libraries have only rarely

reliance on Library of Congress catalog cards, since both

college—in 1970 the median enrollment in public junior 
40 colleges was 1,380

3 9Virginia Woll Atwood, "Relationship of College and 
University Size to Library Adaptation of the 1967 Anglo- 
American Cataloging Rules," Library Resources and Technical 
Services 14 (Winter 1970): 68.

^^Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, The Open 
Door Colleges: Policies for Community Colleges. (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1970), p. 30.
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The net result of this lack of technical service

staff in college libraries is card catalogs which do not
reflect changes in Library of Congress cataloging and are
increasingly filled with inconsistent name and subject
authority. One study of technical services in junior
college libraries concluded, however, that methods used to
overcome the lack of technical staffs are

The addition of non-print media to the cataloging

Consistency of
subject indexing and a single classification scheme are

A final source of demands upon junior college

instructional process," but not usually undertaken by

73.

...so bewildering in their variety and ingenious 
in their meeting of problems in different ways 
that any attempt to capture a true picture of 
them on paper produces results which must be 
viewed cautiously.41

^James W. Pirie, "Junior College Library Processing," 
Library Trends 14 (October 1965): 166.

42R. E. Holdridge, "Cataloging Non-Book Materials," 
Audiovisual Instruction 12 (April 1967): 358.

43Allen and Allen, The Learning Resources Center, p.

services, is the variety of activities considered "normal"
for junior college librarians as "an integral part of the

librarians, further undermining the priority of technical

and processing burden has further complicated the problem
42 of technical services in junior colleges.

the most difficult problems in achieving organizational
4 3"unification of all materials."
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four-year college and university librarians. The activities
include audio-visual services; instructional development

The cumulative effect of the pressures upon the
junior college librarian discussed above and the philosophical
commitment in most junior college libraries to personal
service to students preclude the allocation of funds and

card catalog to optimum effectiveness.

Summary
In this review of literature related to libraries

in junior colleges material has been presented for the
purpose of providing background information on both
libraries and junior colleges. This information has been
used in interpreting literature related to the unique role,

and organization of libraries in junior colleges.function,

Particular emphasis has been placed on the contrast between
junior college libraries and other college and university
libraries in order to demonstrate the lack of extensive
technical service staffs in junior college libraries which

needed to maintain effective bibliographic control.are

personnel necessary to maintain, by manual methods, the

design, evaluation, and related research; production of
functions, which includes task analysis, instructional

learning materials; learning or developmental laboratory;
. 4 4auto-tutorial programs; bookstore; and print services.

44American Library Association "Guidelines," p. 308.



CHAPTER III

COMPUTER APPLICATION TO LIBRARY TECHNICAL SERVICES

Introduction
This chapter will survey literature on the development

of technical services in libraries and the origin and
development of automation of technical services in
libraries. Emphasis is placed on the role of the Library
of Congress in developing a machine readable format for
bibliographic data and on the development of file manage
ment programs, on-line systems and program transferability.
The final section of the chapter develops criteria for
decisions to automate library technical services. The

and personnel needs.

Developments in Library Technical Services
Frederick Kilgour identifies five major developments

in library organization and operations: (1) The introduction
of subject indexing of books in 1843, by Charles Coffin

Jewett,

structured list of subject headings, (2) The introduction
in 1848 by William Frederick Poole at Yale of subject

(3) The publication by Melvilindexing of periodicals,

41

at Brown University, using what is essentially a

criteria are delineated in terms of system concepts, costs
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Dewey during the 1870's of the first effective classifi-

books on library shelves and known widely as Dewey's
Decimal Classification, (4) Dewey's introduction at
Columbia University in 1884 of the full-time reference

The only criterion for inclusion on Kilgour's list

information. The significant advancements of replacing
the manuscript catalog with the card catalog, of centrally
produced card catalogs by the Library of Congress, of the
advent of cost accounting in library management, or of the
utilization of time and motion studies in library operations
are not included.
introduction of computer processes to the information
retrieval and interpretation functions of the library will

The past one hundred fifty years have provided an
indispensable foundation for the automation of technical

The major developments in technical servicesservices.
Dunkin's classic work entitled,detailed in Paul S.are

Frederick G. Kilgour, "Computerizations: The Advent 
of Humanization in the College Library," Library Trends 
18 (July 1969): 29.

2Ibid.

cation scheme used both in classed catalogs and to arrange

is that of providing access to and interpretation of

Kilgour insists, however, that the

result in a new breakthrough of humanization of the library
. 2for the user.

librarian, and (5) The recent development of the user
operated photocopying machine.
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Cataloging U.S.A. In addition to being an excellent
historical survey of developments in cataloging, detailing
the contributions of Charles Cutter, Melvil Dewey and
Seymour Lubetsky, and an excellent discussion of the
technical problems in identification and description,
Dunkin provides an in-depth view of the development and
importance of subject indexing. He concludes that cataloging
rests on three bases:

3

the techniques of organization of collections of

A significant compilation of research related to
the organization of materials was published in 1973.
Edited by Edmond L. Applebaum, the Reader in Technical

collection of essays which attempts to "bring
together a readable and germane group of materials ranging

153.

3. Custom. Much more than we should like to 
admit, cataloging is only the accumulation of what 
has been done. Specifically, cataloging U.S.A, 
is the accumulation of what has been done in LC.

1. Cutter's "objects"--our bibliographical 
system to the extent that we have one.

Services is a

Dunkin concludes that, in spite of momentous changes in

2. What is assumed (but never proved) to be 
the public's needs and/or wants. (They are not 
necessarily the same.)

4 information, the substance of the task remains unchanged.

3Paul S. Dunkin, Cataloging U.S.A., (Chicago, 
American Library Association 1969), p. 143.

^Ibid., p.
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eluded solution since Jewett's introduction of subject
indexing of books in 1843 is well stated by Leonard Jolley,

who suggests that the "concept of bibliographical coordi
nation as a method of subject limitation is of great

As an example, Jolley cites a book on The Attitude
of the Catholic Church Towards Witchcraft and the Allied
Practices of Sorcery and Magic. Jolley maintains that
much time would be lost to the user if he were required to
check each entry under the three subject headings; Catholic

and Witchcraft, assigned by the
An often suggested solution is a

system of compound subject headings; however, the mathe
matical possibilities for compound subjects are astounding

Dunkin summarizes by asserting:

xi.

(London:

"An Approach to Theory and Method 
Library Quarterly 16 (April 1946):

The basic problem in library organization which as

5Edmond L. Applebaum, ed. , Reader in Technical 
Services (Washington: NCR Microcard Editions, 1973), p.

^Leonard Jolley, The Principles of Cataloging, 
Crosby Lockwood & Sons, 1960)^ p7 120.

^Ibid., p. 121. 
oMary Louise Prevost, 

in General Subject Heading," 
149.

importance" since "the specific subject of books is often
6a collocation of two general subjects."

reports on current research and development and conjecture 
about the future.

from history, review papers, and practical exposition to

Church-History, Magic,
7 Library of Congress.

and the problem of establishing subject "authority"
8 staggering.
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The ability of the computer to provide
and orderly handling of the compound heading" is the source
of Kilgour’s optimism for the
the library. Before full appreciation of the potential of
computers in library technical services can be realized it

necessary to consider the development of scientificis

management in libraries.
Scientific management in libraries is a natural

extension of the development of scientific management in
industry and government. Size and complexity have brought
about the need for better management procedures and the
success of industry in management procedures has provided
a natural model for libraries.

Beginning around the turn of the century, the term
scientific management" was used to describe the applicationII

of the scientific method to management problems. Several
themes appeared under the general term and each appeared

natural progression as management techniques developed.in

The first important theme was the development of time and

Cataloging,

"consistent

"advent of humanization" in

Thus we come full circle. The problem for us, 
as it was for Cutter, is the compound heading. 
Anyone can handle a single-word heading. 
But we want something more tangible than 
Cutter's "usage" or "convenience to the 
public" to bring consistent and orderly 
handling of the compound heading.

9Dunkin, p. 94.
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through scheduling devices known as Gantt Charts. These
in turn were followed by cost accounting, systems and
procedures for handling paper work, management information

Scientific management in libraries has been used
for projecting library growth, solving storage problems
and generating network models.
studies for a time were popular in libraries. the most
permanent results of scientific management in libraries
is the development of library systems analysis. The basic
steps used in library systems analysis are: defining the

94-96.pp.

Although time and motion
11

Robert M. Hayes and Joseph Becker, Handbook of 
Data Processing for Libraries, 2nd. ed. (Los Angeles: 
Melville Publishing Co., 1974), pp. 74-78.

l^Mary E. Tesovnik and Florence E. DeHart, 
"Unpublished Studies of Technical Service Time and Costs: 
A Selected Bibliography," Library Resources and Technical 
Services 14 (Winter 1970): 57.

12 Hayes and Becker, Handbook,

scope of the library system, analyzing the library's

motion studies. Second, project management was refined

operations, designing alternate solutions or models, and
, . . 12evaluation.

systems, operations research, and finally systems 
analysis.
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As libraries grow and user demands become more
sophisticated, libraries must come under more efficient

Adoption of scientific management proceduresmanagement.
has seemed a viable alternative to the traditional
intuitive approach.

Automation and the Library
Library mechanization is a recent development in

the history of libraries in the United States. Warheit
delineated three phases in this development. First,
beginning in 1936 and extending to the mid 1950'sr was the

and essentially
experimental projects. The second phase, from approxi
mately 1954 through 1970, was large scale automation of
library applications such as production of catalog cards,
book catalogs, periodical check in, serials holdings,
circulation and acquisition programs and information

The third phase, developing with the decaderetrieval.
of the 70's, was signaled by the

integrated systems.
In this short period, extensive developments con

cerning a broad range of problems have kept practitioners

on-line capabilities and the potentiality of building total,
„13

"advent of time-shared,

13 I. A. Warheit, "Design of Library Systems for 
Implementation with Interactive Computers," Journal of 
Library Automation 3 (March 1970): 65.

development of numerous small, scattered,
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in the field fully occupied and the diversity and scope of
changes wrought by these developments have created rather
passionate protagonistic divisions in the profession. Thus
there has emerged no widely accepted history, historian,
or historiography of library computerization.

This dearth of finalized historical treatments has
not precluded many important studies on the subject. This
survey of those reports will begin with an overview of the
more important bibliographic publications. A second topic
of this section will consider the historical development of
automation in libraries. The third topic of this section
will be a presentation of the major contribution of the
Library of Congress in devising a standard format for
machine readable bibliographic records. The final section
will consider the problems of library automation which have
engendered much debate and some important criteria upon
which consideration of library automation must rest.

Bibliographic Materials
The situation noted by Kilgour in 1970 when he said,

in 1960,
contain valuable literature reviews, remains unchanged.

"Historical studies have not yet appeared, although some
D 14Bunnow

..15

■L^l. R. Bunnow, Study of and Proposal for a Mechanized 
Information Retrieval System for the Missiles and Space 
Systems Engineering Library (Santa Monica, Calif.: Douglas 
Aircraft Co.), 1960.

l5Kilgour,

reports beginning with that of L. R.

"Computerization," p. 219.
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Extremely useful updates of Bunnow’s work are

represented in the two editions of Literature on Information

and updated in 1966.
In 1963 the Graduate School of Library Science at

the University of Illinois instituted an annual conference
called Clinic on Library Applications of Data Processing.
Each year proceedings have been published. Attached to the
first published proceedings was an appendix consisting of

and the

This feature has not been included in subsequent issues
of the proceedings.

Proceedings of the 1966 Clinic on Library 
Ill.: University 

1966) ,

of Illinois/ 
pp. 193-98.

20t ,Idem. __________________________
Applications of Data Processing (Champaign, 

Graduate School of Library Science,of Illinois, 
pp. 211-16.

Retrieval and Machine Translation, published by IBM in 
196216 — 17

The 1965 proceedings
. 19included a selected bibliography for 1963-64

16 Charles F. Balz and Richard H. Stanwood, Literature 
on Information Retrieval and Machine Translation (White 
Plains, N.Y.: International Business Machines Corp., 1962).

17 Idem. Literature on Information Retrieval and
Machine Translation, 2nd ed. (White Plains, N.Y.: 
International Business Machines Corp., 1966).

1 gUniversity of Illinois Graduate School of Library 
Science, Proceedings of the 1963 Clinic on Library Applications 
of Data Processing (champaign. Ill.: University of Illinois, 
Graduate School of Library Science, 1964) , pp. 157-71.

19 Idem. Proceeding of the 1965 Clinic on Library 
Applications of Data Processing (Champaign, Ill. : University 

Graduate School of Library Science, 1966),

201966 proceedings included a final updating for 1964-65.

an extensive list of English-language literature on the
18 mechanization of library processes.
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Also in 1967
the ALA Bulletin printed an extensive Bibliography of
Library Automation by Lois C. McCune and Stephen R. Salmon

to publications of the 1960's. The ALA Bulletin provided

Mason's "Bibliography of Library Automation.
In Great Britain two selected bibliographies on all

items traced in the English language on
routines have been published and are extremely valuable
due to extensive annotations. They are Bibliography of

Kansas :

"housekeeping"

which was arranged by subject and chronology and confined
22

an update in September 1969 when it published Charlotte
..23

Library Automation, by Cayless and Potts, published in 
196824

In 1967 an American bibliographer, Jack A. Speer,

21 Jack A. Speer, Libraries and Automation (Emporia, 
Teachers College Press, 1967).

22Lois C. McCune and Stephen R. Salmon, "Bibliography 
of Library Automation," ALA Bulletin 61 (June 1967): 674-94.

2 3 Charlotte Mason, "Bibliography of Library Automation," 
ALA Bulletin 63 (September 1969): 1117- 34.

A4C. F. Cayless and Hilary Potts, Bibliography of 
Library Automation (London: British National Bibliography, 
1968):

2 5Lynne Tinker, An Annotated Bibliography of Library 
Automation: 1968-1972 (London: Aslib, 1973).

and An Annotated Bibliography of Library Automation
251968-72, by Lynne Tinker.

published a valuable retrospective bibliography of over
2 1 three thousand entries on the subject.
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An extremely helpful survey/discussion of literature

related to the development of the Library of Congress
machine readable cataloging program and the British National

to as BNB/MARC, was published in Library Resources and
Technical Services in the Summer of 1971. Prepared by

this article traces the development of MARCJoan Stockard,
and BNB/MARC through selective literature on the subject
featuring the contributions of the American Journal of
Library Automation established in 1968 and the British

News of Computers in Libraries,Program:

this country.
A bibliography covering a much broader range of

subjects than that of Stockard but confined to the year
1973 was presented by Lois Mai Chan in Library Resources

The selections includedand Technical Services in 1974.

Most of the material contained in the literature
reported in the bibliographies listed above can be classed

"which has become

in this bibliography reflect the movements in the field

2 6Joan Stockard "Selective Survey of MARC Literature," 
Library Resources and Technical Services 15 (Summer 19 71) : 
101.

for BNB/MARC what the Journal of Library Automation is to 
„26

Bibliography machine readable cataloging program, referred

27Lois Mai Chan, "Year's Work in Cataloging and 
Classification 1973," Library Resources and Technical 
Services 18 (Spring 1974): 101.

toward greater cooperation, technical understanding
27 standardization and internationalization.
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in one of three categories: theoretical and feasibility-

oriented research essays, conceptual and technical guide

experiments .

and feasibility-oriented research class of materials by
asserting that the

Kountz defines resource sharing in terms of operational

Finally Kountz concludes,"... that automationand control.
can provide this support feasibly,

demonstrated .

are of interest and use in the operational phase of pro
jects but are not germane to this study. Conceptual
guidelines and reports concerning successful and unsuccessful

experiments and on-going operations are central to the

present study.

is to support resource sharing which in turn is anticipated
„28

economically for specific functions has been amply
.,29

to avoid additional costs and to improve user service.

2 8 John C. Kountz, "Library Support Through Automation:
The California State University and Colleges Plan for
Library Automation," Journal of Library Automation 8 
(June 1975): 99. " '

29T. . , Ibid.

"intent of automation in libraries, then,

effectively, and

collection building, and systemwide resource visibility

lines, and reports on both successful and unsuccessful

The second class of materials, technical guidelines,

Kountz' recent article summarizes the theoretical-

areas as, systemwide access, system integration, structured
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Historical Materials
This section of the review of literature of auto

mation in libraries will present information on the
historical treatment and development of the subject.

The development of library applications of data
to some extent the history of compu

terization in libraries, may be seen in both the subject
and scope of the literature. Beginning in the mid-1930's
and continuing well into the 1950's the literature reveals

"wishful thinking." Punched card technology wasan era of
slowly developing and librarians burdened with the never-
ending task of counting in a highly complex manual operation
could not refrain from public speculation on the future.

and Ralph H. Parker

Circulation Work,

the University of Texas Library.

engineering libraries newly established in the 1950's.
stated that "the origins of library computerization were in

i.32

Parker, "The Punched Card Method in 
Library Journal 61 (1 December 19 36) :

a book charging system using Hollerith punched cards at
a report on the 1936 installation of

processing, indeed,

Kilgour, in his "History of Library Computerization,"

Ethel M. Fair opened discussion in 1936 with, "Inventions
30 and Books—What of the Future?"

closed the year by specifying, "The Punched Card Method in 
.,31

zation,"

on Ethel M. Fair, "Inventions and Books—What of the 
Future?" Library Journal 61 (15 January 1936) : 47-51.

31Ralph H.
Circulation Work," 
903-905. 

3 2 Frederick G. Kilgour, "History of Library Computeri- 
Journal of Library Automation 3 (September 1970): 219.
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This statement would seem at variance with published reports
of that and the two previous decades. Kilgour does not
make a case for differentiating between mechanization and
computerization; he simply ignores mechanized systems
which began in the mid-thirties. Given the evolution of
systems such as that at the University of Texas and others

dismissal of early efforts.
An even more confusing assertion concerns circulation,

about which Kilgour stated,

In a subsequent description
of the products of this sytem by Kilgour, there seems to
be little technological advancement over that described by
Parker in 1936. Kilgour may date computerization from the
advent of internal manipulation of data, overlooking
mechanization as an origin of modern library automation,

Kilgour does place in perspective efforts to
automate subject indexing in the 1950's in newly established
engineering libraries "employing the Uniterm coordinate

Refinements of Taube's Unitermreport literature.

222.

indexing techniques of Mortimer Taube on collection of
.,34

"The Picatinny Arsenal reported

to computerization, one is hard pressed to defend Kilgour's

however, is unwarranted.

both in academic and public libraries, from mechanization

33°Ibid., p.
34jbid., p. 219.

the first computerized circulation system . . . that began 
. . 33operation m April, 1962."
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coordinate indexing technique of post-coordination of
simple index terms
States Air Force, index of classified technical reports
at the Air University Library, and the National Library

The synthesizing of these separate developments
into one movement began in 1960 when L. Bunnow recommendedR.
to the Douglas Aircraft Company a computerized information
retrieval system that would include catalog card production.
Kilgour credits Bunnow's proposal as being

36

The conceptual and technical milestones achieved
by experimental programs at the University of Chicago,

of Technology and others lacked cohesion since "...by
1965,
for machine readable bibliographic records,
impenetrable thicket of such records was evolving.
The need for leadership and standardization in this field
became clearly apparent and the Library of Congress was the
logical source for such leadership.

...perhaps the first to contain the concept of 
production of a single machine readable record 
from which multiple products could be obtained, 
such as printed catalog cards and subject 
bibliographies produced by machine searching.

and an
,.37

a dozen or more libraries had a dozen or more formats

are currently utilized by the United

Rice, Stanford, University of California, Georgia Institute

of Medicine's highly publicized and sophisticated MEDLINE
25program.

35Hayes and Becker, Handbook, p. 18.
36Kilgour, "History," p. 220.
37Ibid., p. 225.
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The Machine Readable Cataloging Format

The Library of Congress, the National Library of
Medicine and the National Agricultural Library, with the
assistance of the Council on Library Resources cooperated
in developing
standardization to bibliographic records for computers.
The program is known simply as the MARC program. MARC is

acronym for MAchine-Readable Cataloging. The MARCan
progam has resulted in the development of:

The MARC program began with a pilot project in
November 1966 and extended until June 1968 distributing
approximately fifty thousand English language records to
twenty participating libraries. Based on the pilot project,
the on-going MARC Distribution Service began in March 1969
using a redesigned format called MARC II and expanded to
provide coverage to all English language monographs by
June 1969.

Subsequent developments have provided formats not
only for monographs but also for serials, maps, motion

By April

I

a program which brought the much-needed

3 8Joseph Becker and Josephine S. Pulsifer, 
Application of Computer Technology to Library Processes: 
A Syllabus (Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1973), p. 56.

pictures, manuscripts, and sound recordings.

(1) a standard format for the exchange of all 
forms of bibliographic data, (2) a generalized 
set of programs for the creation of biblio
graphic records in machine readable form at 
the Library of Congress, and (3) an on-going 
distribution service for such records.^8
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been distributed through the on-going distribution service

The full range of the activities which the MARC
program has brought to the Library of Congress has steadily
expanded. These activities include the development of
automation programs for the core bibliographic system of
the Library of Congress.

format recognition, multiple use MARC systems, the Order

The MARC program of the Library of Congress has
provided many benefits, which can generally be grouped

The first benefit is the group ofinto five areas. con
ceptual advances which has emphasized interchange of
bibliographic data rather than simple distribution and has
promoted the concept of "richness" of format from which

select and reject single elements or groups ofusers
The second benefit is theelements for particular usage.

Rather,
Library Resources and Technical 

195.

Brett Butler, "
Arguments for Automation Continue to Mount, 
(August 1975): 12.

40 Henriette Avram, Lenore S. Maruyama, and John C.
"Automation Activities in the Processing Department 

of the Library of Congress," 
Services 16 (Spring 1972):

Data Bases and the Catalog:
" Directions 1

1975 more than 570,376 individual bibliographic records had

to the MARC and RECON projects already mentioned, include
Individual projects, in addition

Division project, the automated process information file,
the subject headings project, filing program, book catalogs,

40and the Card Division project.

and a program known as RECON, which tested the retrospective
39 conversion of the Library of Congress file.
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development of software programs. The four software sub-

The third benefit is the
improvement of internal bibliographic control at the Library
of Congress. The fourth benefit is the creation and distri-

and systematic way. The final benefit is to be discovered
in the emerging pattern of order from the chaos of the local
level experimentation with computers. These benefits have

in the fact that they are a multipurpose record whichlies

dependent upon a bibliographic record. Some of these
library functions are:

Extensive reports on the development of the MARC
program have appeared in the literature. A report in the

The Library Resources and Tech
nological Services journal has provided continuous coverage

surveys, the first of which appeared in 1971.

66.

279-289.pp.

"MARC Program Research 
Journal of Library

of the project through progress reports and literature
43

41x. . , Ibid., p.
4 2Henriette D. Avram, et. al. , 

and Development: A Progress Report," 
Automation 2 (December 1969): 242-265.

43Stockard, "Selective Survey,"

bution of the machine-readable record in a comprehensive

can be used as a basic record for many library functions
.,41

input, main-systems, encompassing many routines, are:

graphies and classified lists, and others.
processing, circulation, reference, production of biblio-

tenance, retrieval, and output.

selection, ordering, cataloging,

Journal of Library Automation in 1969 gave the best coverage 
42 of the early period.

occurred because the real significance of the MARC record "
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One of the most successful developments at the

Library of Congress brought about by the MARC program is
the This program,program.
known as CIP, provides libraries which subscribe to the
weekly MARC tapes a record of the books some four to six
months prior to their publication for use in selection and
ordering procedures. The rapid growth of this program,
which began in July 1971, has been largely due to the

data in almost ninety percent of their titles.
The importance of the MARC program was duly noted

by the library world when the prime mover of the program,

Authority Files
One of the most difficult problems encountered in

using automated procedures in library technical services
is that of authority files and filing procedures. Libraries
following the complicated filing rules of the American
Library Association have long assumed that the difficulty
and cost of establishing software to perform this task

The New York Public Library, however, haswas prohibitive.

cooperation of trade publishers who presently provide CIP
44

"Cataloging in Publication"

Henriette D. Avram, was awarded the 1971 Margaret Mann
45Citation m Cataloging and Classification.

4 4 . .Connie Dunlap, "Cataloging m Publication," 
Library Journal 99 (15 October 1974): 2573.

^Josephine S. Pulsifer, "Henriette D. Avram," 
Library Resources and Technical Services 15 (Fall 1971): 
525-31.
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accomplished this task, making possible the establishment
of authority files for names,

series, conventional and uniform titles andscope notes,

such other information as is normally associated with
manual authority files.

In the New York System all new entries are checked
by the authority file program. If the entry is identical
to one established in the file, it is accepted. If the
term matches a cross-reference, it automatically gets
switched to the valid term. If it is not identical to
either a term or cross-reference, it is rejected and sent
to the cataloger for approval of the new term or revision.
This feature provides for automatic changing of subject

single cross-reference.

Program Transferability
A major barrier to the greater utilization of

automated technical services systems has been the high cost
The unique bibliographic needsof computer programming.

of various libraries and the variety of hardware

1973"Cataloging Systems: 
paper presented at the ISAD 

San Francisco, June 1973.

46 Maurice J. Freedman,
Applications Status," 
Preconference Institute. 
(Mimeographed.)

headings in the whole file through the insertion of a

Through the development of this program, a major

subject, cross-references,

breakthrough in the most time consuming and costly function 
in cataloging has been accomplished.^
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configurations have prevented extensive software exchange.
A significant contribution to the surmounting of this
barrier has been provided by the Hennepin County Library
of suburban Minneapolis, which has demonstrated the trans
ferability of software programs and the adaptability of
programs developed in type of library to others.one

Beginning with the desire to develop a total
bibliographic system, the Hennepin County Library decided
to produce a book catalog of its 80,000 titles and 800,000
volumes utilizing a machine readable data base in the MARC
format. This was chosen because
enough to contain acquisition data,
most kinds of bibliographic information.

The library established procedures to use the IBM
360 Computer housed in downtown Minneapolis through a remote

The library
subscribed to the MARC distribution service for the MARC
tapes and purchased two magnetic tape typewriter units for
local input and conversion of the retrospective file.
Arrangements were made with California's Institute of
Library Research to use its editing software programs called
FIX for input of MARC and magnetic tape typewriter generated

"The MARC format is flexible
circulation data, and

.,47

disc, tape and card reader, and a printer.

4 7Jerry Pennington, "An Overview of the Book Catalog 
at the Hennepin County Library: Justification, Production 
Techniques, and Anticipated Usage." n.p.; n. p. November, 
1972. p. 19. (Mimeographed.)
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data and editing and for use of its Automatic Field
Recognition (AFR) program in the local input process.
Using these borrowed programs, Hennepin County developed
a full data base.

Following development, the data base was then sent
to the New York Public Library, where it was checked by
its authority file program and corrected. The cleaned
up data base was then forwarded to Automated Graphics
Corporation which had developed the software needed to
interface with the RCA 70/830 series videocomp system.
Automated Graphics Corporation produced camera ready copy
on the RCA videocomp at the American Can Company in Chicago.

In October 1972 Hennepin County Library distributed
a five-volume catalog consisting of three parts: Names,
Titles and Subjects.

On-Line Systems
A final significant technological development in

the field of library automation was the development of
on-line systems for library applications. The University

Dedicated to a highlyof Chicago led in this development.
advanced total automation program, The University of
Chicago by-passed batch processing and computer cards and

27-45.

The printing was done by Multi-Print, Inc. of New York.

These book catalogs replace individual
48 card catalogs at the county libraries.

48Ibid., p.
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moved directly to an on-line system.
the time no computer was sufficiently advanced technologi
cally for this concept, with the results that

The resources of the University of Chicago and the dedication

project provided solutions to the many obstacles resulting

Several important observations, which were developed

(1) system development must be open ended;following:

permanent part of the library; (3) the complexity of
bibliographic data requires extremely high memory core

indicating the need for a time-shared computer rather than
(4) the various on-linededicated to library use alone;one

activities of the library eventually become a time-shared
operation but require that a functional, thoroughly tested

(5) that the costsoftware be resident in core at all times;

(2) system development staff and computer people will be a

capacity, yet utilization of this data is comparatively low,

our
actual first phase was to develop an operating computer."^

of the Director of the Library, Herman Fussier, to the

Unfortunately, at

as a result of this early Chicago project, included the

in on-line cataloging, circulation, serials, and acquisition 
systems as well as many sub-systems.^

4 9 Charles T. Payne, "An Integrated Computer-Based 
Bibliographic Data System for a Large University Library: 
Problems and Progress at the University of Chicago," in 
Reader in Library Services and the Computer, ed. : Louis 
Kaplan (Washington, D.C.: NCR Micro-card Editions, 1971), 
p. 53.

^Ibid. , p. 51.
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of on-line terminals and transmission lines will restrict
terminals to data processing rooms and specific heavy-load
work counters; and (6) that communication between library
people and computer people is generally inadequate, with

Criteria for Decisions to Automate
The decision to enter into any project of library

automation is an important one. Experience has taught most
librarians that automation is not an end in itself but
must be a means toward realistically established goals.

by heavy pressure from computer sales organization and
abetted by failure for reasons of personal or institutional

In an effort to insert a note of realism into this

Ellsworth Mason,Dr.on Libraries and Computers:

/

University 1969),

"Perspective
situation, Library Resources and Technical Services
published two articles, under the general title,

In the early 1970's, the mystique of automation, augmented

then director of Hofstra University Library, took a negative

S^Ibid., pp. 53-54.
5 2 University of Illinois, Graduate School of Library 

Science, Proceedings of the 196 8 Clinic on Library 
Applications of Data Processing (champaign. Ill.: 
of Illinois, Graduate School of Library Science, 
p. 29.

pride to report unsuccessful projects, had deeply affected
52the library world.

A Debate."

the results that computer people generally underestimate 

the library requirements.
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position in presenting a revised text of a speech he had

previously presented. His position may be summed up in his

statement,

overwhelming degree the backside of brainlessness.

Library of Congress pointed out the obvious weaknesses in
the Mason article. By using half-truths and omitting
many truths Dr. Mason had succeeded in presenting a
completely distorted view.
IILibrary Automation: A Balanced View," did not disclaim
failures or areas of weakness, but in admitting them
took the opportunity to demonstrate not only what had been
learned but what had succeeded.

and concludes
that

5.
"Computers in Libraries," Library 

Resources and Technical Services 16 (Winter 1972) :

that at last matches 
the problem.55

53 Ellsworth Mason,

In rebuttal to Dr. Mason, Henriette D. Avram of the

5 A ‘"‘Henriette D. Avram, "Library Automation: A
Balanced View," Library Resources and Technical Services 16 
(Winter 1972): 15.

55Ibid.

Avram points out that "a poorly designed project

Avram, in her article entitled

Progress is evident in research and in the 
automation of specific functions. In 
some cases, great strides have been made 
toward a core bibliographic system. We are 
at least seeing research projects that 
conceptualize ideas that lead to advances 
and that are of an order of sophistication 

the complexity of

does not prove that library functions cannot be automated;
. 54it proves that a disaster is a disaster,"

"I consider library automation to be to an
„53
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These articles and a general return to realism

One list of criteria for automation decisions
contained the following ten points, with appropriate
questions for each point: (1) Need. (Is there a genuine
need for automation?) , (2) Equipment. (What kind of local
equipment is available? Can other potential sources of
equipment be explored?), (3) Access. (What kind and amount
of access to the computer can the library get on a
guaranteed basis? What kind of access to the input
equipment can the library have?), (4) Suitability of

equipment for library application. (What output printing l
capabilities exist? Can the computer perform complicated
alphabetic sorts? Does input equipment allow flexibility
in encoding library input? Can MARC II tapes be handled?),

(5) Personnel Resources. (Are technical support people
readily available for assignment to library automation

What kind of time commitment can the library beprojects?
guaranteed for technical support staff? What kind of
commitment can library staff members make to the automation

Is it possible to obtain additional staff forproject?
What kind of operationalthe library automation project?

What source of personnel existstaff will be required?
Has library staff had experienceoutside the local agency?

3."Cataloging Systems," p.5 6^ ,Freedman,

following the demise of the research "megabuck" have
contributed to more tangible criteria for automation
, . . 56decisions.
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with information processing?) , (6) Budget. (Can funds be
obtained to support planning? Can funds be obtained to

and programming? Can funds be
obtained to support long term operations? Is the agency
funding fairly stable over the long run?), (7) Local
Attitudes. (What is the attitude of the local agency manage
ment toward library automation? What is the attitude of
the library user? What is the attitude of the library

(8) Condition of existing files.staff?) , (If a file
conversion is required, what is the present condition of

(9) Experience of Others. (Have other
libraries successfully completed a similar system under

somewhat similar conditions?) , (10) Long-Range Planning.
(Is the proposed project consistent with long-range local
or parent agency planning? Is the proposed project con-

Will the use ofsistent with agency library planning?
codes) in the library

In his article on
Veaner indicates that generally no automation

should be undertaken without a comprehensive understanding
As first priority Veaner listsof the full situation.

Other considerationsunderstanding the present system.

9-11.pp.

"Major Decision Points in Library

5^Markerson, Guidelines,

support analysis, design,

existing standards (e.g., formats,

Automation,"

community enhance the long-term utility of the proposed
57system?)
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include extra-library assistance, personnel characteristics,

While each of the above lists contains many items
of importance, they stress three areas which provide the
framework for the development of criteria in the remainder
of this section. These three are the concept or design
of the system to be implemented, the costs for automation
of library systems, and personnel aspects of library
automation.

Concept or Systems Design
The adage "if you don’t know where you are going

you are apt to wind up someplace else, It

Warheitappropriate than in the field of automation.
suggests that

operations.
In an excellent 1971 textbook approach to library

automation Heiliger and Henderson further refine this need
by ascerting that

"Design of Library Systems," p. 76.

have a profound effect on the shape and success of current 
„59

is nowhere more

59Warheit,

e pAllen B. Veaner,

selection and salaries, facilities, hardware, networks,

"the establishment of long-range goals can

"Major Decision Points" p. 301.

time scale, transferability, access to machine readable
5 8 files, communication and documentation.
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A final refinement of this critical point is
provided in the 1974 edition of Hayes and Becker's Handbook. i

61

for thorough long-range planning based on sound needs

for embarking on a program of library automation.

Costs
Library automation is a diverse and complicated

procedure and costs for one procedure in library automation

93.
129.

I)

I;

f
r

t

E

II

iil lu

It is particularly important to develop 
objectives in terms of a planned progression 
of systems . . . starting from the present 
ways of doing things and leading to some 
ultimate system . . . Even more significant 
is the necessity that any interim system be 
capable of sustained, economic operation 
indefinitely. There is always uncertainty 
with respect to both the future and the actual 
progress in development of new systems. For 
example, related programs elsewhere and the 
actual availability of technology are completely 
outside the control of the individual library 
and yet essential to its planning. The pro
gression of steps must be designed to articulate 
well with those programs as they actually develop.

The tendency has been to mechanize 
circulation or serials or acquisitions, depending 
on the need of the moment. Now it is evident that 
there must be an overall plan for the automation 
of the library and that each development toward 
that end must fit the ultimate objective and 
provide an immediate detailed plan to guide and 
measure results.®0

assessments studies is well established as a first criterion

6 0 Heiliger and Henderson, Library Automation, p.
blHayes and Becker, Handbook, p.

Thus, at present in the library community, the need
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may vary widely from library to library. Much of the
available literature
out by decrying the lack of reliable information. One
author states flatly that "cost figures given in published
reports tend to be misleading and confusing; rather than

An obvious approach to cost of library automation
is to study the product in the context of its systems
environment. If this is followed, then cost must be

Cost to the User
If one assumes that a library of 500,000 volumes has

an operating budget in its cataloging department of $50,000,
and has a circulation of 500,000 per year and one further
assumes that for each item circulated the patron used the

a system can be devised to make the catalog I
more accessible to the user and he doubles his use of the

Dolby,

11

1
IH

I 11
’ I

j
11

analyzed both in terms of expenditures, 
to the user and cost to the agency.

on costs of library automation start

to the user is reduced to $.05.

If, however,

catalog and doubles his circulation, then the unit cost

card catalog one time, then the cost per unit of use if $.10.

benefits, cost

6 2Mary Ellen Jacob, "Standardized Costs for Automated 
Library Systems," Journal of Library Automation 3 (September 
19 70): 207. ————

63J. l. Dolby, V. J. Forsyth and H. L. Resnikoff, 
Computerized Library Catalogs: Their Growth, Cost and 
Utility^ (Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Press, 1969) , p~I 25.

indicate the true cost of a system they tend to obscure 
the entire issue.

et. al. maintain
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ithat,

on the value of added access, but at the first level it is

i
Planning Cost

The cost of planning for library automation will vary
from agency to agency; however, as demonstrated above, the
need for adequate planning is well documented and eventual

savings should be realized on almost a dollar for dollar

basis.

Programming Cost
The cost of software or programming is easier to

duplicate Stanford's three million dollar outlay or New

demonstated above the transferability of programs is
A significant factor incurrently an operational reality.

programming costs is the development of more sophisticated

As a rule of thumb, large scaleprofessional programmers.

II
I

!

111

J

I :

programming languages which has eased the pressure on

Few libraries, however, will be called upon to

York Public's four million dollar project since, as

"It may be difficult to put a precise dollar figure

certainly sufficient to offset minor cost increments in
6 4the cataloging operation."

G^ibid., p. 25.
65Ibid.

identify than the previous two costs and often the cost 
of software is as high or higher than hardware costs.
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Hardware Costs
iAgain, the cost of hardware is completely dependent

on the type system designed. An off-line-batch mode system

cost relatively little.

* Iinto the millions of dollars. Fortunately,

Cost of Conversion

A major cost in establishing automated procedures

in the library is that of conversion of the retrospective

file or catalog to machine readable form. In a survey of
five major conversion projects conducted during the 1960’s,

al., concluded that the composite cost for

This compares favorably with the total$.90 per record.

i:

42.
"Cataloging Systems," p. 18.

II
I

I
III
IIIconversion of records 425 characters in size would be

68

l|:11

run on available machinery in a non-priority setting will

system handling input-output from many terminals can run
A real time, on-line interactive

Veaner, 
^ibid. , p. 46. 
68Dolby, Computerized Library Catalogs, p. 
69Freedman,

operations involving more highly sophisticated computer 

services must pay higher salaries.

Dolby, et.

cost reported by Freedman on the University of California
69 Supplement and the Hennepin County Book Catalog.

"Major Decision Points," p. 303.

"computing
6 7 equipment costs are decreasing exponentially."
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Cost of Operation
While it is true that the greatest costs in library

automation are met at the outset, one must consider the
costs of continuing operation and maintenance in any
analysis of cost factors. Two primary considerations
here are the increased cost of resources due to increased

demands and the exponentially increasing personneluser
cost brought about through inflation and the utilization

I70of a more sophisticated system.

Personnel
Regardless of the size and complexity of the library

automation project, selection of key personnel is of prime
importance.

"team"In order for the
a concerted effort for the establish-to work effectively,

ment of communication is necessary. Veaner suggests that
"librarians responsible for systems efforts must learn

"about one man-year should beprogramming" and that,
allotted for training and orienting each non-librarian
sufficiently to ensure that the systems librarian can be

I
i

Ii1!

J

!kI[

h
II

Weber, "Personnel Aspects of Library 
Journal of Library Automation 4 (March 1971) :

Also, whatever the size, the automation

70Jacob, "Standardized Costs," p. 210.
7 ■'’David C.

Automation," 
28.

"team" must represent competent library interests and
71 competent computer interests.
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The importance of personnel selection is reflected

in Auld's list of ten categories of library atuomation

failure. of these items can be traced

to the ineffectiveness of the automation The list

includes improper motivation, poor communication, faulty
systems analysis and programming, lack of feedback to
systems analysts and programmers, inflexible programs,
operator error, inadequate machine capacity, low priority
of computer service to the library, insufficient budgetary

support, and lack of long-term commitment on the part of

Of these only insufficient budgetary supporttop management.

In discussing institutional political and fiscal
factors involved in the development of library automation,
Veaner listed eight deficiencies in the library environment:

(1)

Inability to communicate design specifications(2)

Failure to understand the development process(3)

(4)
■|

i

Failure to recognize the computer as a finite 
resource

i
I

Failure to understand in full detail the 
current manual system

"team."
Most, if not all,

72Veaner,
73University of Illinois, Proceedings 1968, p. 28.

confident that the details of a bibliographic application
. 72will be well understood. "

"Major Decision Points," p. 302.

is completely outside the library automation team's sphere
73of influence.
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(5)

(6)

(7) Human problems
(8)
Based on the above observations, it would appear

axiomatic that those persons chosen for the automation
team must be sufficiently trained and professional in
their approach to problem solving in order for the

I

project to succeed.

Summary .
This section of the literature search has discussed

the development of library technical procedures. It has
surveyed the history of library automation from the
earliest mechanized experiments to current innovations and
developments with emphasis on the work of the Library of

It has identified the major problem areas inCongress.
this history and formulated criteria in the areas of con-

and personnel based upon reported solutions to
Considerations of library automationthese problems.

should be based upon the criteria formulated.

8-9.

i

Lack of an established tradition of research 
and development and the lack of venture 
capital in the library community

Excessive or unrealistic performance 
expectations

lI

^Allen B. Veaner, "Institutional Political and 
Fiscal Factors in the Development of Library Automation, 
1967-71," Journal of Library Automation 7 (March 1974):

cept, costs,

T 71Insufficient support from top management.



CHAPTER IV

LIBRARY NETWORKS

Introduction
i

The purpose of this chapter is to review related
literature on the development of library networks. The

Butler expands his definition to delineate between
the large number of activities which are generically referred
to as library networks and those which: (1) operate multi-

(2) embody two-way communication,laterally, (3) utilize
digital manipulation,
material as the essential service of the network.

This chapter begins with a survey of the background
or history of cooperation between libraries, emphasizing
three areas of cooperation: centralized book processing,

This
material is necessary to understand current library network

operations.

200-1.pp.
76

' I

! I
i • I JI

•I I ! jj I
• i

I

0

use of computer and communications facilities.

and (4) distribute information or
2

1Brett Butler, "State of the Nation in Networking," 
Journal of Library Automation 8 (September 1975): 200.

2Ibid.

provided by Butler, as being a "dependent organization and 

system providing duplex digital distribution."1

survey is limited to networks which fit the definition,

cooperative acquisitions and resource sharing, and shared
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Recent technological breakthroughs have made
possible the blending of the best features of each of these
areas, clearing the way for the establishment of compre
hensive library networks. The more notable recent networks
will be examined to determine those factors which affect the
success of the network, yielding criteria upon which con
sideration of establishing library networks may be undertaken.

Centralized Book Processing
The situations and pressures forcing libraries in

the 1970's to consider means for cooperation and resource
sharing are by no means new to the library community. In
the first issue of the Library Journal, Melvil Dewey stated:

At the present time, if a specifically valuable 
book is published it finds its way to at least a 
thousand different libraries, in all of which it 
must be catalogued. One of the highest salaried 
officers of each of these thousand libraries must 
take this book and examine it for the scores of 
points that only a cataloguer can appreciate the 
necessity of looking up. Then the title must be 
copied and revised. Perhaps a half day is spent 
in preparing a satisfactory note to append for 
the benefit of the readers etc. , and all this 
work is repeated to a certain extent in each of the 
thousand libraries. Can librarians complain if 
practical businessmen call this sheer extravagance?3

3Melvil Dewey, "Cooperative Cataloging," Library 
Journal 1 (November 1876): 118.
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Dewey was simply reiterating concerns expressed as early

as

"universal bibliography.

The lack of technology and apathy on the part of
the library community prevented any successful advancement

This development and the satisfactory level of service
provided by the Library of Congress sufficed until the
mid-1940's when processing centers as such came into
existence.

The development of processing centers received
support from the American Library Association, state

Proposed guidelines for the

N.J. :

Toward
____________ Michael
NCR Microcard Editions,

1840 by Charles Coffin Jewett, who urged the cause of
„4

in centralized bibliographic productivity until the Library 

of Congress began distribution of catalog cards in 1901.5

^Ibid.

libraries, the United States Office of Education, the

4C. D. Batty, 
in Library Cooperation, ed: Michael M. 
Microcard Editions (Washington, D.C. : 
Editions, 1972), p. 228.

5 
Lawrence E. Leonard, Joan M. Maier and Richard M.

Dougherty, Centralized Book Processing: A Feasibility Study 
Based on Colorado Academic Libraries (Metuchen, 
Scarecrow Press, 1969) , p. 10. ~~

"Co-operation in Cataloging," in Reader 
Reynolds, NCR 

NCR Microcard

7 
Sarah K. Vann, "Centralized Processing: 

Reality," in Reader in Library Cooperation, ed. :
M. Reynolds (Washington, D.C.: 
1972), p. 220.

These centers grew in numbers in the 1950's 
g 

and proliferated during the 1960's.

United States Congress through the Library Services Act,
, _ .. 7and library surveyors.
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Mullen suggests six advantages of centralized

processing.

articles about centralized processing and are worth noting.

They are
1. Concentration of expensive cataloging tools

Concentration of able catalogers2.

3.

4. Greater use of standardized rules and procedures

Elimination of extra revising and editing5.

6.

19 6 2 Mary Lee Bundy conducted a survey of libraryIn
processing centers and found that most were relatively new,

In 1970 F. William Summers
reported that there appeared to be from sixty to eighty
operating centers but were for the most part "still plagued

II

Shortened lines of communication with 
corresponding efficiency and administration

__ A
By the Author,

pEvelyn Day Mullen, "Guidelines for Establishing A 
Centralized Library Processing Center," Library Resources 
and Technical Services 2 (Summer 1958): 171-175.

These, or similar statements, appear in most

9American Library Association, Resources and Technical 
Services Division, Regional Processing Committee, "Guidelines 
for Centralized Technical Services," Library Resources and 
Technical Services 10 (Spring 1966): 233-240.

10Mullen, "Guidelines," p. 172.
11Mary Lee Bundy, Public Library Processing Centers: 

Report of A Nationwide Survey (Troy, New York: r_ 
1962) pp. 4-5.

establishment of processing centers first appeared in 19588

dependent on state or federal funds, served few libraries, 

and operated at low volume. H

and were formally adopted by the American Library Association 
9 

in 1966.

Greater ease in maintaining cataloging policy.^8
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by the problems noted by Bundy: small centers, serving

heavily dependent upon state and federal funds.

The largest and most successful centralized buying

and processing project was conducted in 1969-73 by the

Massachusetts Board of Higher Education. In this project,

a crash book purchasing program for twenty-eight state

supported colleges and universities, a total of $5.5

million was expended for books and $675 thousand for

processing. Using automated acquisitions and cataloging

procedures, the project saved enough money over anticipated

costs to provide 80,000 more books than projected and

delivered 2500 volumes daily to member libraries. During

the first fourteen months of the project approximately

The success of the project is evident in that twenty-

six out of the twenty-eight libraries in the system returned

an evaluation survey and all were using the cataloging

All but one evaluated theprovided by the center.

"State Libraries and Centralized 
and Technical Services 14

William Summers, 
" Library Resources 

212.

small libraries with limited volume for processing and

,.12

12F.
Processing, _ 
(Spring 1970):

^university of Illinois Graduate School of Library 
Science, Proceedings of the 1973 Clinic on Library 
Applications of Data Processing (Urbana-Champaign, Ill.: 
University of Illinois, Graduate School of Library Science, 
1973), pp. 146-47.

486,000 volumes had been purchased and processed for the 
member libraries.
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cataloging as either good, very good or excellent. Finally,

the survey showed that the program had generated savings in

This last example appears to indicate that centralized
processing of materials can be both cost effective and well
received under certain conditions.

Cooperative Acquisitions and Resource Sharing
In his chronological survey of cooperation between

to the development of centralized book processing.
Cooperative acquisitions programs, such as the

Farmington Plan (a plan for the purchase of foreign imprints,

heavily in specified areas and all shared) have helped ease

Reciprocal
borrowing privileges between members of library consortia

have eased the pressure between types of libraries to

7.

area of cooperation between libraries developed parallel
15

now discontinued, in which designated libraries bought

14T,•Ibid.
15Ralph H. Stenstrom, Cooperation Between Types of 

Libraries: 1940-1968; An Annotated Bibliography (Chicago: 
American Library Association, 1970), p. 17.

16 Hayes and Becker, Handbook, p.

libraries Ralph H. Stenstrom demonstrates that a second

the economic burden brought about by inflation and proli

feration of expensive reference materials.

personnel costs of roughly $351 thousand per year system-

• I4 wide.
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Interlibrary loan
arrangements have greatly eased the pressure on libraries
to acquire rare and out-of-print materials. The publi-

A recent survey of library consortia indicates that
seventy-eight per cent include reciprocal borrowing
privileges and sixty-four per cent include expanded inter-
library loan service and sixty-two per cent involve some
type of union catalog or list. Cooperative acquisitions,
cataloging, publications and research are major activities

of from fourteen to twenty-seven per cent of the consortia

surveyed.

resources ranks high in library cooperation.

Shared Usage of Computer and Communication Facilities
There have been many studies which have approached

the subject of planning for the utilization of computer
services on

This clearly demonstrates that sharing of
19

Patrick, Guidelines for Library Cooperation, 
Systems Development Corporation,

acquire highly specialized materials.17

17 Stenstrom, Cooperation,
18 Hayes and Becker, Handbook, p. 7.
19 Ruth J.

(Santa Monica, Calif.: 
1972), p. 71.

2 0 See Martin Greenberger, ed., Networks for Research 
and Education; Sharing Computer and Information Resources 
Nationwide, (Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Press, 1974); 
Charles Mosmann, ed. , Statewide Computing Systems: Coordi
nating Academic Computer Planning, (New York; Marcel 
Dekker, 1974).

p. 13.

cation of the National Union Catalog with its location of 

rare materials has greatly enhanced this program.18

state-wide or a regional basis and several on
 , . 20a national basis.
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The priority generally given library application in

is generally well recognized. The report of the National

Science Foundation seminars conducted by EDUCOM under the

title Networks for Research and Education: Sharing

Computer and Information Resources Nationwide, concludes
that the area of bibliographic processing and information
retrieval

use of a National Science Computer Network. The

possibilities for a computer-based library network, such as

An Automated National Library System, are now realizable
based on the availability of current operational technology.

Heiliger and Henderson suggest that library net
works concern themselves with

Shared data banks of cataloging information1.

Central serials records for member libraries2.

Interlibrary loans3.

Transmission of graphic materials4.

Access to special data banks5.

Locating out-of-print materials6.

Book selection7.

Statistics of member libraries8.

21 164.

that envisioned by Normal Meise in his Conceptual Design of
22

"will become one of the most important areas of
.,21

these publications is relatively low; however, its importance

Greenberger, Networks, p.

22Norman Meise, Conceptual Design of An Automated 
National Library System (Metuchen, nF J. : Scarecrow Press, 
1969) .
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9. Fact retrieval in special areas

10. Exchange of duplicates lists

11. Exchange of want lists

12. Guiding collection development

Sharing of library materials13.

14.

15.

The major technological development which has greatly

expanded the viability of library networks is the avail

ability of on-line remote access to data bases, coupled with

serials control subsystems, and circulation control.

The biggest problem which successful networks must

face when they go on-line is growth. McCarn reports that

the increased utilization of the National Library of
Medicine's MEDLINE service since it has been on-line has

The success of the various library networks and
automation programs has given rise to plans for a national

interactive communication making possible shared cataloging,
24

Automation developments in the national 
libraries and other networks.23

Planning for better services at the same or 
lower cost

2 3
Heiliger and Henderson, Library Automation, p. 10.

24Dan K. Knieser and Betty J. Meyer, "On-line Computer 
Techniques in Shared Cataloging," Library Resources and 
Technical Services 17 (Spring 1973): 226.

25University of Illinois, Graduate School of Library 
Science, Proceedings of the 1973 Clinic, p. 2.

been thirteen percent per month or fifteen times the rate
25 of the batch mode system MEDLARS.
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library network. Joseph Becker sees the national network

a hierarchical array with the Library of Congress atin
the top level. Other national libraries such as Medicine
and Agriculture will be at a second level. A third level
will be regional centers such as OCLC. At the fourth level
will be state libraries. Each of the fifty states will
then constitute a further network array with major
reference centers, service centers and switching centers.
Becker's conclusion is that the library community ".
must move forward not working against machines, but

Notable Library Networks
In order to further develop criteria upon which to

base consideration for library automation and network

The first, the Colorado Academic Librariessome detail.

for three reasons:

The second network examined
will be the Ohio Cooperative Library Center (OCLC) , which

179.P-

first, it was established after extensive

is included because it is the most successful network using

Book Processing Center, referred to as CALBPC, is included

26t, . ,Ibid.,

studies and plans, second, an excellent analysis of the
problems encountered during the project is available, and

working with them; not growing apart, but growing together;
2 6 not thinking in local terms, but thinking nationally."

participation, three library networks will be examined in

third, the project failed.
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the very latest technology. The third network included will

be the Southeastern Library Network (SOLINET), because any

consideration of library networks in the southeast must be

cognizant of SOLINET.

Colorado Academic Libraries Book Processing Center

As early as 1941 there existed great interest among

academic librarians in Colorado in the idea of centralized

One

Some twenty years later a study financed by the
Council on Library Resources resulted in improved inter

courier servicelibrary loan service with a twice-weekly

between Fort Collins and Denver,

In 1966 the National Science Foundation awarded a

grant of $5 8 thousand to conduct a study on the practicality

The conclusion of theof establishing a cooperative center.

The

248.

study resulted in a
of a

book processing and extensive studies were proposed by a 

conference of Colorado college head librarians.

30Ibid.
31Ibid., p.

27Stenstrom, Cooperation, pp. 20-21.

28Ibid., pp. 23-24.

29Leonard, Maier and Dougherty, Centralized Processing,
p. 13.

Progress was halted when
29 several key members of the study left the state.

tangible result of this effort was a union list of periodicals
2 8 for the college libraries.

4. • T-u • 30stopping at nine libraries.

report recommending the establishment
31 cooperative centralized book processing center.
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time and cost studies,

planning recommended that the center be established

The project, with six of the original nine libraries

participating, began operation in February 1969 . A report
on the first six months operations was published in early

The major problem in the operation is identified in1971.
the introduction of the report.

IIMost problems
encountered in this project, .

frailties rather than technological problems.

119.

. . can be traced to human
.,34

...to order for delivery to the central point 
books requested by the participating libraries, 
to catalog, classify, process and prepare 
books for use, maintain appropriate records, 
and to forward processed books and catalog 
cards to the participants. 32

I II HU II! I

The crucial aspect of cooperative programs, 
one of which is centralized processing, 
hinges more on the dedication, competencies 
and willingness of individuals than on the 
technical aspects of systems or computer 
hardware.

conclusion, based on proven mathematical models, extensive
extensive interviews, and detailed

In the conclusion, the report states,

Maier, Central 
_■  : The Final Report (Phase
1969) of the Colorado Academic 

The First Six Months 
Scarecrow Press, 1971), p. 11.

io 
ibid., p. 14.

Richard M. Dougherty and Joan M. 
Processing for Academic Libraries: 
III, January 1-June 30, .___________
Libraries Book Processing Center: 
Operation (Metuchen, N. J.:

^ibid. , p.
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Board of Directors contracted with Allen B. Veaner, of

Stanford University, to conduct a year long (1971) study

of the system. Veaner applauds the effort of the Colorado

project and defends the concept of cooperation by concluding
IIThe fact that CALBPC may not have figured out thethat,

best way of implementing centralized technical processing

urgency of its need.

Veaner did not support the conclusion expressed

by Dougherty and Maier that all the problems are the results

of incompetent and uncooperative librarians. He identified
problems in three distinct areas with which he felt CALBPC
had to deal or close down. First, Veaner felt that the
uniqueness of the academic library as opposed to school
districts or public library systems had not been acknowledged
and pointed out several important factors, including the
small universe of current English language titles in
multiple copies handled by public and school libraries, fear
of domination and rivalry between small and large academic

fear of reduced status on the part of librarians,libraries,
a

3.

35 ooAllen B.
Processing Center:
Academic Libraries 
(Mimeographed.)

^Ibid. , p.

does not deny the validity of the concept or defer the
..35

Veaner, "Colorado Academic Libraries Book 
Consulting Report," (n.p.; Colorado
Book Processing Center, 1972), p. 6.

In an attempt to gain more perspective, the CALBPC

variable and usually low tolerance for technical errors,
36 and geographic distribution.
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Second, Veaner points out that CALBPC's volume was
much too small to realize any cost benefits. He points out
that the net projected workload was submarginal to begin

cessing. Veaner suggests that any project

The major operational problem Veaner identified had
its genesis in the design procedure. Members had little
or no opportunity to be involved in the design of the
finished products of the system but had become deeply
involved in the design of the internal operations of the

This situation Veaner sees as reverse from thatcenter.

Veaner's conclusion in this matter is supported by
Donald Hendricks in a study of library networks and pro-

Pursuant to his survey, Hendrickscessing centers.
recommended that processing centers not be established
because of the negative factors associated with existing

He does recommend centralized card production on aones.
regional, statewide or area basis and exalts programs like

with for an activity as complex as complete central pro
Citing Melcher,37

of less than fifty thousand books a year even under the
• 3 8best of conditions is probably doomed to failure.

which would be desirable, resulting in problems with
39people.

37Daniel Melcher, Melcher on Acquisitions (Chicago: 
American Library Association, 1971).

^Veaner, "Report," p. 29.
39Ibid., p. 11.
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perspective. She states :

Veaner suggested three choices for CALBPC: continue
reconstitute with altered scope and redefined

objectives, or shut down. The first choice he considered
unfeasible "because certain design defects inhibit good
performance,

in the model do not work out in practice.
The third choice Veaner rejected outright based

on his belief in the necessity of networking to achieve the
Thus, the secondgoal of sharing limited resources.

He recommendedalternative was recommended by Veaner.

and in certain other instances, assumptions
,.42

Reliable and valid data can contribute 
significantly to the planning and implementation 
of programs of library cooperation. Data will 
always be merely a took, however, the key to the 
success of library cooperation lies in the par
ticipants themselves--in the support they provide, 
and in their determination to make the program 
succeed.41

Mary Edna Anders, in a recent issue of Library
Trends, places studies and designs and participants in

p. 9.

as is ,

OCLC as being to librarianship as the space program is to
40 science.

^Donald D. Hendricks, A Report on Library Networks: 
University of Illinois Graduate School of Library Science, 
Occasional Paper; No. 108 (Champaign, Ill.: University of 
Illinois Graduate School of Library Science, 1973), p. 21.

41Mary Edna Anders, "Statistical Information as the 
Basis for Cooperative Planning," Library Trends 24 (October 
1975): 241.

42Veaner, "Report,"
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dropping activities such

ment and concentration on developing

graphic communication and control system that is computer

software, or maintenance for local implementation.

It is ironic that the many reports and publicity

items about CALBPC at its inception did not continue after

the trouble surfaced. In the October 1975 issue of the

prestigious Library Trends, an issue devoted to library

CALBPC had closed its operation at the end of 1972.

The Ohio College Library Center

The data base

presently contains well over one million MARC records in
Access to the file is provided to overan on-line file.

four hundred locations via over one thousand terminals
spread geographically from New England to Florida to

based but does not require on-site computer hardware,
.,43

as book and publications procure-

The state colleges and university libraries of 
Colorado instituted a center after discussion 
and studies extending over twenty years and a 
detailed feasibility study in 1969. The 
Colorado Academic Library Book Processing Center 
provides full processing and accounting for 
nine state supported institutions. 4

"an efficient biblio

cooperation, the following quote is found.

4 ^ibid., p. 10 .

. 44Joe W. Kraus, "Prolog to Library Cooperation," 
Library Trends 24 (October 1975): 177.

45Butler, "State," p. 202.

The OCLC network is clearly the largest and most
45 dominant library network in the U.S.
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Catalog card production has increased fromCalifornia.

under five hundred thousand in 1971 to over seven million
in 1973-74. Amazingly, there are approximately eight
thousand combinations of options available to each library
in the catalog card production mode. Almost sixty percent
of the file searches, approximately one hundred thousand
daily in 1974, are not for the purpose of cataloging but

OCLC is a not-for-profit corporation which was
established by the Ohio College Association in 1966 . The
concepts upon which it was established were developed the
previous year in a study conducted by Ralph Parker of the
University of Missouri and Fredrick Kilgour of Yale
University.

Under his leadership OCLC has pursued
the following objectives:

Resource sharing1.
Providing bibliographic and text information2.

Reducing the rate of cost increases3.

Personalizing the large library4.

206-208.

215-215.

46jbid., pp.

47 Ibid., pp.

Kilgour became the director of OCLC in

September 1967.^7

for other library functions such as interlibrary loan,
46 acquisitions, and authority verification.
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5.

for two reasons.

and catalog card production software from Yale which had

been developed for the Columbia-Harvard-Yale medical

cataloging project. Utilization of this software allowed
OCLC to begin production of a tangible product only months
after inception.

vested interest. The Columbia-Harvard-Yale project had

"come to grief" and closed because of "the fear of loss of
or control" of some participants

While it is generally conceded that the OCLC concept
included items beyond available technology, gains in

This maycomputer technology have favored the concept.
in large part be due to OCLC insisting that the computer
industry tailor its machinery to the OCLC product. For

commercially available computer met the OCLCexample, no
standards, but the Xerox Corporation quickly made

OCLC presently has aadaptations to meet the standards.
Sigma Five and two Sigma Nine's in operation. When OCLC was

in
: Paul I. Fasana and
M. I. T. Press, 1971),

First, he brought with him data handling

Second, Kilgour was wise to the power of

4 8Frederick Kilgour, "The Ohio College Library Center 
(OCLC) , " in Selected Papers Presented at the LARC Institute 
on Cooperative Library Automation, ed : William H. Axford, 
(Tempe, Arizona: LARC Association, 1974), p. 6.

4 9 Irwin H. Pizer, "Why We Are Where We Are," 
Collaborative Library Systems, eds 
Allen B. Veaner (Cambridge,. Mass. : 
p. 120.

Kilgour, it turned out, was an excellent selection

• • 4 8Providing management information.

power, prestige, freedom, 
49 m the projects.
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ready to go on-line no terminal met specifications for an
interactive cathode ray tube plus keyboard for

One key to the success of OCLC has been planning and
participation. Announcements from OCLC that a phase of
their program has become operational are usually accompanied
by an announcement of other, phases being developed. The
net effect of the success of OCLC is that the initials are

household words in the library community and are synonymous

was presented the Margaret Mann Citation for 1974.

Currently receiving service from OCLC are the

following networks:

NELINET (New England Library Information Network) Comprised •

of most of the academic libraries of New England

state libraries, numerous public and special

libraries
(Cooperative College Library Center) A processingCCLC

center serving predominately black colleges in the

South and Southwest

402.

The director of OCLC
51

use in

one hundred academic libraries in the South, eight

with success in library automation.

library processing, so OCLC participated in the design of
, , . , 50such a terminal.

SOLINET (Southeastern Library Network) Comprised of over

50University of Illinois, Graduate School of Library 
Science, Proceedings of the 1973 Clinic, p. 168.

51David L. Weisbrod, "Frederick G. Kilgour," Library 
Resources and Technical Services 18 (Fall 1974):
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Five university
libraries in New York

PALINET (Pennsylvania Area Library Network)
AMIGOS A bibliographic cooperative covering several states

in the Southwest
WICHE (Western Interstate Commission of Higher Education)

A seventeen state bibliographic network

Although OCLC now provides bibliographic service to
hundreds of institutions through a dozen or more networks,

it should be noted that control of OCLC and ultimately
in Ohio

which make up the membership of the OCLC Corporation.
The final criterion for the success of a network is

Such satisfaction can only be deriveduser satisfaction.
through quality products, speed of service and cost

An example of what can be accomplished iseffectiveness.
program called COMCAT undertaken by fifteen libraries ina

Using fifty-twoFlorida all tied into OCLC directly.

less than one year to machine readable form and a computer

ownership still rest with the forty-nine colleges

containing some 1.6 million records, were converted in

52Butler,

terminals, the shelf lists of these fifteen libraries,

"State," pp. 203-4.

FAUL (Five Associate University Libraries)

SUNY (State University of New York) A blanket contract with
52OCLC for all units.
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output

As demonstrated by the above and other reports of

network and its utility is no longer an open question.

The Southeastern Library Network
The idea of a network for southern academic libraries

was formally proposed at a meeting of the Association of
Southern Research Libraries in January of 1972. A committee
was appointed at that time to study the feasibility of a
network similar to that of OCLC.
Processing Librarian at Georgia Institute of Technology,

In May 1972 a questionnaire assessing the degree of
interest and probable participation in a southeastern library

Regional Education Board mailing list.
In November 1972 the Kennedy report was given orally

in
The report strongly recommendedLibraries in New Orleans.

the establishment of the network based on the interest of
The association endorsed the Kennedyprospective members.

report.

a meeting of the Association of Southern Research

5^Southeastern Library Network, SOLINET Annual Report: 
1974-75 (Atlanta: Southeastern Library Network, 19 75) , p. 14.

network was sent to libraries and institutions on a Southern

was appointed as chief investigator.

widespread acceptance of OCLC, the success of this type

John P. Kennedy, Data

on microfiche (COM) title catalog produced for just
5 3 under fifty-nine cents per record.
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In December 1972 an open meeting was held in Atlanta

study.

Initial membership fees were set at one percent of

In March 1973
the organizational meeting of SOLINET was held at the
University of South Carolina. At this meeting, a board of
directors was elected and ninety-nine institutional members
were approved.

$268,891 in initial membership fees was collected.1973,

After extended negotiations with OCLC a contract was signed

in May 1974 providing SOLINET members direct tie-in service

from member institutions to Columbus, Ohio. By June 1974

through contributions, membership fees, investmentSOLINET,
income,

On 1 July 1974 the first

During the period of February to September
55

to the OCLC computers through communication lines directly
56

thousand dollars, which ever was greater.

5John P. Kenney and Elroy W. Eckhardt, "The Feasibility 
of Establishing an OCLC—Type Center in the Southeast Final 
Report," Atlanta: 1973, (Mimeographed.) 

c c
Southeastern Library Network, Southeastern Library 

Network Annual Report: 1973-74 (Atlanta: Southeastern 
Library Network, 1974), pp. 7-8.

^ibid., pp. 11-12.
S^ibid., p. 13.
S^ibid., p. 15.

a $600,000 Mellon Foundation Grant, and a $10,000

a library's expenditures for books and serials or one

Council on Library Resources Grant, had accrued total assets
57 of $845,309.24, after expenses.

to explain plans and answer questions about the feasibility 
The study itself was circulated in January 1973.54

permanent Executive Director, Charles H. Stevens, began 
e odirecting SOLINET.
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By-Laws were adopted in March 1974, replacing the

operating procedures under which SOLINET had been operating.
One of the provisions of the By-Laws established formally
the relationship between SOLINET and the Association of
Southeastern Research Libraries by providing that five of
the eleven member Board of Directors should be from
Association member institutions. The same provision

In

was adopted by both

University in January 1975. By July 1975 installation in

the network was on-line. By June 1975 SOLINET members

had used 107,289 records for cataloging and had contributed

original cataloging into the data base for 10,820 items.

Although it had been expected that by the end of 19 75

first time usages by SOLINET members would rise to 80,000

by September first time use had already risenper month,

Annual Report:

1974-75,

member institutions was ninety-eight percent complete and
61

"By-Laws of South- 
(SOLINET)," n.p.: March 1974.

The first SOLINET library to go "on-line" was Emory

Mid-1974 a "Memorandum of Agreement"

established that two of the eleven Directors should be
59 appointed by the Southern Regional Education Board.

SOLINET and Southern Regional Education Board, formalizing 
the relationship between the two organizations.^

5 9 Southeastern Library Network,
eastern Library Network Inc. :
(Mimeographed.) p. 3.

r n
Southeastern Library Network,

1973-74, p. 17.
^Southeastern Library Network, Annual Report:

p. 4.
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Despite operational problems and delays, acceptance
of SOLINET by member has been phenomenal and additional
members have been limited by the Board of Directors in
fear that SOLINET might become over-extended. One reason
for this acceptance and participant satisfaction may be

found in a recent study of library consortia in the

Southeast, which included many members of SOLINET. The

that there was significant loss of autonomy.
In July 1975 the SOLINET Board of Directors established

three new classes of membership:
The regulations for processing centersand union catalog.

include an initial fee of one and one-half percent of the
library materials budget for all of the libraries served

time each library served by the center uses a record.
Other charges established by SOLINET include:

$ 150.00 per yearAnnual Dues
3,700.00 eachTerminal Purchase

570.00 per year eachTerminal Maintenance

South-

Installation of Modem and Station 
Terminator

137.50 each terminal 
(one time charge)

49.
Atlanta: 

(Mimeographed.)

by the center and a first time use charge for the first
64

62SOLINEWS: The Solinet Newsletter, Atlanta: 
eastern Library Network, September 1975-January 1976.

63Wallace, "Academic Library Consortia," p.
64Charles H. Stevens, Memorandum, "1975-30,"

Southeastern Library Network, 23 July 1975.

cluster, processing center,

survey concludes that, "Surprisingly, no respondent felt
,.63

to 81,160, and rose to 88,252 in October 1975.62
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$ 84.10 per month

Leased Telephone Line 220.00 per month

Profile for Card Printing

Instruction Manual 14.50 per set

First Time Use per title

SOLINET Surcharge per title .250

Total charge per title 1.274

Catalog Cards .034 each
Archive Tape

Printer Purchase 3,000.00
Operator's Salary

Installation of Power
Using the SOLINET Cost Estimate Calculator for

and amortizing all one-time feesFiscal 1976 (Revised),
including a $1,500 initial membership fee over five years,
and including operator costs,

cost of $2.83 per record.
For this sum the library would receive a full set of

a machine readablecatalog cards pre-alphabetized for filing,
record for each record available for any internal process
developed by the library, access through the terminal to

65 See Appendix 1 for SOLINET Cost Calculator.

20.00 (plus per 
record charge)

1.024 OCLC charge 
50 per cent off 
for reclassifi
cation)

300.00 average 
charge

volumes per year could do so at a

a library cataloging 10,000

8,000.00 per year 
(will vary)

150.0065

Modem, Station Terminator Lease
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the nation's largest union catalog type data base useful

for book selection, acquisitions and interlibrary loan,

and participation in automated developments through one of

the nation's most vigorous library networks.

Summary

This chapter has presented information obtained

from related literature on the history of cooperation

between libraries. Special attention was given to

centralized book processing, cooperative acquisitions and

resource sharing, and shared use of computer and communi

cation facilities. Following the presentation of this

The information gained in thenetworks was presented.

first part of the chapter provided a background upon

which to examine the failure or success of these networks.

information, an examination of three notable library



CHAPTER V

SETTING AND DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Introduction
Previous chapters in this study have presented

information of a general nature pertaining to junior

college libraries, automation of library procedures,

and the development of library networks. The purpose
of this chapter is to show this general information in
relation to the libraries of the public junior colleges

To achieve this purpose the chapter beginsof Alabama.
with a description of the junior colleges of Alabama and
characterizes the libraries of the colleges by presenting
information on their budgets, collections, and staffs.
The studies undertaken to determine the posture of

Alabama junior college libraries in relation to library

automation and library networks are described. This
projects, anddescription includes the instruments,

procedures used for collection and analysis of the data.

Environment of the Study
The system of public junior colleges in Alabama

developed following the passage of a series of acts by the
The first college openedState Legislature in May 1963.

102
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September 1963 in Phil Campbell,

Northwest Alabama, with thirty-seven students enrolled. In

1964 Southern Union College, a church supported junior

college, was taken over by the state. In 1965 junior

college operations were started in Rainsville, Decatur,

Gadsden, Alexander City, Monroeville,

Bay Minette, Eastern Jefferson County and WesternBrewton,

Jefferson County. A two year program operated by Alabama
State University in Mobile also became a part of the system.

made a part of the public junior college system.
In 1969 colleges in Fayette and Andalusia, created

by the legislature and authorized by the late Governor
Lurleen Burns Wallace began operation. A college in Selma
which opened in 19 70 and a college in Phenix City which
began operation in 1974 complete the system at the time
of this study. Therefore, the Alabama State Junior College

nineteen junior colleges operating under the aegis of the

The colleges are about equally divided between urban
(25,000 or more population) areas and rural (less than

The urban colleges located25,000 population) communities.

a rural community in

■^Names, addresses, and enrollments of the colleges 
are listed in appendix 2.

In 1967 Snead Junior College, a church-related college, was

in Decatur, Gadsden, Birmingham (2), Selma, Phenix City,

Enterprise, Dothan,

System, as referred to in this study, is comprised of

Alabama State Board of Education in the cities listed
, 1above.
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Dothan, and Mobile enrolled 57.72 percent of the total

students and the rural colleges located in Alexander City,

enroll the remaining 42.28 percent..

Other facts pertaining to Alabama’s public junior

college system include:

1. Employees are comprised of 916 full-time and

1310 part-time instructors and 117 employed in

Learning Resources. In other areas there are

classifications.

Degrees offered in the colleges include: Associate2 .

There are ninety-eight fields of study offered3.

in the colleges.

4.

colleges ranged from 782 to 7,171 full-time
Head count ranged from 957equivalent students.

Two colleges reported full-timeto 10,002.
equivalent student enrollments of less than

five1,000; nine reported 1,000 to 2,000;
reported 2,000 to 3,000; and one each reported

in Art, Associate in Science, Associate in Applied

345 in operation and maintenance, and 216 in other
252 in administration, 255 in student services,

In the Fall quarter 1975, enrollment in the

3,000 to 4,000, 4,000 to 5,000, and more than 5,000.

Science, and various certificates and diplomas.

Fayette, Brewton, Enterprise, Bay Minette, Monroeville,
Rainsville, Phil Campbell, Boaz, Wadley, and Andalusia
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The mean enrollment was 2,203 full-time equivalent
and 3,047 headcount.

5. The colleges maintain
average entering composite score of 17.1 in

All of the institutions except the newest,6.
Chattahoochee Valley, are accredited by the

Southern Association of Schools and Colleges.

Each of the junior colleges in the state system has

iation guidelines. Several of the libraries are components
of learning resources centers which include media, printing,

Most of the libraries, regardless ofinformation service.

The colleges have invested heavily in their
libraries in order to meet both the information requirements
of the colleges and to satisfy the standards of the

All of the colleges are required toaccrediting agency.
submit for approval by the State Board of Education an

A tabulation of the line items which applyannual budget.
to libraries indicated that from 1963 through fiscal year

American College TestingIowa City, 
1976, p.

Iowa:
2.

Activity, 
Program, February,

an open door policy with an

developed libraries according to Southern accrediting assoc-

name, include at least printed information and media services.

testing, and broadcasting services as well as printed

1973-74 on the American College Testing program
2 as compared to a national composite of 18.7.
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Categorical tabulation of library expendi

tures for 1970-75 indicates

ture in all colleges for books of $224,289. A tabulation
of reports reflective of the status of the libraries in

September 19 75 reveals that a total of 38,203 volumes were

budget for bound monographs in 1974-75 was $277,856.

Only one of the junior college libraries, Jefferson

The

library shelf-list was converted in 1971 to a machine

readable card format by a commercial firm. A circulation

system was developed to operate in the college’s computer
in the batch mode. Subsequently, each new item cataloged
by the library has had a data card prepared for input in
the machine. The data cards have limited fixed fields
with only the author's last name and initials, a shortened
title , and call number included. The usefulness of the
system is limited to circulation control, shelf-list
production, and the production of classed bibliographies.

an average per year expendi-
4

added to the collections in 1974-75 and that the combined
5

State, has any computerized or automated functions.

3Annual library expenditures by college are listed 
in appendix 3.

^Combined state junior college library expenditure 
by category are listed in appendix 4.

^A list of total number of volumes, volumes added in 
1974-75 , and expenditure for books in 1974-75 may be found 
as appendix 5.

1974—75 a total of almost ten million dollars has been
, , 3 expended.
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Each of these phases is discussed below along withphases.

explanations of procedures and instruments used.

Initial Phase
The initial phase of the study consisted of

of the literature and has already been presented. This

utility of the study and in the structuring of background
materials relative to junior college library development,
automation of library procedures, and networking for
library cooperation. The background materials yielded
criteria relative to the establishment of an automated
network for technical processing activities in a state
system of junior colleges.

Phase Two
In the second phase of the study a sample of the

computerized shelf list of the holdings of Jefferson State
Junior College Library was used in an attempt to determine
the amount of duplication of titles in the system.

The computer printout consisted of 1,890 sections
The printoutwith twenty-two entries on each section.

The samples were reproducedpreparation of the sample.

Design of the Study
The study now to be described was divided into five

a review

review resulted in the establishment of the uniqueness and

was divided and every sixtieth section was utilized in
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Each library was instructed to search its card
catalog and to indicate the titles listed on the sample
that were contained in its collection. Information con
cerning duplicate copies of titles on the sample was also
requested.

tabulated and, by application of

statistical formula, the number of unique titles and the
average number of copies of each title in the system were
postulated.

The Pilot Project

After completion of the title survey a pilot project

The pilot project produced bibliographicwas conducted.
data for participating libraries using a commercially
available data base assembled from magnetic tapes available
through the Library of Congress MARC Distribution Service.

The purpose of the pilot project was to determine
the percentage of inclusion in the MARC data base of
bibliographic data for the current acquisitions of libraries

A second objective of the pilot project wasin the system.
to verify the accuracy of the title survey in its postu
lation of the amount of duplication of titles in the system.

a previously developed
After the title surveys were returned they were

^A copy of the title survey instrument may be found 
as appendix 6.

in multiple copies and forwarded to the libraries in the
6system.
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A third objective of the pilot project was to determine the
degree of acceptability of the cataloging data as provided
in the output format of the commercial firm from which the
data were obtained.

During the operation of the pilot project the
libraries submitted their request for bibliographic data
on numbered pages with space for 25 numbered items. Items

requested by listing the Library of Congress Catalogwere
Card Number. The pages submitted by the participating

libraries, when cumulated, constituted a "Register of L. C.

Sets." Each page of the register had 12 spaces provided
on line with each requested item in which evaluative
information concerning the card sets could be entered. The
evaluative information was obtained from the catalog card

The participating library placed the catalog card

number on the pages and forwarded them to the project

center at the University of Alabama. At the center the

requests were placed on magnetic tapes. The tapes were

grouped according to institutional profiles which had

previously been programmed and fed into the computer.

These profiles were arranged to conform to the card format

and classification programs of the participating libraries.

7A copy of the Register of L. C. Sets pages may be 
found as appendix 7.

evaluation form which was completed by the participating 
library.
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An Information Systems 1550 Tape Printer Terminal was used
in the center to perform all functions relating to the
manipulation of the data.

After the request tapes were prepared, the requests
were transmitted through an acoustic coupler over normal
telephone lines in batches of 250 items to the data base
of Josten's Corporation in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Josten' s
cumulated all the requests from participating libraries
for the day, searched its data base arid prepared trans
mission tapes to deliver the bibliographic information
to its member libraries. After the transmission tape had
been prepared, the local terminal was again connected by
acoustic coupler and telephone line and the data were
transmitted to a magnetic tape in the local terminal.
This process, which on several days included triple trans-

(750 items), never took longer than one hour.missions

Following receipt of the data, the terminal printed

The stencilsthe data in catalog card format on stencils.

were placed on

The sets of cards were matchedand sets of cards were run.

with an individual evaluation form for each set which was

identified by the institutional code, page number and item

number.

o
See appendix 8 for a copy of the Catalog Card 

Evaluation form.

a specially designed card mimeograph machine

The Library of Congress Catalog Card Number was 
g 

also included on each evaluation form.
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The card sets and forms were packaged and forwarded
by U.S. Postal Service to the participating libraries. In

completed and returned to the project office. Upon receipt
of the evaluation forms, the evaluative information was
transcribed to the proper entry on the Register.

The card set evaluation form was designed to
determine the correctness of the bibliographic data or
the nature of any errors or problems with the card sets.
The length of time required for the fulfillment of the
request was also reported on the evaluation form.

After completion of the pilot project, the evaluative
data generated were tabulated to determine the percentage

determine the amount of duplication in the request for the
purpose of verifying the title survey, and to determine the
degree of acceptability of the cataloging product in the
cooperating libraries.

Fourth Phase
Following the completion of the pilot project a random

sample of the unsuccessful requests made through the pilot

project was submitted to the data base of the Ohio College

The sample of two hundred entriesLibrary Center (OCLC).

requests using the small table of random digits in Wilson’s

of inclusion of current acquisitions in the data base, to

the libraries, the sets were evaluated and the forms

was selected from the some two thousand unsuccessful
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An Introduction to Scientific Research. The requests were
made through the terminal at the headquarters of the South
eastern Library Network (SOLINET).

Tabulation of the results of this search yielded data
relative to the percentage of request fulfillment through
the commercial data base with only Library of Congress MARC

compared with the percentage of fulfillment
through the data base of OCLC, which includes shared cata
loging contributed by members of the OCLC system and the
full MARC data base.

Final Survey
The fifth activity of the study consisted of a survey

conducted to determine the political environment relative
to the implementation of various cooperative arrangements.

The Instrument
The survey of the literature had revealed no

instrument which was suitable for the purpose of the survey;

therefore one was designed.

A tentative form of the questionnaire was submitted

to the advisory committee for suggestions and recommen-

Following these evaluations, desirable revisionsdations.

were made.

Q
A copy of the cover letter and the survey question

naire may be found as appendix 9.

data included, as

A final revised form of the questionnaire was
9 

then printed for distribution to the junior colleges.
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In its completed form the questionnaire was divided

into five sections. The first section was designed to
determine personal characteristics of the persons responding
to the questionnaire. These characteristics were used in
interpreting the information reported in the other
sections of the survey.

The second section of the survey sought to establish
attitudes relative to automation networks for libraries.
In each of the seven questions the respondent was asked to

In the third section the respondents were asked to
reveal their knowledge of the pilot project conducted in

Opinions concerning the majorconnection with this study.
problem areas of the pilot project were solicited. (Those
who were unfamiliar with the pilot project were asked to

skip to the next section.)

The fourth section of the questionnaire sought the

opinion of the respondents relative to future plans for

The seven questions, which could haveautomated network.

been answered either positively or negatively, sought to
Thethe viable alternatives before the system.encompass

from theeighth question sought additional opinions

respondents concerning the future direction of the

libraries in Alabama public junior colleges.

bibliographic control of library materials through an

characterize his knowledge as either inadequate, sufficient,

above average, or superior.
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an open

question providing an opportunity for respondents to offer

opinions about future plans for the system.

Collection and Analysis of the Data

The questionnaires were mailed to the head librarian

each of the nineteen institutions participating in thein
study in April 1976.
letter from the researcher explaining the nature and purpose
of the survey and giving instructions concerning the
distribution of the questionnaire to other persons in the

All of the questionnaires to be distributed bycollege.

librarian had the name of the respondent alreadythe head
typed in the proper place. These names included each

head librarian, and
all other full time employees of the libraries as listed
in the 1975-1976 directory of Alabama junior college

Two additional undesignated questionnaires werelibraries.
included for each college to be distributed to full-time
employees of the library whose names may have been omitted

A stamped pre-addressed envelope wasfrom the directory.
enclosed for the convenience of the respondents.

A weekly follow-up telephone call was made to each
head librarian until all respondents in the institution
had returned their questionnaire or until the cut-off date,
which had been established as May 7, 1976.

Accompanying the questionnaire was .a

The fifth section of the questionnaire was

college president, dean of instruction,
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At the cutoff date 86 of the respondents representing

19 colleges had returned the questionnaire. The principal

source of the data for this survey, therefore, represented
one hundred per cent of the institutions involved and 62.8
per cent of the 137 predetermined respondents.

As the questionnaires were returned, the responses
were tabulated and the information recorded on appropriate
work sheets. Tables were then constructed to illustrate

described in narrative form as well. In most cases the

library employees responding was tabulated and indicated

on the tables.

Final Activity
The final phase of the study consisted of summarizing

the data developed in the previous phases of the study.
The data developed in the literature search were used in
comparison with the major findings of data obtained from
the Alabama State Department of Education, the pilot

From

these,
the Alabama public junior college libraries were developed.

comparison, conclusions and recommendationsThe summaries,
presented as Chapter VII of this study.are

number of presidents, deans, head librarians, and other

comparisons, conclusions, and recommendations for
project, the title survey, and the questionnaire.

the analysis of the data and significant items were
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Summary

This chapter has presented the setting and design
The environment of the study is identifiedof the study.

specifically the libraries of the colleges. The develop
ment of the colleges and the growth that the libraries have
experienced during the years of the existence of the system
are characterized.

The various phases of the study have been described

and the activities of each phase characterized. The survey
of the literature, the title survey, the pilot project,
the search comparison through SOLINET, and the final survey
to determine the degree of acceptability of automated
library networking have each been detailed, along with
statements establishing the purpose and desired results
of each phase.

as the system of public junior colleges in Alabama and



CHAPTER VI

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

Introduction
This chapter reports the data obtained from phases

two through five of the study. The chapter is divided
into four sections. The first section reports the data
generated by the title survey of the card catalogs of the
various libraries. The formula used in postulating the
number of unique titles in the system and the average
number of copies of titles in the system is presented along
with the results of the formula calculations. The section
concerning the pilot project presents data on the evaluation
of the bibliographic information obtained through the pilot
project. The data generated by the search of the SOLINET/

The last section, dealingOCLC data base are presented.

with the political and institutional factors concerning

decisions to implement an automated network, presents results

of the data returned by the presidents, deans, librarians

and library employees of the system.

The Title Survey

There have been many studies which have addressed

the problem of duplication of materials by two or more

117
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libraries. The purpose of these studies as a general rule
has been the determination of the percentage of duplication
between the libraries and to determine the number of
different titles held by the libraries. This information
affects decisions relative to the capacity of computer
hardware, data processing costs, book catalog costs, growth

The survey form was completed by the libraries of
thirteen of the institutions, which is 6 8.42 per cent of
the institutions in the system. The total volume holdings
of the responding institutions was 351,772. This figure
represented 64.46 per cent of the total volume holdings

of the nineteen libraries in the system. Neither the

non-responding sample institution nor its holdings was

counted as responding.

The largest number of copies for a single title on

Those titles on the sample not heldthe sample was 17.

by the libraries of the responding institutions totaled

The percentThis was 34.86 per cent of the sample.206.
of matching titles reported in responding institutions
ranged from 3.2 per cent to 44.9 per cent.

The formula utilized in this study was similar to
used by John Joseph Knightly in his unpublished studyone

Two basic

rate, and conversion times.

of several academic libraries, which was corroborated by 
the findings of a parallel consortium study.1 

♦

1John Joseph Knightly, "Cooperative Collections 
Development in Academic Libraries: The Relationship of 
Book Collections to Curricula of Cooperating Institutions," 
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Texas, 1975), p. 86.
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differences between the formulas were the sample and the

manner in which the formulas generalized. The sample in
the Knightly study was constructed from sources exterior
to the participating libraries while in the present study
the sample was derived from the shelf list of one of the
participating libraries. Also, in the Knightly study the

responding institutions constituted the whole, whereas in

the present study only thirteen of the nineteen institutions

returned the sample. These two factors made it necessary

to build into the formula the capacity to generalize from

the sample to include both the non-responding institutions

and the institution from which the sample was taken.

Since the formula was different from any previously

it was necessary to construct a limitedused and verified,

test model to determine if the formula held in a controlled

The formula proved to be mathematicallyexperiment.

accurate in repeated tests on the model.

The representations in the formula were:

= the number of responding institutionsn

= the total volumes of all libraries in the system

= the matching titles of the ith responding

institutions

= the duplicate copies of matching titles of

responding institutionsthe ith

d.
i

m.
i

vt
N = the number of titles on the sample
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= total number of volumes of non-respondingP
inbti tutions

= total number of volumes in the library fromZ
which the sample was derived.

The formula used consisted of three parts. The
first part determined the average number of duplicate copies

the responding institutions.in The second part determined
the average number of duplicate copies in the non-responding

The third part determined the average numberinstitutions.
of duplicate copies in the collection of the library from

The sum of the three parts iswhich the sample was taken.
the average number of duplicate copies of each title in the
system.

N N
After factoring the formula simplifies to

fvt+ Pl-2J 2Xs

which represented the average number of duplicate copies
of each title on the sample in all of the libraries in the
system.

MVt
The unknown representation in the formula was X

2-/

The formula before simplification by factoring is:

K n J vt
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As may be derived from Table 1 the knowns in the

study were:

= 545,721

P = 146,535

47,4143 =

When the above knowns are applied to the formula

x = 3.94. When the value of x is divided into the value of

the answer is 138,508 which is the projected total number

The Pilot Project

The data generated by the pilot project are divided

that which reflects the activities ofinto two sections:

the data requested and supplied, and that which reflects
the evaluation of the bibliographic data.

Bibliographic Search Activities
All of the nineteen libraries in the system partici-

The number of requests forpated in the pilot project.
card sets per library varied and the percentage of fulfillment

>•

n
E
i = 1

n
E
i = 1 ml = 1605

n = 13

vt
of titles in the system.

Vt

N = 591

d. = 111 
1
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of request also varied.
122 and the largest was 950. The percentage of fulfillment
ranged from 42 to 91 per cent. The average number of
requests was 344 and the average fulfillment was 69 per

The total number of requests was 6,541 and thecent.
total number fulfilled was 4,676 for a 71 per cent fulfill-

These and related data are presented inment rate.
table 2.

Tables 3 and 4 present data which demonstrate a
major factor in the rate of each institution's fulfillment.

This factor was the date the material represented by

request was originally cataloged by the Library of Congress.

The scale of coverage of the MARC program is very limited

for materials whose catalog card number has a prefix of

67- or less.
approximated the year during which the book was cataloged
by the Library of Congress. Books which have a prefix of
6 8- or greater are more likely to be in the MARC data base
since widespread coverage of English language monographs

Selected titles with pre-68 prefixes werebegan in 1968.

included in the data base through the RECON project. The
total number of pre-68 requests was 1,995 which was 30 per

The number of pre-68 requestscent of the total requests.

requests and 16 per cent of the total number of requests
The number of pre-68 requests not filled wasfilled.

The smallest number requested was

This number, as utilized during this period,

filled was 728 which represents 37 per cent of the pre-68
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TABLE 2

the

Institution

122 92 75 30 25
S. 250 125 50 125 50
Brewer State 182 131 72 51 28
John C. Calhoun 290 184 63 106 37

470 244 52 226 48
112200 56 4488

Enterprise State 276 226 82 50 18
James H. Faulkner 299 189 63 110 37
Gadsden State 200 163 82 37 18

300 256 85 44 15
250 200 80 50 20
648 387 60 261 40T. A. Lawson

Northeast Alabama 348 266 76 82 24
Northwest Alabama 422 343 79 1981
Snead State 371 255 69 116 31
Southern Union 866 91 84 9950

97 30228 70Wailace-Dothan 325
17042 67300 130Wallace-Selma
159 47Wallace-Andalusia 179 53338

196546766541Totals 71 29

Alexander City
D. Bishop

Patrick Henry
Jefferson State

Chattahoochee Valley
Jefferson Davis

Total
Request

Filled 
No. Per Cent

Number and Per Cent of Requests by Institution Filled Through 
Alabama Public Junior College Library Pilot Project

Not Filled 
No. per Cent
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1,265 and represents 63 per cent of the pre-68 requests
and 64 per cent of the total number of requests not filled.

The number of 68-
3,757 which represents 88 per cent of the total 68- and
following requests and 84 per cent of the total number of
requests filled. The number of 68- and following requests
not filled was 700 which represents 15 per cent of the 6 8-
and following requests and 36 per cent of the total number
of requests not filled. Table 3 also provides data by
library on requests for pre-68 materials and table 4

provides data by libraries on 6 8- and following materials.

Table 5 presents data demonstrating the number and

percentage of pre-6 8 requests as compared with 68- and

following requests.

As demonstrated in tables 3,

(3,815) of the filled requests were from the 68- and

following group and 64 per cent (1,250) of the unsuccessful

Slight irregularitiesrequests were from the pre-68 group.

totals and per cents are due to a small number ofin

improper prefixes which could not be considered in either
of the groups.

The per cent fulfillment rate in years represented

by five or more requests in the pre-6 8 group ranged from

13 per cent for 1944 to 62 per cent for 1948. The per

cent fulfillment rate in years represented by five or more

4, and 5, 84 per cent

and following requests filled was
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requests in the 6 8- and following group ranged from 79 per
cent for items prefixed 75- to 91 per cent for items

prefixed 69-.
At the outset of the pilot project it was assumed

that the pilot project would produce data which would
the amount of duplication between the librariesverify

in the During the operation of the pilot projectsystem.
a file of card numbers was maintained in order to match

for duplicates. Requests for individual titles totaled
4,576 of which 379 were duplicate requests. Although a
few titles were represented by several requests, one each

and 14 copies, the final tabulation indicated
only 1.09 copies per title. This low rate of duplication,

compared to the 3.94 demonstrated to exist in theas
established collections, may be due to the short period of

time in which the selections were made and the tendency

of the participating libraries to include in their request

obscure materials which constituted a large part of their

cataloging backlog.

Evaluation of the Bibliographic Product

The forms soliciteddistributed through the pilot project.

copy of the evaluation form.

"no " answer on eight possible problem areas in

Evaluation forms were attached to each set of cards
2

2See appendix 8 for a

a "yes" or

with 12, 13,
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the card sets and provided space for explanation of the
Tables 6a-

6t present statistical data tabulated from the evaluation
Many of the evaluation forms which had notesforms.

relative to the nature of the error on the sets of cards

indicated that the major problems were physical rather

than bibliographic. The reproduction method used during
the pilot project consistently blurred the final letters
of words on the right hand side of the card sets and in
some cases the printing lacked clarity.

The majority of the complaints of a bibliographic
nature resulted from errors in output programs of the
commercial firm which supplied the data. The complaints
may be summarized as follows:

(1) Indentions and paragraphs failed to conform to

Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, commonly referred to as

AACR

(2) Place of publication usually omitted on card

sets in violation of AACR

Series statements always placed in the wrong(3)
paragraph

The size of the book was not included(4)
No spaces were left to complete open collation(5)

statements,

containing chronological subdivisions with an open date to

be closed later

open author's birth and death dates, or tracings

nature of the error for six of these areas.
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TABLE 6 a

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

Number of successful requests

Question

Were cards correct?4. 90 2 98
Correct number of cards?5. 92 0 100
Call number correct?6. 92 0 100
Tracings correct?7. 92 0 100
Main entry correct?8. 92 0 100
Imprint data correct?9. 92 0 100
Collation data correct? 9210 . 0 100
Correct set of cards11.

92for book in hand? 0 100
Library of Congress card12.

92 0number same as requested? 100

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

. Alexander City 
Institution
92

0
Number for which no evaluation was returned

9___________________________________ _
Average number of days to fill requests
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Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

13
Average number of days to fill requests

Question

4. Were cards correct? 125 0 100
Correct number of cards?5. 125 0 100
Call number correct?6. 125 0 100
Tracings correct?7. 125 0 100
Main entry correct?8. 10012 5 0
Imprint data correct?9. 125 0 100
Collation data correct?10. 125 0 100
Correct set of cards11.
for book in hand? 125 0 100
Library of Congress card12.
number same as requested? 0125 100

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

0
Number for which no evaluation was returned

125
Number of successful requests

S. D. Bishop 
Institution

TABLE 6b
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TABLE 6 c

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

Question

Were cards correct?4. 112 1 99

Correct number of cards?5. 113 0 100

Call number correct?6. 113 0 100

Tracings correct?7. 113 0 100

Main entry correct?8. 113 ioo0

Imprint data correct?9. 112 1 99

Collation data correct?10. 113 0 100

Correct set of cards11.

for book in hand? 109 4 96

Library of Congress card12.

number same as requested? 112 1 99

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

Brewer State 
Institution

18_______________________________________
Number for which no evaluation was returned

131_______________________________
Number of successful requests

12__________________________________________
Average number of days to fill requests
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TABLE 6 d

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

Number for which no evaluation was returned

Question

4. Were cards correct? 177 7 96

Correct number of cards?5. 184 0 100

6., Call number correct? 177 7 96

Tracings correct?7. 184 0 100

Main entry correct?8. 184 0 100

100Imprint data correct?9. 184 0

Collation data correct?10. 183 1 99

Correct set of cards11.

for book in hand? 184 0 100

Library of Congress card12.

184 0number same as requested? 100

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

John C. Calhoun
Ins titution

184_________________________
Number of successful requests 

0

13
Average number of days to fill requests
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TABLE 6 e

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

Question

Were cards correct?4. 228 100 
to

0

Correct number of cards? 1005. 0228

Call number correct? 1006. 228 0

Tracings correct? 1007. 228 0

100Main entry correct? 228 08.

1000228Imprint data correct?9.

1000228Collation data correct?10.

Correct set of cards11.

1000228for book in hand?
Library of Congress card12.

1000228number same as requested?

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

Chattahoochee Valley 
Institution

244_______________________________
Number of successful requests

16_________________________________
Number for which no evaluation was returned

12__________________________________________
Average number of days to fill requests
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TABLE 6 f

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

Question

Were cards correct?4. 1496 87
Correct number of cards?5. 110 0 100
Call number correct?6. 100110 0
Tracings correct?7. 95104 6
Main entry correct? 1008. 110 0

97Imprint data correct? 107 39.
973Collation data correct? 10710.

Correct set of cards11.
991109for book in hand?

Library of Congress card12.
1000110number same as requested?

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

Jefferson Davis
Institution
112

Number of successful requests
2

Number for which no evaluation was returned

16
Average number of days to fill requests
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TABLE 6 g

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

Number for which no evaluation was returned
10

Average number of days to fill requests
Question

4. Were cards correct? 179 46 80
Correct number of cards?5. 225 0 100
Call number correct? 181 446. 80
Tracings correct? 2257. 0 100
Main entry correct? 225 0 1008.
Imprint data correct? 225 0 1009.

225 0 100Collation data correct?10.
Correct set of cards11.

2 99223for book in hand?
Library of Congress card12.

99223 2number same as requested?

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

Enterprise State
Institution

226______________________________
Number of successful requests

1
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6 hTABLE

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

189
Number of successful requests

15
Number for which no evaluation was returned

8
Average number of days to fill requests
Question

4. Were cards correct? 171 3 98
Correct number of cards?5. 174 0 100
Call number correct?6. 173 1 99
Tracings correct?7. 174 0 100

Main entry correct?8. 174 0 100
Imprint data correct?9. 174 0 100

Collation data correct?10. 173 1 99

Correct set of cards11.

for book in hand? 173 1 99
Library of Congress card12.

number same as requested? 174 0 100

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

James H. Faulkner
Institution
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6 iTABLE

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

Average number of days to fill requests

Question

4. Were cards correct? 162 0 100
1625. Correct number of cards? 0 100
1626. Call number correct? 0 100
162Tracings correct?7. 0 100
162Main entry correct? 08. 100
162 0 1009. Imprint data correct?
162 0 10010. Collation data correct?

11. Correct set of cards
162 0 100for book in hand?

12. Library of Congress card
162 0 100number same as requested?

163
Number of successful requests

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

Gadsden State 
Institution

1
Number for which no evaluation was returned
19
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TABLE 6 j

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

Question

Were cards correct?4. 253 0 100

Correct number of cards?5. 253 0 100

Call number correct?6. 253 0 100

Tracings correct?7. 100253 0

Main entry correct?8. 253 0 100

Imprint data correct?9. 100253 0

Collation data correct? 10010. 253 0

11. Correct set of cards
for book in hand? 100253 0
Library of Congress card12.

number same as requested? 0 100253

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

Patrirk Henry 
Institution

256
Number of successful requests

3
Number for which no evaluation was returned

12
Average number of days to fill requests
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6 kTABLE

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

Question

47 148 24Were cards correct?4.
Correct number of cards?5. 195 0 100
Call number correct?6. 194 1 99
Tracings correct?7. 150 45 77
Main entry correct?8. 99194 1
Imprint data correct?9. 102 93 52
Collation data correct?10. 49 146 25
Correct set of cards11.
for book in hand? 188 7 96
Library of Congress card12.
number same as requested? 195 0 100

1

Number
Yes

5
Number for which no evaluation was returned

200
Number of successful requests

Percent
Yes

Number 
No

34 Average number of days to fill requests

After evaluation of the card sets the staff of the Jefferson 
State Library concluded that the cataloging did not meet 
established standards for their card catalog and optioned 
to recatalog.

Jefferson State^
Institution
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TABLE 6 1

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

no response

Average number of days to fill requests

Question

290Were cards correct? 04. 100

290Correct number of cards? 05. 100

290 0Call number correct?6. 100

290 0Tracings correct? 1007.

290 0 10 0Main entry correct?8.

290 0 100Imprint data correct?9.

290 0 100Collation data correct?10.

Correct set of cards11.

290 0 100for book in hand?
Library of Congress card12.

290 0 100number same as requested?

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

387
Number of successful requests

97
Number for which no evaluation was returned

T. A. Lawson 
Institution
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TABLE 6 m

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

Question

255 11 964. Were cards correct?

Correct number of cards?5. 264 2 99
Call number correct?6. 258 8 97
Tracings correct?7. 266 0 100
Main entry correct?8. 266 0 100
Imprint data correct?9. 266 0 100
Collation data correct?10. 266 0 100
Correct set of cards11.
for book in hand? 266 0 100
Library of Congress card12.

266 0 100number same as requested?

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

Northeast Alabama
Institution

0
Number for which no evaluation was returned

266
Number of successful requests

12
Average number of days to fill requests
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TABLE 6 n

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

Question

4. Were cards correct? 328 5 98

Correct number of cards?5. 333 0 100

Call number correct?6. 333 0 100

Tracings correct?7. 333 0 100

Main entry correct?8. 100333 0

Imprint data correct?9. 333 0 100

Collation data correct?10. 333 0 100

Correct set of cards11.

for book in hand? 332 1 99

Library of Congress card12.

number same as requested? 333 0 100

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

Northwest Alabama
Institution

10
Number for which no evaluation was returned

343
Number of successful requests

25
Average number of days to fill requests
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TABLE 6 o

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

Question

Were cards correct?4. 211 28 88

Correct number of cards?5. 239 0 100

Call number correct?6. 233 6 97

Tracings correct?7. 239 0 100

Main entry correct?8. 100239 0

Imprint data correct?9. 239 0 100

Collation data correct?10. 0 100239

Correct set of cards11.

for book in hand? 239 0 100

Library of Congress card12.

number same as requested? 1000239

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

Snead State 
Institution

16
Number for which no evaluation was returned

239______________________________
Number of successful requests

13
Average number of days to fill requests
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TABLE 6 p

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

Question

4. Were cards correct? 866 0 100
Correct number of cards?5. 866 0 100
Call number correct?6. 866 0 100

Tracings correct?7. 866 0 100

Main entry correct?8. 866 0 100

Imprint data correct?9. 866 0 100

Collation data correct?10. 866 0 100

Correct set of cards11.

for book in hand? 866 0 100

Library of Congress card12.

number same as requested? 866 0 100

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

Southern Union
Institution

0
Number for which no evaluation was returned

866
Number of successful requests

25
Average number of days to fill requests
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TABLE

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

21
Average number of days to fill requests

Question

4. Were cards correct? 188 40 82

Correct number of cards?5. 225 3 99

Call number correct?6. 214 14 94

Tracings correct?7. 228 0 100

Main entry correct?8. 100228 0

Imprint data correct?9. 226 2 99

Collation data correct?10. 225 3 99

Correct set of cards11.

for book in hand? 224 4 98

Library of Congress card12.

number same as requested? 228 0 100

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

Wallace-Dothan
Institution

228
Number of successful requests

0
Number for which no evaluation was returned

6 q
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TABLE 6 r

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

Question

1304. Were cards correct? 0 100

130 05. Correct number of cards? 100

130 0 1006. Call number correct?

130 0 1007. Tracings correct?

130 0 100Main entry correct?8.

130 0 100Imprint data correct?9.

130 0 10010. Collation data correct?

Correct set of cards11.

130 0 100for book in hand?
Library of Congress card12.

130 0 100number same as requested?

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

Wailace-Selma 
Institution

130_______________________________
Number of successful requests

0_____________________________________ ______
Number for which no evaluation was returned

no response
Average number of days to fill requests
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TABLE 6 s

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

Average number of days to fill requests

Question

4. Were cards correct? 179 1000

Correct number of cards?5. 0 100179

Call number correct?6. 100179 0

Tracings correct?7. 100179 0

Main entry correct? 1008. 179 0

Imprint data correct? 0 1001799.

1000Collation data correct? 17910.

Correct set of cards11.

1000179for book in hand?
Library of Congress card12.

1000179number same as requested?

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

Wailace-Andalusia 
Institution

0
Number for which no evaluation was returned

10

179
Number of successful requests
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6 tTABLE

Institutional Evaluation of Bibliographic Data

cumulations

15.5
Average number of days to fill requests

Question

Were cards correct?4. 4088 304 93.1

Correct number of cards?5. 4387 5 99.9

Call number correct?6. 4311 81 98.2

Tracings correct?7. 4341 51 98.8

Main entry correct?8. 99.94391 1

Imprint data correct?9. 4291 101 97. 7

Collation data correct? 423810. 154 96.5

Correct set of cards11.

for book in hand? 4372 20 99.5
Library of Congress card12.

4289 3 99.9

Number
Yes

Number 
No

Percent
Yes

184 = 4.2%___________________________
Number for which no evaluation was returned

All institutions 
Institution

4576________ _____________________
Number of successful requests

number same as requested?
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(6) All content notes were omitted

(7) Punctuations and word divisions and

abbreviations fail to conform to AACR

(8) Duplicate subject headings taken from other

national libraries which match the Library of Congress

subject heading were not deleted

(9) The form for all continuation cards fails to

comply with AACR.

The Comparative Data Search

After the completion of the pilot project arrange

ments were made to perform a limited search of the

SOLINET/OCLC data base to determine the extent of

additional bibliographic data which could be found in

a full MARC plus shared cataloging data base compared to

one which contained only the MARC file.

A list of 200 items which had not been found in the

commercially available MARC file was compiled from the

1,946 unsuccessful Library of Congress card numbers.

was used to construct

the random sample.

The larger number ofresult of the comparative search.

Bright Wilson, Jr. , An Introduction to Scientific 
Research (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1952), p. 287.

Table 7 presents data which were developed as a

Wilson’s small table of random digits taken from An 
3 

Introduction to Scientific Research

3E.
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cent of pre-68 prefixed requests not filled in the pilot

project.

The successful retrieval of bibliographic data for

60.5 per cent of the unfilled request represented by the

sample indicated that if the pilot project had obtained

data from SOLINET/OCLC, 1,177 more requests would have been

This would have represented an improvement of 18filled.
per cent.

The Final Survey

The final activity reported in this chapter is the

survey which was mailed to selected Alabama junior college

personnel in order to determine the degree of acceptance

of various alternatives in the field of library automation.

The survey sought to establish the extent of familiarity

among those surveyed with various existing programs and

with the pilot project conducted in connection with this

study.

interest in and likely support for various alternatives

by those surveyed.

The sample

The questionnaire

and head librarian in the nineteendean of instruction,

In addition, thejunior colleges included in this study.

questionnaire was also distributed to 31 employees of the

was distributed to each president,

pre-6 8 prefixed requests was comparable to the larger per

Further, the survey sought to ascertain the
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libraries who are classified as professional librarians by

virtue of their attainment of at least a Masters degree and

their employment in a library. The questionnaire was also

distributed to 49 other employees of libraries in the

institutions who were classified

virtue of their employment in a library without having

attained a professional degree. The total sample consisted

of the 137 persons to whom the questionnaires were addressed.

Response

The response to the survey was substantial. Completed

questionnaires were returned by 86 of the 137 persons
The questionnaires for 2

paraprofessionals were returned with the notation that they
The questionnaire of 1 presidentwere no longer employed.

and 8 paraprofessionals were returned without any usable
None of the undesignated questionnaires wereinformation.

A total of 40 questionnaires or 29.2 per centreturned.

not returned or accounted for.were

Personal Data
A profile of the respondents and professional

characteristics of the respondents in each group included

the survey is presented in tabular form in table 8.in

The percent of response for each group ranged from
cent of the head42 per cent of the presidents to 100 per

Thelibrarians.

as paraprofessionals by

solicited, or 62.8 per cent.

The mean per cent of response was 65.6.
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average length of time spent in their present position by
the respondents was 6.5 years and the average length of
time in the field of education was 17.4 years. Those

respondents who have attained a Masters degree or more

represent 72 per cent of the total persons responding.

Attitudes Toward Automation Networks for Libraries

The second section of the questionnaire sought

information on the self-perceived general knowledge of the

respondents relative to the role and operation of libraries

in junior colleges and the use of computers in libraries

and networks. Of the respondents, ninety-seven per cent

felt their knowledge of the role of libraries in junior

An

interesting sociological study might be made from the fact

that thirty-nine per cent of other professional employees

of the junior college libraries whose average length of

time in their present position was two and two tenths years

less than the average of all respondents and whose average

six years less than the average ofyears in education was

all respondents felt that their knowledge of the role of

This compareslibraries in junior colleges was superior.

to only twelve per cent of the responding presidents,

eight per cent of the responding deans of instruction,

and twenty-six per cent of their immediate superiors, the

head librarians.

colleges to be sufficient, above average or superior.
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Of those who responded, ninety-three per cent felt
that their knowledge of internal procedures was adequate,
above average or superior,

Knowledge of computers and knowledge of library
automation received similar responses with respectively
fifty-three and fifty-eight per cent perceiving that their

inadequate.knowledge was In view of the lack of automated
procedures in local libraries and the generally poor prospects
for obtaining
a viable interest in these subjects.

The responses to the questions relating to OCLC and

SOLINET indicate definite concern on the part of the

respondents that their knowledge of these programs is not

sufficient. The responses to both questions indicated that

seventy-five per cent of those responding felt that their

The implication of theseknowledge was inadequate.

responses is that the respondents perceived a need to obtain

more knowledge on these matters in view of their currency

and possible effect on junior college libraries in Alabama.

Responses to the final question in this section

indicated confidence on the part of the respondents in

their knowledge of the Library of Congress MARC program.

The remoteness of the Library of Congress and the general

feeling that its programs do not materially affect

Alabama junior college libraries may account for this

them, this level of response seems to indicate
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confidence. More detailed information on the attitude of

the respondents toward automation networks for libraries

may be found in table 9.

Evaluation of the Pilot Project

The third section of the questionnaire solicited

evaluative information on the pilot project which was

established as junior college library network testa

model. The purpose of this section was to determine the
familiarity of the respondents with the pilot project and
to solicit evaluative information from those familiar

with it.

The responses indicated a very low degree of

familiarity with the pilot project. Only twenty-eight
per cent of the presidents responding, seventeen per cent

of the dean responding, ninety-five per cent of the head

fifty-two per cent of other professionallibrarians,

librarians and thirty-three per cent of the para-professionals

responding indicated familiarity with the project. Of those

forty-one indicated they were familiar with theresponding,

The obviousproject and forty-eight responded negatively.

implication of these data is that the head librarians

generally failed to involve other key personnel in the

operation or inform them of the results of the pilot

project.

Those respondents who indicated familiarity with

the pilot project were asked to evaluate whether they
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considered it to be a success or failure. Those who thought

the project to be successful represented fifty-six per

Those who thought the project to havecent. failed were

thirty-four per cent. Non-responses amounted to ten per

cent.

A significant result of this question was revealed
by the responses of the other professionals employed in'the
libraries. The presidents and deans who were familiar with

the project a success; however, only thirty-three per cent

of other professionals employed in the libraries felt the

project to be a success.

The third question in this section revealed that

of those familiar with the pilot project twelve felt that

their institutions had derived much benefit from the

fifty-four per cent felt that their institutionproject,

had derived moderate benefit and thirty-four per cent

perceived little benefit for their local operations.

The final information sought in this section related

Tabulation of itemsto problem areas in the pilot project.

checked indicated that those responding felt the major

problems revealed in this pilot project were, in order of

importance:

the project were in total agreement that the project was

a success; sixty per cent of the head librarians thought
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(1) The reproduction quality of the card sets
(2) The format of the data on the card sets
(3) Delays in the delivery of the card sets
(4) Erroneous bibliographic data

(5) Unreliability of the commercial firm

(6) Potential loss of autonomy through this type
of program.

Further data on this section may be found in

table 10.

Information for Future Plans
The fourth section of the questionnaire contained

eight questions relative to future planning for the
Significant responses to theselibraries in the system.

questions indicated that only seventeen per cent felt
that current methods for obtaining bibliographic data

adequate and that sixty-one per cent supportedwere

utilization of automated procedures and cooperation for

technical processing purposes among the junior college

While forty-eight per cent felt that thelibraries .

eventual benefits of an automated network would justify

modest investments only forty-one per cent felt that the

libraries would benefit by obtaining bibliographic data

from SOLINET or cooperating with the Alabama Public

Library Service in establishing a cooperative membership

in SOLINET.
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Results from the final question in the section

indicated that seventy-eight per cent felt a need for more

information about automated library networks. For

additional data on the questions in this section see
table 11.

Additional Views

The final section of the questionnaire was an open
question soliciting responses on the future direction for
the libraries in the system. Responses to this question
tended to reiterate the responses obtained in the previous
sections and revealed no additional useful information
except the often repeated suggestion that any programs be
funded at the state level.

Summary

This chapter has presented the findings obtained in

These findings havephase two through five of this study.

been presented both in tabular and narrative form.

In phase two, the title survey, it was determined

that there exist approximately 3.94 copies of each title

in the libraries in the system and that there are approxi

mately 138,508 titles represented in the 545,721 volumes

held by the libraries in the system.

that the seventy-one per cent fulfillment rate for requests

In phase three, the pilot project, it was determined

was largely from the 6 8- following requests and that those
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had a much higher per cent of completion.

Evaluation of the bibliographic products of the pilot

project was generally positive. Negative evaluations focused
upon errors in the output software of the commercial firm
and on the reproductive quality of the card sets.

The findings of the fourth activity undertaken in
this study, the comparative data search, indicated that a

shared cataloging plus MARC data base would yield a much

higher completion rate than would a MARC data base alone.

The findings of this activity indicates that an eighteen

per cent improvement in the hit rate could be expected when

using the SOLINET/OCLC data base as opposed to a commercially

available Library of Congress originated MARC data base.

A final survey to determine the atmosphere or

political climate among Alabama public junior college

personnel relative to library automation constituted the

last activity presented in this chapter. The survey was

completed and returned by 62.8 per cent of those solicited,

representing 100 per cent of the institutions covered.

Generally the survey demonstrated that there was a rather

low self-perception among the respondents relative to

their knowledge of library automation, that the pilot

high level of interest in a

168 
institutions which confined their request to newer materials

project produced neither a 

library network for Alabama junior colleges nor effective 

channels of communication among employees other than the
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head librarian, and that a perceived lack of venture funds

the field of automated library networks in the near
future.

elusions and recommendations are presented as Chapter VII.

in junior colleges in Alabama precludes major moves in

The final phase of this study, the summary, con-



CHAPTER VII

Introduction

This chapter contains

of the study. The criteria and background information

derived from the review of the literature are summarized

and the findings of subsequent activities in the study

are presented in relation to them. Conclusions based on

the summary and recommendations relevant to the future

development of libraries in the public junior colleges of

Alabama conclude the chapter.

Summary

As previously stated, the problem for study had

The first was to determine the currentthree facets.

status of library operations, specifically technical

junior colleges of Alabama as contrasted with counterpart

The second facetoperations elsewhere in the nation.

of the problem was to determine whether recent developments

adapted and utilized in the Alabama system of public

170

a summary of the activities

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

in technical services, automation and networking could be

services, automation, and networking, in the public
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junior colleges. The third facet of the problem was to

assess whether there existed in the Alabama junior college

system sufficient interest in these developments to con

stitute an atmosphere of acceptance which would be the key
for any future developments recommended.to success

The Literature Search

The

First, appropriate indexes were searched to determine if

there existed either published or unpublished studies

which could provide the information sought through this

Negative results of this search established thestudy.

unique and non-duplicative nature of the study. Second,

appropriate library literature was searched for the purpose

of developing background material yielding evaluative

criteria to which the findings of the study might be

Literature in the fields of junior collegecompared.

automation of technical processes in libraries,libraries ,

and the development of library networks, was researched.

Libraries in Junior Colleges

The literature on junior college libraries was

presented in three sections; the development of libraries,

the development of junior colleges, and the development

of libraries in junior colleges.

Although libraries have been

the culture of western civilization they are faced in the

a prominent factor in

relevant literature was reviewed for two purposes.
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latter fourth of the twentieth century with serious

These challenges include changes in thechallenges.
volume of published materials, increased costs of library

competing information services such
computers.

Junior colleges have experienced several stages of

growth and development culminating in the drastically

increased student enrollments and programs and consequent

changes in the structure and services of comprehensive

community colleges. Previous projections of growth in

enrollments seem
These projections notwithstanding, the rootsprograms.

of the junior college are deep in the liberal arts tradition
of higher education; these roots are especially evident in
the collections of printed materials in junior college
libraries.

The relatively small size of the print collection in

junior college libraries would seem to relieve the staffs

of these libraries from the problems attendent to the

The problems are retained, however,research libraries.

because of the necessity of careful selection procedures

due to limited funds, the smaller ratio of staff per full

time equivalent student and the demands of a greater variety

especially audio-visual, normally offered byof services,

the junior college library. These problems have led to a

as that provided by

mass of published materials which confronts university

accurate, especially in non-degree credit

materials, increased demands for user services, and
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disconcerting range of bibliographic services provided in
junior college libraries.

The major developments in library technical services

To this was added subject classification and subjectbegun.
indexing of periodicals prior to 1900. Although refine
ments of technique and delivery have occurred since 1900

the advent of the computer with its ability to handle

vast files of compound subject headings marks the first

significant development, aside from the user operated

photocopy machine, in library technical services during

the twentieth century. Developments in computer services

and scientific management of libraries offer promise of a

viable alternative to the traditional intuitive approach

in library management.

The literature concerning automation in libraries

revealed that little has been published concerning the

history of automation in libraries. That which has been

published indicates that the roots of library automation

extend to the mid-1930's when certain library procedures

mechanized and to the mid-1950's when coordinatewere

These two develop-subject indexing was first introduced.

ments were brought together in the 1960's when many of the

major university libraries developed programs of library

automation.

Computer Applications to Library 
Technical Services

began in the 1840's when subject indexing of books was
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Major developments subsequent to the mid-1960's

include(l) the structuring of

format by the Library of Congress, (2) the development of

software programs capable of handling massive library

authority files according to complicated library rules by

New York Public Library,

transferability by the Hennepin County Library and (4) the

development of on-line systems for library procedures by

the University of Chicago.

Reports of the experiences of these and other

libraries which have instituted automation programs have

yielded criteria upon which decisions relative to library

automation may be based.

Items which must be considered include need, equip-

These and other items fall into three generalcations.

system design, costs, and personnel.categories:

The most important criterion identified in the

design of the system is the concept of a planned pro-

Each procedure automated should begression of systems.

capable both of economical and efficient interfacing with

future developments and of standing alone for a sustained

period of time in the event future developments do not

materialize.

a machine readable cataloging

planning, network time scale, transferability, and communi-

ment, personnel, budget, local attitudes, the condition of

existing files, the experience of others, long-range

(3) the demonstration of program
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Costs in automation were considered in terms of the

of conversion and cost of operations. Generally machine

and systems costs are decreasing and personnel costs are

increasing.

Personnel aspects of library automation represent the

most difficult problems. It is essential that all persons

affected by automation of library procedures understand

the purposes, procedures and products of the program and

are appropriately trained.

Library Networks

The final segment of the literature search dealt

with the development of library networks. The research on

library networks included discussion of three areas of

centralized book processing, cooperativelibrary cooperation:

acquisitions and resource sharing, and shared use of computer

and communication facilities.

Centralized book processing centers have had

Among academicconsiderable success among public libraries.

libraries the problems attendent to loss of local autonomy,

low per cent of duplication at the time oflow volume,

purchase, and the vast amount of work involved in physical

Cooperative acquisitions programs

in order to ease the pressure on libraries to acquire

handling of materials have precluded extensive development.

have been devised

costs to the user, planning costs, programming costs, cost
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The publication

of union lists and development of interlibrary loan
arrangements to augment cooperative acquisition programs
clearly demonstrate that sharing of resources ranks high
in library cooperation.

Shared usage of computer and communication facilities
expanded greatly by the development of remote on-linewas

terminals which obtain access to centralized data bases

over telephone lines. The biggest problem to be faced

when a system goes on-line and computer information is

shared is the growth problem. Considerable planning for

national computer networks includes library operations

part of the network array.

Specific library networks which were examined in

detail included one which failed, the most successful to

study was conducted.

CALBPC

The Colorado Academic Libraries Book Processing

Center opened in 1969 after extensive studies with

It closed withoutsubstantial state and national support.

An excellent analysis of the centerfanfare in 1972.

indicated that design defects, personnel and communication

The design defectsproblems contributed to the failure.

included overly optimistic projections of participation,

as a

substantial holdings in little-used areas.

date, and the major network for /the region in which this
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failure to recognize the unique nature of academic

zational structure.
The analysis indicated that academic librarians

fear for the integrity and uniqueness of their collections,

fear domination and loss of autonomy, fear reduced status ,

and have an unusually low tolerance for technical errors.

Further, the analysis pointed out that any centralized

center which projects a volume of less than fifty thousand

books a year is probably doomed to failure because of

insufficient volume. The major problem with the design
that members of the network had littleof the system was

or no opportunity to be involved in the design of the
of the system but had become deeplyfinished products

involved in the design of the internal operations of the

center.

OCLC

The most successful library network to date is the

OCLC began operation in 1968Ohio College Library Center.

Currently OCLC servesserving forty-nine colleges in Ohio.

a dozen or so networks and scores of libraries through

hundreds of on-line terminals.

The strengths of OCLC,

dynamic leadership, generous national support,colleges, 

excellent variety in local product options, vigorous

as revealed in the published

libraries, and failure to establish a clear cut organi-

literature, are found in administrative support in member
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ducts.

The success of OCLC was attributed to user satis

faction which was obtained by satisfactory products which

were quickly delivered in an economical fashion.

SOLINET

The Southeastern Library Network is one of the

nations largest cooperative networks. Membership in

SOLINET exceeds 120 libraries, each directly tied to the

OCLC data base. SOLINET annual reports reveal that the

network is in healthy financial condition.

Published reports and news releases by SOLINET

indicated that cataloging through the SOLINET network for

a library cataloging ten thousand volumes would cost $2.83

For this sum the library would receive a fullper volume.

set of catalog cards pre-alphabetized for filing, a machine

readable record for each record available for any internal

process developed by the library, access through the

terminal to the nation's largest union catalog type data

base useful for book selection, acquisitions and inter-

through one of the nation's most vigorous library networks.

Research Activities

Subsequent to the literature search and the develop

ment of criteria for evaluative purposes several research

library loan, and participation in automated developments

research programs, and a quick delivery of initial pro-
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activities were conducted. The environment of these

activities was established through analysis of documents

relating to Alabama public junior colleges and their

libraries which were on file with the Alabama State

Department of Education. The research activities included

a title search to determine the amount of duplication of

books between the libraries in the system, a pilot project

search through the major regional library network, and a

final survey of selected personnel in Alabama public junior

colleges to determine the probability for acceptance of

various alternatives in library automation and networks.

The Title Search

The title search was undertaken in order to

determine the amount of duplication of books held among

The sample was taken from athe libraries in the system.

print-out of the shelf list of one of the member libraries.

Since no previous formula could be found which used an

internal sample and expanded data gained from the responding

libraries to include the nonresponding libraries in the

system, it was necessary to construct and test mathemati

cally a new formula.

Application of the formula to the data returned by

the responding libraries indicated that the libraries of

the Alabama public junior colleges hold among them an

in which a network model was tested, a comparative title
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average of 3.9 4 copies of each title in the system.

by all the libraries in the system it was determined that

there were approximately 138,508 individual titles in the

system.

The Pilot Project

an experimental

model network for the libraries in the system. All the
libraries participated in the project. The project was
designed to obtain bibliographic data from the data base
of a commercial firm. The data base had been constructed
from the MARC tapes distributed by the Library of Congress.
Card sets were prepared in the project office for each
request filled and evaluation forms attached. Each library
was requested to complete the evaluation form for each set

of cards.

During the project 6,541 requests were made and

The average institutional card set4,676 were fulfilled.

fulfillment rate was 69 per cent. Analysis of the data

reveals that those institutions which submitted requests

for materials which were published subsequent to the

institution by the Library of Congress of its MARC program

experienced a much higher fulfillment rate.

Evaluation forms were returned on all but 184 of

Thethe 4,676 successful requests or 95.8 per cent.

By 

dividing this figure into the total number of volumes held

The pilot project was undertaken as
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evaluations generally indicated that major problems existed
in the output format of the commercial firm used and in the
reproduction system used to duplicate the card sets in the
project office.

reflected in that only 6.9 per cent of the card sets

received any negative evaluation.

The Comparative Data Search

After completion of the pilot project a sample of

the unsuccessful requests was constructed. This sample was

used to search the data base of SOLINET/OCLC. Bibliographic

data for 60.5 per cent of the sample were found in the

This indicated that the data base of SOLINET/OCLCsearch.

an eighteen per cent improvement in fulfillmentwould provide

rate when compared to the commercial firm used in the pilot

project.

The Final Survey

The final research activity consisted of a survey

designed to determine among selected junior college personnel

their self-perceived knowledge of various aspects of library

their knowledge and evaluation of thenetwork activities,

network model or pilot project, and their support of

The response to the survey wasvarious future alternatives.

substantial in that 62.8 per cent of the persons solicited

The respondentsresponded before the cut-off date.

represented all the institutions in the system and included

The general acceptance of the product was
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all the head librarians. The poorest level of response,

respondents perceived their knowledge of the role and

procedures of junior college libraries to be adequate.

Responses to the questionnaire indicated that the respon

dents generally perceived their knowledge of the services

and costs of OCLC and SOLINET as inadequate although they

felt somewhat more secure about their knowledge of the

Library of Congress MARC program.

Information gained from the questionnaire relating

to the pilot project indicated that the degree of

familiarity with the pilot project among those responding

This was especially true among two verywas very low.

important groups of decision makers, the college presidents

and the deans of instruction.

Those who were familiar with the pilot project

generally considered it to have been a success and of at

least moderate benefit to their local institutions. The

group which was most critical of the pilot project was

composed of professional librarians other than the head

The opposition of this group may in some measurelibrarian.
be due to a perceived vulnerability of their positions to
feared changes which might be occasioned by network

The evaluation of the card sets produced byparticipation.

42.0 per cent, came from the presidents.
In the first section of the questionnaire the
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the pilot project focused on two problems: the quality of
reproduction and the format of the data on the card sets.

The final group of data obtained from the survey

related to future alternatives for the system. There was

substantial agreement on the need for better methods for
obtaining bibliographic data in the local libraries and a

majority of those responding would support both automated

and cooperative methods to achieve this need. The

alternatives of membership in SOLINET and cooperation with

the Alabama Public Library Service were not favored nor

any programs if they called for more than modestwere

expenditure of funds. There seemed to be a general con
sensus that any funds expended for such programs should be
obtained at the state level.

Conclusions

The conclusions indicated by this study are based

the applicable criteria established from the literatureon

in relation to the data developed during the research

An over-all conclusion that the libraries ofactivities.

the Alabama public junior colleges are typical in history.

staffing patterns, and programs seems warranted. Insize,

keeping with this typical nature, the first priority in

the libraries has been placed on collection development

and service, with detailed technical service activities

somewhat neglected.
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The first criterion which must be considered is need.
Those involved in the study expressed the need for a better
method of obtaining bibliographic data, in that only
seventeen per cent felt that methods currently in use
were adequate. This reflects the feeling that current

manual methods are time consuming, cumbersome, and

expensive.

A second criterion is the size and condition of the

existing files. The study found that none of the biblio

graphic files are currently in a machine readable form

computable with the MARC format. This means that any

retrospective conversion would require complete conversion

of the approximately 138,508 titles and 545,721 volumes in

the system.

The study demonstratedA third criterion is budget.

that little or no venture funds exist at the local level and

that any money used to support cooperation or changes must

be supplied at the state level.

There existsA fourth criterion is local attitudes.

substantial fear of any program of cooperation for library

at the local level among the library employees inservices

The fear is derived from a perceived danger ofthe system.

loss of local autonomy and loss of jobs.

The study revealedA fifth criterion is personnel.

that the personnel available in Alabama junior college
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libraries do not perceive themselves to be knowledgable

about library automation or library networks. This lack

of knowledge may be due to the partial isolation of the

colleges from university centers in the state where con

siderable library automation activities are taking place.

A sixth criterion is communications. The study

revealed a serious lack of information concerning the pilot

project on the part of key decision makers other than the

head librarian. This situation is disappointing in light

of the fact that one of the stated purposes of the pilot
project was to establish channels of communication and
disseminate information about the pilot project throughout

the junior college community.

A seventh criterion is existing programs. The

presence of the SOLINET network in the region and the

membership in the network by seven university libraries

in the state makes this a logical network in which to

This logic is supported by theconsider membership.

increased percentage of requests filled through the

Initial costs of membership andSOLINET/OCLC data base.

however, preclude individual membership inequipment,

SOLINET for all but the largest institutions in the system.

SOLINET has solved this problem through the establishment

of alternate classes of membership which allows for

centers or othersecondary membership through processing

Alabama Public Library Service hasservice agencies.
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Based upon the above considerations it is the

unavoidable general conclusion of this study that neither

the institutions nor the key personnel employed in them,

technical services.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the division which administers

the higher education institutions under the Alabama State

Board of Education establish an office of consultant for

library development. This office would be responsible for

coordination of the development of junior college libraries,

technical college resource centers and a network of these

libraries and centers which would foster cooperation among

them and provide bibliographic data and automation services

to them.

It is recommended that the Alabama'State Department

Service and the Graduate School of Library Service at the

sponsor a series of institutes forUniversity of Alabama,

junior college librarians covering such topics as changes

the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, automation inin

Such institutes should

requested membership in SOLINET in hope of eventually 

becoming a processing center.

nor the Alabama junior colleges as a system, is prepared 

to establish an independent systemwide network for library

libraries, and library networks.

of Education, in connection with the Alabama Public Library
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be designed specifically for junior college personnel and

taught by those knowledgeable of the special circumstances

of junior college libraries.

is recommended that administrators of juniorIt

colleges seek to employ in the libraries of the various

institutions in the system persons who are knowledgable

and experienced in library automation and library networks.

It is further recommended that the Alabama State

Department of Education and the Alabama Public Library

Service jointly sponsor programs of library automation

designed to interface with national library automation

standards and regional network standards in at least one

large and one medium size library in the Alabama public

junior college system.

It is finally recommended that the Alabama Public

Library Service establish automation services which would

include bibliographic data distribution, data storage

(union catalog) , and data publication in either book catalog

or computer output on microfilm format.

Suggestions for Further Study

In light of the data obtained in this study and the

conclusions drawn from them the following suggestions for

further study seem appropriate.
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A detailed study of the condition of the card1.
catalogs in the public junior college libraries
of Alabama and other states to determine
adherence to the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules,
currentness of authority files, and the strength
of the cross reference structure would be of
great value in determining the need for change

system libraries.
A study of the actual costs of maintaining the2.
present card catalogs would be of value in
determining the economic impact of future
changes.
A study of the costs and effects of network3.
membership on technical services in selected

junior college members of SOLINET and OCLC

would be of great value in determining future

relations between Alabama public junior colleges

and those organizations.

Conceptual studies which explore the possibility4.
of various network models in which junior college
libraries interface with either university
libraries or state library agencies would be of
value in identifying both the problems and
benefits of these two alternatives.

in the methods of bibliographic control among
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ITEM COST BASIS YOUR COST

Annual Dues 150.00

$ per year

$ 137.50

84.10
220.00

300.00
14.50

First-time-use

each.034
20.00

500.00

per year

SUBTOTAL:

% of subtotal

TOTAL: 

Cost per item =

Catalog Cards
Archive tapes

One-time membership 
fee:

Terminal purchase
Terminal maintenance

Leased telephone line
Profile of card 
printing requirements
Instruction manuals

Indirect costs, 
overhead

Installation of modem 
and station terminator

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

per month 
per month

per year 
each

1.024
.250

1.274

TOTAL___________
Number of items

Furniture (desk)
Printer purchase
Operator 
(salary, benefits)
Installation of power

Greater of: $1,500.00 or 
1 1/2% of 1 
year materials 
budget

$ 

$3,000.00

$

$3,700.00
570.00

Modem, station 
terminator lease

$8,000.00
$ 150.00

(plus per record 
charge)

SOLINET
COST ESTIMATE CALCULATOR

FISCAL 1976 (revised)

average charge 
per set 
OCLC charge* 
SOLINET charge 
each
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Enrollment by;

Junior College Name and Address

1716 1379

1940 1765

1466 1263

4585 3353

2327 2117

1170 828

4601 2124

3591 2617

479610,002

782957

71719094

14571531

26783017

Individual
Students

Full Time 
Equivalent 
Students

Alexander City State Junior College 
Post Office Box 699
Alexander City, Alabama 35010
S.D. Bishop State Junior College 
351 North Broad Street
Mobile, Alabama 36603
Brewer State Junior College
Highway 43, North
Fayette, Alabama 35555
John C. Calhoun State Community College
H.O. 2216
Decatur, Alabama 35601

Chattahoochee Valley State Community
College

1119 Broad Street
Phoenix City, Alabama 36867
Jefferson Davis State Junior College
Brewton, Alabama 36426
Enterprise State Junior College
P.O. Box 1300
Enterprise, Alabama 36330
James H. Faulkner State Junior College
P.O. Box 880
Bay Minette, Alabama 36507
Gadsden State Junior College
George Wallace Drive
Gadsden, Alabama 35903
Patrick Henry State Junior College
P.O. Box 646
Monroeville, Alabama 36460
Jefferson State Junior College 
2601 Carson Road
Birmingham, Alabama 35215
T. A. Lawson State Community College 
3060 Wilson Road
Birmingham, Alabama 35221
Northeast Alabama State Junior College
P.O. Box 159
Rainsville, Alabama 35986
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Enrollment by:

Junior College Name and Address

1651 1437

2323 1867

1844 1661

21543063

1566 1345

10591456

Northwest Alabama State Junior College 
Phil Campbell, Alabama 35581

Individual
Students

Full Time 
Equivalent 
Students

Snead State Junior College
P.O. Drawer D
Boaz, Alabama 35957
Southern Union State Junior College
Wadley, Alabama 36276
George C. Wallace State Community

College
Napier Field
Dothan, Alabama 36301
George Corley Wallace State Community

College
P.O. Box 1049
Selma, Alabama 36701
Lurleen B. Wallace State Junior College
P.O. Drawer 1418
Andalusia, Alabama 36420
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Budget Category

Student Salaries
Benefits
Travel

Restricted

Other

1,302,0646,510,329Totals

Professional Salaries
Clerical Salaries

Books
Periodicals and Binding
Materials and Supplies
Equipment
Postage and Communication 
Audio-Visual
Repairs
Printing
Rentals

Books
Audio-Visual

COMBINED STATE JUNIOR COLLEGE 
LIBRARY EXPENDITURES BY CATEGORY

2,748,548
661,382
97,601
17,706
36,933

842,926
418,144
190,464
219,874
36,789

231,885
31,745
12,800
53,046 

462,016
46,571

278,521
43,066
80,130

Average 
Per 

Year
549,709
132,276
19,520
3,541
7,386

168,585
83,628
38,129
43,978
7,357

46,377
6,349
2,560
10,609
92,403
9,314

55,704
8,613

16,026

Work Study
Title II-A

Total Five Year 
Expenditures 

1970-75
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Institution

1523
S. 690

1251
John C. Calhoun 1149

Gadsden State
983

Lawson StateT. A.
Northeast Alabama St.
Northwest Alabama St.
Snead State
Southern Union

Lurleen B. Wallace

277,856545,72138,203Totals

Alexander City
D. Bishop

Brewer State

Chattahoochee Valley
Jefferson Davis
Enterprise State
Faulkner State

Patrick Henry State
Jefferson State

George C. Wallace-Dothan
George Corley Wallace- 

Selma

2,742
6,178
1,496

5,000
732

2,503

1,240
2,116

1,554
2,459
1,357

845

3,579
806

28,186
24,539
21,412
30,128
10,000
26,389
26,730

23,308
47,414
34,996
33,018
31,787
26,618
47,800
26,382

15,000
15,683

25,553
50,778

§ 7,401
11,770
17,014
8,481

57,347
2,982

14,544
13,500
20,072
1,141
9,843

30,236
11,074
5,330

22,132
21,345

7,199

10,534
5,911

Number 
Volumes 
added 

1974-75

Total Number
Volumes
1974-75

Book 
Budget 
1974-75
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ALL HEAD LIBRARIANSTO:

JOE D. ACKERFROM:

Thank you for your cooperation.

Print-outEnclosure:

You are asked in question 3 the number of unique titles in 
your card catalog which are also in the sample list. Question 
4 asks that you list the number of duplicate copies which you 
hold of each title identified in 3.

Attached you will find a portion of the print-out from the 
Jefferson State Junior College shelf list which we will use 
to determine the number of titles currently held in the 
system. We have selected thirty samples of twenty-two 
entries each. Each sample has a start statement and an end 
statement. Beside each sample there are four questions. 
Numbers 1 and 2 have already been answered. We are asking 
that you supply the answers to numbers 3 and 4 from your card 
catalog, or shelf list since the call number is also given. 
Each sample entry consists of an author statement, a title 
statement, and a three-part call number statement.

This may seem a rather cumbersome approach, but it will yield 
a fairly accurate projection of the number of titles within 
the system.
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START SAMPLE 1
Andrew C 32744 A 5 62T

74554 562A
5915 563AAndrewartha H G

195GANB
Andrews C L

9732 565A
Andrews C M

973311 565A
Andrews C M

9732 A56 5 C
Andrews C M

9732 A56 5 C
Andrews C M

9732 A56 5 C
Andrews C M

749213 A 5 66R

duplicate copies held of titles on list 

i

Andrews C M 
Andrews C M 
Andrews C M 
Andrews C M

Andrews C M
Andrews C M
Andrews D H
Andrews E D

Number on
Number of
Number of
Number of

9732
9732
9732
540

5371
9732
9732
9732

5915
938

57664
6213848

A
A
A
A

A
A

565
565
565
565

4 N
565

563
564

1.
2.
3.
4.

Andrews A
Andrews C F

5 C
565
565
565

Andrewes A
Andrewes C H

Andrew L
Andrewartha H G

A56 
A

A56
A
A
A

s amp1e 22 
duplicate copies on sampleduplicate copies on sample 6 
unique titles in card catalog on list 

Theophile Delcasse 
and the Making 
Creative Rubbings 
Introduction to the 
Study of ANI 
Distribution and 
Abundance 0 
Greek Tyrants 
Natural History of 
Viruses 
ABC's of Radar 
Mahatma Gandhis Ideas 
Including 
Optics of the Electro
magnetic SP 
Colonial Folkways 
Colonial Folkways 
Colonial Folkways 
Our Earliest Colonial 
Settlement 
Colonial Background 
of The A 
Colonial Period of 
American 
Colonial Period of 
American 
Colonial Period of 
American 
Colonial Period of 
American
Fathers of New England 
Fathers of New England 
Fundamental Chemistry 
Religion in Wood A 
Book of Shake
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START SAMPLE 2

219B

9805 219B
Bannon J F

980 219B
Bantock G

291 748C
Banton M

C

3014 219B
Banton M P

371102 219B
Bar-Zohar M

50943 296B
Barahas M H

610733 223B
Barach A B

33882 225B

B22 8 R659108

1. 22
1

4B.

Bannon J F
Bannon J F

Barach A L
Barach S

Baran P A 
Baranski L J

Banton M P
Banton M P

3.
3B.
4A.

9019
7607

60275 
616248 
78123

3522
301451

37015
3701

B
B

225
225
25M

23F 
3 P 
223

219
219

748
19R

219
9 E

Baranski M
Barash M
Barban A. M

Bantock G H
Banton M

Banton M P 
Bany M A

B
B
B 2

B 2
B22 
B

B
B21

Number on sample ______
2. Number of duplicate copies on sample_____

Number of unique titles in card catalog on list 
Number of duplicate copies held titles on list 

3014 
30145104 B 2

Number of unique titles within sample's alphabetic range 
in card catalog but not on list
Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within sample's 
alphabetic range in card catalog but nor on list 

History of the Americas 970 
Indian Labor in the 
Spanish Indi 
Latin America an 
Historical Surv 
Education Culture and 
The Emotio 
Education and Values 
Conference on New 
Approaches In 
Conference on New 
Approaches In 
Race Relations 
Roles an Introduction 
to the Stu 
Policeman in the 
Community 
White and Coloured 
Classroom Group 
Behavior 
Hunt For German 
Scientists 
Contemporary Head 
Nursing 
Famous American Trade
marks 
Pulmonary Emphysema 
An Introduction to 
The Language 
Monopoly Capital 
Scientific Basis for 
World Civil 
Graphic Design 
Marriage and the Family 3014208 
Headings in Advertising 
and From
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START SAMPLE 3

Berle A A 330973 14B 5

Berle A A

7808 515B
Berlioz H

B 515B
Berio D K

00151 515B
Berlyne D E

1501943 515B
Berman Arthur

91730392 B 729

1

Berle A A
Berle A K

608773 
3479 
3234 
B 
B 
19082 
19082 
33891

33874
32773

B 
B 
B 
E 
FIS

B51 
B 
B 5 
MAR 
CHU 
B 
B 
B

B
B51

516
516
516
516
541

4 T 
514 
15F 
392 
563 
515 
515 
515

I 
I 
I. 
I 
I

6294
3287307
3287375
3400947 
B

514
4 T

Berman D M 
Berman D M 
Berman H J
Berman M
Berman R

Berle Adolf
Berlin
Berlin
Berlin
Berlin
Berlin
Berliner J S
Berlioz H

American Economic 
Republic
20th Century Capitalist 
Revo
Tides of Crisis 
Inventions Patents 
and Their
Three Faces of Power 
Four Essays on Liberty 
Karl Marx
Mr Churchill in 1940 
Age of Enlightenment 
Age of Enlightenment 
Soviet Economic Aid 
Evenings with the 
Orchestra
Hector Berlioz A. Sele
ction From
Process of Communi
cation
Conflict Arousal ANM 
3DZROSITY
Physical Principles 
of Astro
A Bill Becomes a Law 
In Congress Assembled 
Justice in the USSR 
John Fiske
America in the Sixties 
An Intell

1. Number on sample 22
2. Number of duplicate copies on sample_____
3A. Number of unique titles in card catalog on list
3B. Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list
4A. Number of unique titles within sample's alphabetic 

range in card catalog but not on list
4B. Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within

sample's alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list 



216
START SAMPLE 4
Borden R 8085 728Bas

81354 B72 8 S

610736 729B
Bordicks K J

61721 B 7 29P
Borden E S

158 729B
Bordua D J

Borg D B

Borgatta E F
1552 B 7 32H

Borcerhoff J L

B73 2 0809
Borgese E M

4 P664 B73

22
6

Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within4B.
sample's alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list 

Number of unique titles within sample's alphabetic 
range in card catalog but not on list.

Borges J L
Borges J. L
Borges J L
Borges J L

Borgmann D A 
Borgstrom G

59159
79373

3632
547
192
5751

842708
86862
86362
86862

5191
93705

B
B

732
733

731
29Z
732
732

732
732
32F
732

729
729
1 A
731

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

Bordwell Freder
Borek E
Borek Ernest
Borel E F E J

32751073 B
3277305

Borden W
Bordicks K J

Boren H C 
Borg D

Public Speaking 
Listeners Lik 
Superstoe 
Nursing Care of 
Patients Having 
Patterns of Shock 
Implications F 
Psychological Counsel
ing 
Police Six Sociologi
cal ESSA 
Organic Chemistry 
Atoms Within Us 
Code of Life 
Elements of the 
Theory of Probab 
Gracchi 
American Policy and 
The Chinese 
United States and the 
Far Ea
Handbook of Personality 
Theory A
Nineteenth Century 
French Plays 
A Personal Anthology 
Ficciones
Labyrinths
Other Inquisitions 
1937 1952
Language Barrier Beasts 
and
Beyond Language 
Principles of Food 
Science

B
B
B 7
B

B
G 7

B 
B 
B73 
B

Number on sample______
Number of duplicate copies on sample_____
Number of unique titles in card catalog on list
Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list 

_ . . _ .... ii n _ _ i •
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START SAMPLE 5

81352 F 2 63ZBrylowski W
81352 F 2 63Z

Bryngelson E
616891 916BBryson L
082 916B

Brzezinski Z K
32747067 B 916

Brzezinski Z K
947085 916B

Brzezinski Z K
351 916B

Brzezinski Z K

823912

B 9 918B
Buchanan A R

9405373 918B

22
1

Buchan J
Buchan J
Buchan J
Buchan J

Buchan A
Buchan D
Buchan J

Bryher H
Bryher H
Brylowski W

908 
B

90982
144
1813
29608

823912
823912

B 9
B 9
B 9
C94

B 9
B 9

18A
18H
18M
6 B

918
918
18B

916
17B
917
917

16C
16F

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

Buber M
Buber M
Buber M
Buchan A

for Probl 
An Outline of Mans 
Knowledge of 
Africa and the 
Communist World 
Ideology and Power in 
Soviet Pol 
Political Power USA 
USSR 
Soviet Bloc Unity and 
Confli 
A Believing Humanism 
I and Thou 
On Judaism 
China and The Peace 
of Asia 
NATO in the 1960s 
Ballad and the Folk 
Adventures of Richard 
Hannay 
Homilies and Recreation 8209 
Men and Deeds 
Oliver Cromwell 
Pilgrims Way An Essay 
in Recolle 
United States and 
World War

Coin of Carthage 
Fourteenth of October 
Faulkners Olympian 
Laugh
Faulkners Olympian 
Laugh Myth IW
Clinical Group Therapy

B
B
B 9

B
B 9
B
B

3550335
3411841
80914

Number on sample ______
Number of duplicate copies on sample_____
Number of unique titles in card catalog on list .
Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list .
Number of unique titles within sample' alphabetic range 
in card catalog but not on list .

4B. Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within sample's 
alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list 
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START SAMPLE 6

975 C 338

973894 C33 8 U
Cashin James

657023 C 338
Caso A

9703 341C
Cason J

5470072 341C
Cason J

7963523 342C
Casper L

820 342C
Casper L

81352 W 2 92Z
Cass C B

8085 C 3 43M
Cass J

37873058 C 343
Cassady R

65884 343C
Cassara B B

3014242 343C
Cassatt M

760092d 343 GC
Cassedy J H

61409 344C
Cassell R

R803 C34 4
Cassells

R803 C34 4
Cassells

R4432 C34 4
Cassells

C34R4732 4

2
1

Cash W J
Cashin H V

823912
822008

547 
B

C
C

C
K

344
344

341
38 K

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

Cassell R
Cassells

Caspar M 
Casper

Mind of The South 
Under Fire With The 
Tenth U S CA
Careers and Opportuni
ties In ACC
Aztecs People of the 
Sun
Laboratory Text in 
Organic Chemi 
Principles of Modern 
Organic Che 
Kepler
Golf Shotmaking with 
Billy Caspe
New Writing From the 
Philippines
Robert Penn Warren The 
Dark and
A Manner of Speaking 
for Effecti 
Comparative Guide to 
American Co 
Auctions and 
Auctioneering 
American Women The 
Changing IMAG 
Graphic Art of Mary 
Cassatt
Charles V Chapin and 
the Public
Ford Madox Ford A 
Study of His 
What Is The Play 
Cassells Encyclopedia 
of World
Cassells Encyclopedia 
of World
Cassells New French 
English 
Cassells New Latin 
Dictionary

Number on sample______
Number of duplicate copies on sample_____
Number of unique titles in card catalog on list
Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list
Number of unique titles within sample's alphabetic range 
in card catalog but not on list

4B. Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within sample's 
alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list 
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START SAMPLE 7

78094 678C
Cohn A E

61073d C 6 78M
Cohn R

328914 678C
Cohn R

6168075 678C
Cohn R C

8418 678C
Coindreau M E

152B CAL
Coit M L

58216 682C
Colberg M R

56819

Colburn H T

22

Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list 

4B.
alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list

Coit M L
Coit M L

Colbert E H
Colbert E H

B 
7097895 
574929

500
9732

566
5681

81352 
B

6108
9173039

940373
327773

C
C
I
C

CAL
C68 
C

C 6
C 6

C
C

61
684

684
684

152
2 T
682

78M
78L

678
678

Intervention 1917 
American Revisionists 
Twentieth-Century Music 
in Weste 
Medicine Science and 
Art 
Love in America 
Manual for Nurses in 
Family and 
Samuel Beckett The 
Comic Gamut 
Person Symbol in 
Clinical Me 
Toward the Poems of 
Mallarme 
Time of William 
Faulkner 
Andrew Jackson 
John C Calhoun 
American Portrait 
John C. Calhoun 
American Portrait 
Taos and Santa Fe 
Streams Lakes Ponds 
Trees of the South
eastern States 
Human Capital in 
Southern Develo 
Dinosaurs 
Evolution of the 
Vertebrates 
Age of Reptiles 
International Science 
and Techno 
Colonial Experience

684
4 D

63Z
12

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

Coke V D
Coker R E
Coker W C

Colbert E H
Colborn R

33170975 C
C68

Cohn D L
Cohn H

F 2
J

Cohen W I
Cohen W I 
Cohn A

Number on sample______
Number of duplicate copies on sample

Number of unique titles within sample' alphabetic range 
in card catalog but not on list f 
Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within sample s 

------------------------------------------------------------ _ ‘ ' ! 1

Number of unique titles in card catalog on list 
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START SAMPLE 8

97381 C 877Cox L C F
97381 C 877Cox L S
82233 S 5 27 H ZCox M H
808 877C

Cox N S

8238 H 2 722
Cox R H

80802 C 8 781
Cox S

39CF 9B
Cox W E

738 878C
Coxe L

79R9100947 C 8
Coxeter H S M

879513 C

22

Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list 

4B.
alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list 

Coxe L 0
Coxe W

Cox S
Cox S

R8114
81254

6588
1556

0297
33015
30144
370973

81152
7508

C
F

C87
C 8

9
879

878
939 S

8 D
78 Y

77C
877
77C
877

877
77C

321008 
B

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

Cox RD
Cox R G

Cos J M
Cox K
Cox L C

Cox O C
Cox OC
Cox P W L
Cox R

Number on sample_____
Number of duplicate copies on sample

C 8
C
C 8
C

C
C 8

C87
C

Number of unique titles within sample's alphabetical 
range in card catalog but not on list_
Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within sample's

Robert Frost 
Classic Point of View 
Politics Principle 
and Prejudice 
Politics Principle 
and Prejudice 
Figurative Design in 
Hamlet
A Reading Approach to 
College WR 
Computer and The 
Library The 
Capitalism as a System 
Caste Class and Race 
Education in Democracy 
Distribution in a High 
Level ECO 
Youth into Maturity 
Thomas Hardy the 
Critical Herita 
State in International 
Relat
A Swinger of Birches 
Indirections for Those 
Who Want 
Robert Frost Original 
Ordinary M 
Book of Pottery and 
Porcelai 
Edwin Arlington 
Robinson 
Billy Budd 
Russian Discoveries 
Between 
Introduction to 
Geometry

‘ ‘ ‘ ! 1

Number of unique titles in card catalog on list 



START SAMPLE 9 221

Dember W N
1521 374D

Dembo L S

81352 N 1 17Z
Demerath N J

J 8 9 Z
Deming R H

331889 D38 9 0
Dempster C

8211

531

22
1

4B. card catalog but not on list

Demuth N
Den Hartog J P
Denbow C H
Denevi M
Denhardt R M
Denhoff E
Deniau J F 
Denisse J F

Dembo
Dembo

Demosthenes
Dempsey J

L S
L S

616836
3829142
537532

510 
86364 
63612

823912
973

3781
838912
838912

840903
8856

811509
80195

D
D
D

D
D
D

D
D

D
D
D

D 3
D 3

393
394
396

391
392
393

96Z
389
393

386
387

9 Z
383

376
377
377

75C
75C

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

Demetz P
Demetz P
Deming R H

C 4
78210944 D 

D

J 8
D

Visual Perception the 
Nineteenth
Conceptions of Reality 
in Modern 
Criticism
Nabokov the Man and
His Work
Power Presidents and
Professors
Breght
Breght
James Joyce The Critical
Heritag 823912
James Joyce the Critical
Heritag
Democratic Experience
Studies in Seventeenth-
Century F
Public Orations
Operation of the Right
To
Dramatic Irony in
Chaucer
French Opera
Mechanics
Foundations of
Mathematics
Rosaura A Las Diez
Quarter Horses
Cerebral Palsy and
Related Disor
Common Market
Plasma Waves

Democratic
Demorest J J

Number on sample ______
Number of duplicate copies on sample_____
Number of unique titles in card catalog on list  
Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list  
Number of unique titles within sample alphabetic range 
in card catalog but not on list
Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within 
sample's alphabetic range in <



222

START SAMPLE 10

3408 13E
Eastern and Wes

914031 3E 1
Eastham R D

13200922 E
Eastman M H

RO16398 E13 I
Eastman M H

E13R016398 I
Eastman M H

D
1332018 E

Easton D
13320973 E

Easton D
13320972 E

22

unique titles in card catalog on list
duplicate copies held of titles on list

Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within sample s4B.
alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list

East M
East S T

Eastman M
Eastman M
Eastman M

RO16398 
6182

3520034
6464

6168588
82233

5232
5232
799

E13
E

E
E

13 
3 G 
E

I 
13E

3 C
13

13
13

8081 
92002 
B

63G
12
12
13

1.
2 .
3A.
3B.
4A.

Early 
Early J 
Earth 
Earth 
East B 
East J P

Eastman A M
Eastman M

Number on
Number of
Number of
Number of
Number of 
in

E
E 1
E13

E 1
E

E12
F 2
E
E
E

Eastman N J 
Easton

unique titles within sample's alphabetic range 
card catalog but not on list 

Early Child Care 3627
Making of Go Down Moses 81352 
Earth in Space 
Earth in Space 
Survival 
Council-Manager 
Government The P 
Fashion Your Own 
Law in American 
Society 
Eastern and Western 
Europe in TH 
Clinical Pathology 
in Mental Ret 
Shakespeares Critics 
Enjoyment of Poetry 
With Antholo 
Great Companions 
Love and Revolution 
Seven Kinds of 
Goodness 
Index to Fairy Tales 
Myths and 
Index . to Fairy Tales 
Myths and 
Index to Fairy Tales 
Myths and 
Expectant Motherhood 
A Systems Analysis of 
Political 
Political System an 
Inquiry 
Political System an 
Inquiry

sample ______
duplicate copies on sample 1
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START SAMPLE 11

37A F 234
Farmer P

944 F 234
Farmer R A

340 234F
Farmer R A

F 2 34T
Farmer R A

8207 F 2 340
Farmer R A

809 F 2 340
Farmer R H

674134 F 234
Farmer R N

6500973 341F 2
Farmer W R

82233 236F
Farnham W

8223 M 3 49D
Farnsworth D

32747073 F23 6 W
Farnsworth D L

F23 6 M61458
Farnsworth D L

36PF 261689
Farnsworth D N

714 Z328365 F
Farquhar I E

23853013 F
Farr F

682MB
Farr J

L 4 19S Z623912

22

Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list

in
4B.

alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list

Farmer O
Farnham W

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

230
B

6415 
AB

F
F
L

555
8 F

233
233
773

1000 Ideas for English 
Term Pape
1000 Ideas for Term 
Papers in WO 
Chemistry in the 
Utilization of 
Introduction to 
Business
Christian History and 
Interpreta
Zwingli The Reformer 
Shakespeares Tragic 
Frontier
Twentieth Century 
Interpretation 
William C Bullitt and 
the Soviet
Mental Health in 
College and 
Psychiatry Education 
and the You
Senate Committee on 
Foreign
Ercodic Theory in 
Statistical ME 
Margaret Mitchell 
of Atlanta The 
Twentieth Century 
Interpretation

Farmer D L
Farmer F M
Farmer L
Farmer M L

Number on Sample ______
Number of duplicate copies on sample

C
Z 9

Britain and the Stuarts 94206 
Fannie Farmer Cookbook 
Master Surgeon 
Student Personnel 
Services for A 
France Reviews its 
Revolutionary 
Rights of the Mentally 
Ill 
Truth About Inheri
tance 3476509

73

Number of unique titles within sample's alphabetic range 
in card catalog but not on list_  , t
Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within sample s

1 ; 0
Number of unique titles in card catalog on list
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START SAMPLE 12

1501952 F 889

B FRE 889
Freud S

159195 F 889
Freud S

1501952 F88 9 G
Freud S

581 LB L
Freud S

1501952 F 8 89N
Freud S

1501952 889 0F
Freud S

9 S1553 F88
Freud S

889150195 F
Freud S

89C1501952 F 8
Freud S

8891353 F
Freud S

754WB
Freud S

22

Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list 

4B.

Freud S
Freud S

Freud S
Freud S

Freud S
Freud S

Freud S
Freud S

titles within
sample’s alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list 

B
B

154 
B

1501952
15463

W
F
F
F

889
89D

B 
1501952 
572 
13133

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

F 8
L

F
F 8

754
889 T
889
889

581 L
1 F

89J
581 L

L
M91

Freud S
Freud S
Freud Sigmund

Number on sample____
Number of duplicate copies on sample

A General Introduction 
An Autobiographical 
Study
An Outline of Psycho
analysis
Dora An Analysis of a 
Case of MY 
Dreams in Folklore 
Group Psychology and 
the Analysi 
Jokes and Their 
Relation to The 
Leonardo Da Vinci 
Leonardo Da Vinci and 
A Memory 0
Leonardo Da Vinci and 
A Memory 0 
Moses and Monotheism 
New Introductory 
Lectures on PSY 
On Creativity and 
The Unconscious 
Sexuality and the 
Psychology of 
Basic Writings of 
Sigmund FR
Complete Introductory 
Lectur
Interpretation of 
Dreams
Thomas Woodrow Wilson 
Twenty-EIG
Thomas Woodrow Wilson 
Twenty-EIG 
Three Case Histories 
Totem and Taboo 
Problem of Anxiety

 ' ' > 3
Number of unique titles in card catalog on list

Number of unique titles within sample's alphabetic range 
in card catalog but not on list  
Number of duplicate copies of unique
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Start Sample 13

973918 G 619
Goldman E F

973923 G61 9 T
Goldman E F

37126 619G
Goldman M

G61 9 L
Goldman M

7813 G 6 19H
Goldman R M

23B
Goldschmidt R B

23G 6B

22
2

Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list 

Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within sample's4B.
alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list 

Goldman A
Goldman A
Goldman A
Goldman A H 
Goldman A J 
Goldman B M 
Goldman E F 
Goldman E F 
Goldman E F

Goldman H
Goldman L

Goldsby R A
Goldschmid M L

Shakespeare and the 
Energies of
Drama
Soviet Foreign Aid 
Harmony in Western 
Music
Democratic Party in 
American
Cells and Energy 
Black Americans and 
White Racist

3293
570970
30145196

07 G 6

82233
80882
3389147

973923
796334

8951090
05

81352
8248

823912
823912

G61
G 6

F 2
G
G61
G
G
G

J89
J89

119
2 C

19S
19D
619

9 T
19S

Z
Z
63A
619
9 J
619
619
619

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

Goldman M
Goldman M I
Goldman R F

In and Out of the 
Ivory Tower

G
G62

G 6
G 6 
G

Number of unique titles within sample's alphabetic 
range in card catalog but not on list 

Number on sample ______
Number of duplicate copies on sample_____
Number of unique titles in card catalog on list 

James Joyce
Joyce Paradox
Twentieth Century
Interpretation
Mine the Mint
John Fitzgerald Kennedy 973922
Sacred Portal 7263
Rendezvous With Destiny 9738 
Rendezvous With Destiny 9738 
Crucial Decade-And 
After Arne
Tragedy of Lyndon
Johnson
Tragedy of Lyndon
Johnson
Soccer
Using Tests in
Counseling
Literary Dissent in
Communist



226
Start Sample 14

H
75944
B G 7 94HHale W H
9133803 H 16CHale W H

282 167HHales E E Y
26213 H 167Halevy E
R94207 H16 8Halevy E
R94207 H16 8Halevy E
R94207 H16 8

Halevy E
R94207 H16 8

Halevy E
R94207 H16 8

Halevy E
R94207 H16 8

Halevy E
94207 H16 168

Halevy E
94207 H16 168

Halevy E
287142

68@6168915 H 1

7

Hale O J 
Hale P L 
Hale W H

Hale J R
Hale N C
Hale O J

Number on
Number of
Number of
Number of
Number of

R709
9438

9145035
7314

H
H

68B
82Z

83
165

163
63G
3 G

162
163

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

Halecki O 
Hales E E Y

T 5
H

H 1
82130931 R 3

Renaissance 
Welded Sculpture 
Publicity and 
Diplomacy with SPE 
Great Illusion 
Great Masters in Art 
Horace Greeley Voice 
of the Peo?
Horizon Book of Ancient 
Gree
World of Rodin 1840- 
1917
A History of Poland 
Pio Nono A Study in 
European POL 
Pope John and His 
Revolution 
A History of the 
English People 
A History of the 
English People 
A History of the 
English People 
A History of the 
English People 
A History of the 
English People 
A History of the 
English People 
A History of the 
English People 
A History of the 
English People 
Birth of Methodism in 
Englan 
Poetry of Grace 
Techniques of Family 
Therapy

Halewood W H 
Haley J

32742
91403288 S 1

H16

sample 22 
duplicate copies on sample_______
unique titles in card catalog on list  
duplicate copies held of titles on list  
unique titles within sample's alphabetic 

range in card catalog but not on list
4B. Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within sample's 

alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list 
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START SAMPLE 15

Heritage Founds

914552 H 549Herlhy D

H

H

543008 H 552
Hermann J A

543008

301154 ] 558 CH
Hero A O

559

22
2

Herodotus
Herodotus
Herodotus
Herold J C
Herold J C

Herlihy D
Herman L H

Heritier J 
Herlihy D

73923 
B

914031
3213

551
551
551

549
49H

548
363

930
930 
93803 
944045
B

614432 
8615 
B

552
553
556
7 G
8
558

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

Hermans F A
Herms W B
Hernandez J
Herndon A
Herndon J
Hernon J M

30115409
75 H 

H 
H 
H 
H 
S

79143 
36417206 H 
930

Herman R d
Herman Z
Hermann J A

Histories of Herodotus 
Histories of Herodotus 
Persian Wars 
Bonaparte In Egypt 
Mistress to an Age

Heritage Foundation 
Collect! 
Catherine De Medici 
Medieval and 
Renaissance Pistoia 
Medieval Culture and 
Society 
History of Feudalism 
Educational Films 
Writing Direct 
Gambling 
Peoples Seas and Ships 
Separation Methods in 
Analytical 
Separation Methods in 
Analytical
Representative Republic 3218 
Medical Entomology 
Gaucho Martin Fierro 
Let Me Live 
Way It Spozed to Be 
Celts Catholics and 
Copperheads 
Southerner and World 
Affairs

H 
H 
H 
H55 
H55 

37019348 H

H
H 5

559
559
561
778 M

H
CAT

Number on sample______
Number of duplicate copies on sample_____
Number of unique titles in card catalog on list  
Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list  
Number of unique titles within sample's alphabetic range in 
card catalog but not on list

4B. Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within sample's 
alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list 
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START SAMPLE 16

D22 8 HB
Huxley J S

57501 986H

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

Huxley A L 
Huxley A L 
Huxley A L 
Huxley A L 
Huxley A L 
Huxley A L

Huxley G L 
Huxley J S 
Huxley J S

61690
61608 
B

9142
9389 
823912

9090971
242 

75149
823912
823912
824914
823912
823912

H 9
H 9
NAP

86A
986
86P
986
986
86E
86Z

86 A 
86 B 
986 
86C 
86C
986 I

982
84T

982
2 M

81W
81W
216

B 
80993 
823912 
6177

sample 22
duplicate copies on sample 0

H
H 9
H 9

H
H 9Hutton H

Huxley A L

H 9
H
H 9
H

H 9
H 9
H
H 9
H 9
H

Huxley A L 
Huxley A L 
Huxley A L 
Huxley G

Technique of Collage 
Antic Hay and the 
Gioconda Smile 
Brave New World 
Collected Essays 
Collected Short Stories 823912 
Crome Yellow 
Island A Novel 
Letters of Aldous 
Huxley 
Literature and Science 
Point Counter Point 
Art of Seeing 
Lady Elizabeth and 
The Grosvenor 
Early Sparta 
Aldous Huxley 
Charles Darwin and His 
World 
Evolution The Modern 
Synthesis B

H
H98

Number on
Number of _____

Number of unique titles in card catalog on list  
Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list_ 
Number of unique titles within sample's alphabetic 
range in card catalog but not on list 

Hutt M L
Huttenback R A

Hutschnecker A
Hutschnecker A
Hutt M
Hutt M L

Will to Happiness 
Will to Live 
Napoleon 
Psychology The Science 
of Interp 150
Mentally Retarded Child 155452 
British Imperial 
Experience



229

Start Sample 17

170 K 16

111 K 1 6 I
IKant

320 K 1 6K
IKant

320 K 1 6 K
IKant

193 16 PK
IKant

193 16K
IKant

I

H
852FREB

Kany C E
438 16K

Kapadia K M

H
173388 K

Kaplan B
K 1 7 U340

duplicate copies held of titles on list 

Number of duplicate copies-of unique titles within sample s4B.
alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list

Kaplan A
Kaplan A
Kaplan A D

Kant
Kant

Kant
Kant

Kantor M
Kantor M
Kantor M
Kantor M
Kantorowicz E

I
I

I
I

on 
of 
of 
of 
of

30142
301018

193
1932

501
901

329985
81352
81352
81352
8185208

K
K

7 M
7 C
17

16
66A
66S P
66S
16

16
16

6 M
16 P

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A. unique titles within sample's alphabetic 

card catalog but not on list 

Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
range in

Fundamental Principles 
Kants Inaugural, 
Dissertation of 
Kants Political 
Writings 
Kants Political 
Writings 
Metaphysical Foun
dations of NATU 
On History 
Philosophical 
Correspondence 175 
Prolegomena To Any 
Future Metaph 
Religion Within the 
Limits of RE 
Philosophy of Kant 
Ideology and Program 
of The 
Andersonville 
Spirit Lake 
Story Teller 
Day I Met A Lion 
Frederick The Second 
1194-1250 
Spoken German For 
Travelers and 
Marriage and Family 
in India 
Conduct of Inquiry 
New World of Philosophy 1081 
Big Enterprise in a 
Competitive 
An Unhurried view of 
Copyright 0

K 1
K 1
K

K
K 1
K 1
K 1
K

K 1
K

Kant
Kantor R

sample 22 
duplicate copies on sample. ‘ ' s 1
unique titles in card catalog on list 
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START SAMPLE 18

La Barre H

F H
B L 181

La Leche L I
61892 L 1 94W

La Monte J L
9401 234L

La Nouvelle Rev.
084 934N

La Palombara J

3386137 L
La Salle D

37287
D

Labaree B W

Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within4B.
sample's alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list

La Fayette M M 
La Fayette M M 
La Follette R M

La Souchere E 
La Tour Du Pin

Number on
Number of
Number of
Number of
Number of 
range in

unique titles within sample's alphabetic 
card catalog but not on list 

B 
84145

323 
79647 
4486 
8484

81452
8434
8434

L
L

L
L
L
L

59
113

338
345

299
315
327
327

165
166

9 M
161
61R

13L
113
127
59L

B 
9733115

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

L 3
L

La Fontaine J D 
La Guardia

La Porte W R
La Rochefoucaul
La Rochefoucaul
La Salle D

LAF
L

L15
L
L 1

L
L
L 1

A Life Of Your Own A 
Womans Guid 
Human Animal 
Selections 
Laughing Boy 
Man With The Galabash 
Pipe 
La Princesse De Cleves 
Romans Et Nouvelles 
La Follettes Autio- 
biography 
Fables of La Fontaine 
Making of an Insurgent 
An Au 
Womanly Art of 
Breastfeeding 
World of The Middle 
Ages 
La Nouvelle Revue 
Francaise 
Interest Groups in 
Italian Polit 
Tumblers Manual 
Oeuvres Completes 
Reflexions 
Guidance of Children 
Through Phy 
Rhythms and Dances 
for Elementar 
An Explanation of Spain 946 
Memoirs of Madame De 
La Tour De 
Boston Tea Party

sample 22 
duplicate copies on sample! 0
unique titles in card catalog on list  
duplicate copies held of titles on list 

_ ■ . « « IV _ V _ • *

La Barre W
La Bruyere J D
La Farge O
La Farge O

17020244 L 1
573
8484
81352
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START SAMPLE 19

Literary L77 6

Literary
8109 776L

Litt E

658008 777L
Litterer J A

6484 779L
Little L C

268 931W
Little M

L77B 8
Little M

5957 L 7 78G
Littlefield D

78279635707 L

22sample

4B.

Litton L O 
Litwack G

Littleton T D 
Littlewood A B

Litwack L F
Litwhiler D

29113
A8208

591192
326973

54492
6171

843912
61285

29787
962

88301
8109

3209744
916704

L
L
L
L

G 4
L 7

L
L

782
782

781
781

53Z
79P

779
79B

78E
778

776
777

Littler T S 
Littleton C S

Little Tom
Little V A

781
1 T

Littlejohn D
Littlejohn D

L
L 7

L 7
L

Littell B
Litterer J A

Literary History of the R8109 
United
Literary History of the 
United S
Political Cultures of 
Massac 
South of the Moon 
Organizations Structure 
and Beha 
Analysis of Organi
zations 
Workshop on the 
Curriculum of CH 
Autobiography of 
Malcolm X 
End of White World 
Supremacy 
Modern Egypt 
General and Applied 
Entomology 
Twentieth Century 
Interpretation 
Black on White 
Gide a Collection of 
Critical ES 
Physics of the Ear 
New Comparative 
Mythology 
To Prove A Villain 
Gas Chromatography 
Principles TE 
Athletic Injuries 
Actions of Hormones 
on Molecular 
North of Slavery 
Baseball Coaches Guide 
to Drills

L
L78

Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list  
Number of unique titles within sample's alphabetic range 
in card catalog but not on list  . (
Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within sample s 

 alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list

1. Number on  ______
2. Number of duplicate copies on sample 1
3A. Number of unique titles in card catalog on list 
3B.
4A.
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START SAMPLE 20

Marsland W D

M V

512897 379M
Martin A D

512897 379M
Martin A E

6411 379M
Martin E W

M 36518 79E
Martin F F

001424 379M
Martin F X

5 IMJB

22
1

Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list 

Martin G W
Martin H D

Martin B
Martin B

Marszalek J F 
Martell A E

M V
M V

543085 
B

5478
6109
9173038
8776
87101
8780102

M
V

379
484 V

79D 
379 
79M
8 Z

379
564

372
24Z
376
78C
378
378
8 P
378

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

Martialis .
Martialis .
Martin A D

Martin B
Martin B
Martin C W
Martin E A

Venequela Through Its 
History- 
Court Martial 
Chemistry of the Metal 
Chelate C 
Centaur 
Marti on the USA 
Epigrams With an 
English Transla 
Poems After Martial 
Selected Epigrams 
Introduction to 
Linear Algebra 
Introduction to 
Linear Algebra 
Infra Red Instru
mentation and TE 
An Ancient Mariner 
Desertion of Alabma 
Troops From 
Football End Play 
Miracle at Carville 
True Country 
Roberts Nutrition 
Work With Chil 
Electronic Data 
Processing 
Computer Modeling and 
Simulation 
Leaders and Men on the 
Easter RI 
Verdi 
Rise of Chingis Khan 
and His

M
M 3
0 1

M
NEW

M 
M37
M

M
M 3
M

94159 
B

Number of unique titles within sample's alphabetic 
range of card catalog but not on list 

A9737461 M 3 
796332 
616998 
81354

Marti Ibanez F
Marti J
Martialis

Number on Sample________
Number of duplicate copies on sample______
Number of unique titles in card catalog on list 

987 M
34373014 M 6
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START SAMPLE 21

9737022 M 644
Mill J S

192 M 6 45A
Mill J S

330 645M
Mill J S

330 645M
Mill J S

2001 M 6 45T
Mill J S

1446 645M
Millar J F

M 6 45181352
Millay E

45M 681152
Millay E

646152 M

22

Millar R
Millard J

Mill J S] 
Mill J S

Mill J S
Mill J S

Number on sample_______
Number of duplicate copies on sample

titles within 
samples alphabetic range in card catalog but not on 
list 

500 
AB 
AB
B

720973
822914

3201
32344

M 6
MIL
M 6

M64
M 6

M
M

C 7
M 6

645
645

45
645
45

5 A 
45A

41Z
45

643
54M I
54M I
3 M

Millay E S V 
Millay E V 
Millenson J R

81152 
B 
81152

1462 
B

1.
2.
3A.

M
F 5
F 5
P38

College Physical 
Zelda A.Biography 
Zelda A Biography 
Gallant Pelham 
Best Photos of The 
Civil War 
Auguste Comte and 
Positivism 
Autobiography 
Autobiography and 
Other Writings 
Essays on Politics 
and Culture 
On Liberty 
Principles on Political 
Economy 
Principles on Political 
Economy 
Three Essays on 
Religion 
Utilitarianism Liberty 
and Repre 
Architects of the 
American 
Affair 
Incredible William 
Bowles 
Collected Lyrics of 
Edna St Vine 
Collected Sonnets of 
Edna St Vin 
Letters 
Collected Poems 
Principles of 
Behavioral Analysi

Miles V W
Milford N
Milford N
Milham C G 
Milhollen H D

  __ . ~ ■ 2
Number of unique titles in card catalog on list  

3B. Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list 
4A. :Number of unique titles within sample's alphabetic range 

in card catalog but not on list
4B. Number of duplicate copies of unique
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START SAMPLE 2 2

9474 133PPage T
5238

30136408 P 1 41R
Paige L J

512897 P 1 42E
Paine A D

47CP 132008
Paine T

147 C97331 P

Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within4B.
sample’s alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list

Number on
Number of
Number of
Number of
Number of

B
97352
97352
97352
3875
3875

8134
842912

N 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P

269
146
146
146
146
146

133 
922 
3 I 
9 T

132
32T
3 P
63Z

5 P
132

8831 
81352 
B 
81352

B 
811082

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

P
P 1
P13
F 2

Paine R D 
Paine R D 
Paine R D 
Paine R S 
Paine R D 
Paine T

Page B
Page C H
Page P L
Page E
Page $
Page S R
Page S W

P
D 1
P13
P13

Page T N 
Page T N 
Pagnol M 
Pahl R E

P54
P

unique titles within sample's alphabetic 
range in card catalog but not on list 

Philby Conspiracy 
Chief American Poets 
History and the 
Homeric Iliad 
Tree of Liberty 
Thomas Nelson Page 
Faulkners Women 
Formation of the 
Baltic Stat 
Evolution of Stars 
How They 
Dante and His Influence 8511 
In Olde Virginia 
Topaze 
Readings in Urban 
Sociology 
Elements of Linear 
Algebra 
Th Nast His Period 
and His Pictu 
Fight For a Free Sea
Fight for a Free Sea
Fight for a Free Sea
Old Merchant Marine 
Old Merchant Marine 
Common Sense and Other 
Political 
Common Sense and The 
Crisis

s ample 22
duplicate copies on sample
unique titles in card catalog on list
duplicate copies held of titles on list 

- .  . . . • 1 I 1 1-  1_  i. •
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START SAMPLE 23

Prabhu N U
519 P 895

Practical
3427309 P 8 95

Prado C

R703 P89 7
Prakash O

898P
Prakash S

546 P 898
Pranger R J

42154 12MP 9
Pratt F

914904 P
Pratt F

914904 P
Pratt F

5P91R79602
Pratt J C

15MP 98081
Pratt J W

91532773 P

22

4B. Number of duplicate copies of unqiue

Pratt F
Pratt F
Pratt J

Pratt F
Pratt F

Prather C L
Prator C H

Prado P
Praeger

Number on sample____
Number of duplicate copies on sample 2

9737
9737022

372218
332

32001
422

3387409.
54

330981
86362

P
P

P
P

P89
P 8

14C
914
914

914
914

12T
912

899
99T

6 C
96C

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

P 9
P

P
P 8Praninskas J

Pratcher M H

Queues and 
Inventories A Study 0 
Practical Municipal 
Law]
Colonial Background 
to Moder
Country Judge
Praeger Picture
Encyclopedia 
Theory and Working 
of State

Number of unique titles in card catalog on list  
Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list _

35900973 P 9
940537
940537

Advanced Chemistry 
of Rare Eleme 
Action Symbolism 
and Order 
Trade Name Creation 
Teaching in the 
Kindergarten 
Money and Ranking 
Manual of American 
English Pronu 
A Short History of 
the Civil War 
Civil War in Pictures 
Battles That Changed 
History 
Battles that Changed 
History
Compact History of the 
Unite
War for the World 
War for the World 
Official Encyclopedia 
of SPO
Meaning of Modern 
poetry
A History of United 
States Forei

Number of unique titles within sample's alphabetic 
range in card catalog but not on list (_

' > title within 
sample’s alphabetic range in card catalog but not on 
list 



236
24START SAMPLE

Robinson E A
81152 R 6 59

Robinson E A
81152 R 6 59E

Robinson E A

3301 659R
Robinson E B

9784 659R
Robinson E E

61071173 R 661
Robinson G T

661R

748428408 C
Robinson H B

661155452 R
Robinson H W

66232873074 R

22

4B.

Robinson F P 
Robinson F P 
Robinson F P 
Robinson G C

Robinson E A G
Robinson E A G

titles within sample's 
alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list-------

2216
330122

6168554
4284
4284
3713028

32473
3309

3380183
370

81152
81152

R
R

661
62E

591
659
59E
659

81Z
659

659
659

659
59

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

Robinson J
Robinson J A

Robinson H
Robinson H A

Robinson E A 
Robinson E A G

Robinson E V D 
Robinson F B

Number on sample_____
Number of duplicate copies on sample

Collected Poems of Edwin 
Arlingt 
Edwin Arlington 
Robinson 
Selected Early Poems 
and Letters 
Selected Poems 
Problems in Economic 
Development 
Economics of Education 
Structure of Com
petitive Ind 
History of North 
Dakota 
They Voted for 
Roosevelt The PR 
Commercial Geography 
Introduction to 
Stuttering 
Effective Reading 
Effective Reading 
Effective Study 
Adventures in 
Medical Education 
Rural Russia Under 
the Old Regim 
Monsoon Asia 
Conference on 
Reading 
Mentally Retarded 
Child A PS 
Inspiration and 
Revelation in Th 
Economic Heresies 
Congress and Foreign 
Policy-Maki

R
R 6

R 6
R
R 6
R

R 7
R

R
R 6

3333220947R66 1 R 
915

. ‘ ' ! 1

Number of unique titles in card catalog on list  
Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list  
Number of unique titles within sample's alphabetic range 
in card catalog but not on list  
Number of duplicate copies of unique
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25START SAMPLE

Smith J W R2773 S65 1

Smith J W 2773 S 651

Smith J W 2773 S 651

152 S 653
Smith L

74557 S 654
Smith L B

940232 S 6 54H
Smith L B

942 S 654
Smith L B

843912

301152 655S
Smith M B

655301152 S
Smith M B

655S300
Smith M B

65591753 S
Smith M D

6559175303 S

22

4B.

Smith L E
Smith L E
Smith L M

Smith L O 
Smith L O 
Smith L Y 
Smith M A 
Smith M B

Smith K M
Smith K M
Smith K U

titles within 
sample's alphabetic range in card catalog but not on 
list 

942
9175
81352

6328
57664

S
S
S

S 6
S 6

654
654
54S

53P
53V

654
654
654
4 A
54Z

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

Number on 
Number of 
Number of 
Number of
Number of 
in

S
S
S 6

unique titles in card catalog on list  
duplicate copies held of titles on list
unique titles within sample's alphabetic range 

card catalog but not on list
Number of duplicate copies of unique

Religion in American 
Life
Religion in American 
Life
Religion in American 
Life
Plant Viruses
Viruses
Delayed Sensory Feed
back and BEH
Resin and Glass Art
craft For Flo 
Horizon Book of the 
Elizabet
This Realm of 
England 1399-1688 
This Realm of 
England 1399-1688 
Killers of the Dream 
Strange Fruit 
Educational 
Psychology
Organic Chemistry 
Organic Chemistry 
American Business Law 
Francois Mauriac 
Opinions and Per
sonality
Opinions and Per
sonality
Survey of Social 
Science
First Forty Years of 
Washing
Entertaining in the 
White House

37015
547
547
34770973 S65

M 4

s amp1e_______
duplicate copies on sample 5



238

START SAMPLE . 2 6

Sturgis R
R7203 S93 5

Sturgis R
R7203 S93 5

Sturt G
B S 9 36

Sturt G

5751 S 936
Stutchury H E

720942 872

R0281 S94 1
Subscription

Suchet J P

Sucksmith H P
48Z8236 D 5

Sudj atmoko

Suetonius Trano

duplicate copies held of titles on list 
unqiue titles within sample's alphabetic range

4B.
alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list 

Sue E 
Suetonius Trano

Sturtevant A U
Sturtevant A H

R93707 
93707

R0281 
541377

9910072
8437

823914
78281
81354
81354
81354
81354

4
944

943
44W

41
942

36
936

B
575109

938
8 L
38S
38S
38L 0

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

S
S 9

Styan J L 
Styles S 
Styne J 
Styron W 
Styron W 
Styron W 
Styron W 
Subscription

S94 
S

S 9
S

S 9
S

sample 22 
duplicate copies on sample ‘ ’ ! 4

unique titles in card catalog on list 

Number on
Number of
Number of
Number of
Number of 
in card catalog but not on list _
Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within sample's

C 1 
S93 8 S
S 9 38C 
S 
S93 
S 9 
S 9 
S 9

A Dictionary of 
Architecture 
A Dictionary of 
Architecture 
Journals of George 
Sturt 
Journals of George 
Sturt 
A History of Genetics 
Genetics and Evolution 
Selected 
Architecture of Colen 
CampGE 
Shakespeares Stagecraft 82233 
Confederate Raider 
Bells and Ringing 
Lie Down in Darkness 
Set This House on Fire 
Set This House on Fire 
Long March 
Subscription Books 
Bulletin Revi 
Subscription Books 
Bulletin Revi 
Chemical Physics 
on Semiconducto 
Narrative Art of 
Charles Die 
An Introduction to 
Indonesian Hi 
Handering Jew 
Lives of the Twelve 
Caesars 
Twelve Caesars



239

START SAMPLE 27

Schonfield

Schopenhauer A 123 373S

Schopenhauer A 170 S 373

Schorer M 80195 S 3 74C

37481352 S
Schorer M

Schorer M
74WS 38209Schorer M

range

list

Schorer M
Schorer M
Schorer M
Schorer M

Schonfield
Schonfield
Schonfield

Schonland D S 
Schoolcraft H R
Schoonover L L
Schopenhauer A

on 
of 
of 
of 
of

H J
H J
H J

B
808831

82391
R8135
81352

193
80195

81354
123

54122
9177042

2329
2329
2701

780922
9278
22095

L
S

S37
S 3
S 3

S37
S37 
S

676 S
374 S

374
4
6 Z

373
74C

72K
373

371
72T

1 P 
71P 
71

Schonberg H C
Schonberg H C

H J

Number 
Number 
Number 
Number
Number 
in

1
1 G
371

titles 
card catalog

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

S
S37
L67

S
S 3

s amp 1 e______22______
duplicate copies on sampe

S 3
S

S
S 3

1 list  
on list- alphabetic
within 

but not on

Great Conductors 
Great Pianists 
A History of Biblical 
Literature 
Passover Plot 
Passover Plot 
Those Incredible 
Christians 
Molecular Symmetry 
Travels Through the 
Northwestern 
Key of Gold 
Essay on the Freedom 
of the Will 
Essay on the Freedom 
of the Will 
On the Basis of 
Morality 
Art of Literature 
Criticism The 
Foundations of MOD 
Criticism The 
Foundations of MOD 
Modern British Fiction 
Sinclair Lewis 
Sinclair Lewis 
Sinclair Lewis A 
Collection of C 
Sinclair Lewis An 
American Life 
Story A Critical 
Anthology 
World We Imagine 
Selected ES

Schopenhauer A
Schorer M

4  
unique titles in card catalog on 
duplicate copies held of titles 
unique titles within sample'5 ? 

card catalog but not on list__  
4B. Number of duplicate copies of unique 

sample's alphabetic range in (------ -
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START SAMPLE 28

Treasure G R B R5 28T

Treasure G R R

J

JTreat P

JTreat P

Trefousse H L

Trefousse H L

32708 786T

795296 T
Treshow M

T 7 97W5815222

2

duplicate copies held of titles on list 
. . — ■ . • • t I "11.

Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within4B.
sample's alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list

unique titles within sample's alphabetic 
card catalog but not on list 

Treasury 
Treat P

Trefousse H L
Trefousse H L

Number on 
Number of 
Number of 
Number of
Number of 
range in

94403 
R403

9405426 
81352 
940542 
9151

333109
3614
8081

786
95Z
2 T

119
86C

59Z
86C
785
786

4 D
4 D

95951
9738
B

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

T
T78

32773052 T78

32773052 T78
32773052 T78

Trecaskis R W 
Trecaskis R W 
Trecear T R 
Treconning K C
Trelease A W 
Trent H P 
Trepp L

Cardinal Richelieu 
and the Devel 
Seventeenth Century 
France
Treasury of Languages 
Diplomatic Relations 
Between The 
Diplomatic Relations 
Between The 
Diplomatic Relations 
Between The 
Rational Land System 
Social Group Work 
Writing a Poem 
Background for Radical 
Reconstru
Benjamin Franklin Wade 
Radical R
Germany and American 
Neutrality 
Cold War
What Happened at 
Pearl Harbor 
China Bomb 
Guadalcanal Diary 
A Geography of China 
A History of Modern 
Malaya
White Terror 
William Gilmore Simms 
Judaism Development 
and Life 
Environment and Plant 
Response

P 3
T 7
T
T

784 
856 
86W 
86B

J
H B T

T 7
T 7

97381088 T 7

T 
K 
S59

784
4
4 D

Treat P 
Trecker 
Trefethen F 
Trefousse H L

D WAD
32743073 T 7

s ample 22
duplicate copies on sample_________
unique titles in card catalog on list 
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START SAMPLE 29
Walsh W S R803 W22 8
Walsh W S

80851 W 2 33TWalter O M
8085 W 2 33TWalter S
7867

82191208 W 2 35A
Walters R

Walters
5413485 238W

22
3

4B.

Waltari M T
Walter B
Walter C
Walter C.
Walter E
Walter E
Walter I
Walter O M

Walters
Walters
Walters
Walters
Walters
Walters
Walters

H P
H P
L D

R803 
3945133 
B 
5741925
5741925
6415975
6415975
3829142

6298
658808

65863
81354

W
W

W 2 
0 1

W w

233
235

235
5 W
5 W

234
235
35C
8 Z

231 S
31A
31A
232

S C
Walton A G

3411209 
B 
B

8
S1E
231
231

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

A
C G
D 
F P

Heroes and Heroines 
of Fiction 
Heroes and Heroines of 
Fiction 
Egyptian 
Theme and Variations 
Enzyme Kinetics 
Steady-State 
Applications in ENZ 
American Cooking 
American Cooking 
European Common Market 
Speaking to Inform 
and Persuade 
Thinking and Speaking 
A Guide To 
Basic Principles of 
Service Play 
Persons and Personality 150 
Consumer Behavior An 
Integrated 
Flannery OConnor 
A History of the 
League of Natio 
Wernher von Braun 
Wernher von Braun 
An Anthology of 
Recent Poetry 
Hydraulic and Electro- 
Hydraulic 
Readings in Marketing 
Formation and 
Properties of

W
V94
V94

W
W 2
W 2
W

W22
W 2
W
W

Number of sample______
Number of duplicate copies on sample_______
Number of unique titles in card catalog on list  
Number of duplicate copies held of titles on list  
Number of unique titles within sample's alphabetic range 
in card catalogue but not on list _
Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within 
sample’s alphabetic range in card catalog but not on 
list 
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START SAMPLE 30

B W 728

32773 W72 8 S
Williams W A

32773 W72 8 S
Williams W A

Williams W C

3781981097W 729
Williamson E L

A261 A75 9 Z
Williamson G

942 W73 1 S
Williamson J A

Williamson J A

Number of duplicate copies of unique titles within4B.
sample's alphabetic range in card catalog but not on list

unique titles within sample's alphabetic 
range in card catalog but not on list 

Williams
Williams

Williams
Williams
Williams

Number on
Number of
Number of
Number of
Number of

H C
W C
W C

942 
B

97304
81152

81152
8209
821009
8209003
933

32773
81152

81852
975502
32473

W
W
W72
W
W

W 
w

W73
D76

W
W
W

W
W

W
W

1 S
13W

729
729
9 D
729
729

729
731

728
728
729

728
728

721
728

1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4A.

Williamson J
Williamson J A

330973
301451

Williamson G
Williamson G
Williamson G
Williamson G A
Williamson H F

W
W A

Autobiography
Shaping of American 
Diplomac
Shaping of American 
Diplomac
Tradegy of American 
Diplomac
Collected Earlier 
Poems
In The American Grain 
Collected Later Poems 
William Carlos Williams 
Read
Colonial Williamsburg 
American Suffrage 
American Students 
Freedom of 
Liberalism of Thomas 
Arnold
A Readers Guide to 
T S Eliot
Milton and Others 
Donne Tradition 
Senecan Amble 
World of Josephus 
Growth of The American 
Econc
After Slavery
A Short History of 
British Expan
A Short History of 
British Expan 
Sir Francis Drake

Williamsburg VI
Williamson C
Williamson E G

s amp1e 22
duplicate copies on sample ‘ ' ! 3 

unique titles in card catalog on list  
duplicate copies held of titles on list 



APPENDIX 7

SAMPLE PAGE FROM THE REGISTER OF L.C. SETS
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Register of L.C. Sets

Institution Code Page
L.C. CAT. CARD CITEM NUMBER 5 63 7A 81 9 in2 11 I 7

01
02
03
04

05
06
07
08

09
10

11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18

19
20

21
22

23
24

25

TOTALS



APPENDIX 8
Catalog Card Evaluation Form
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1) )

2) Date Received 
Nature of error

3) )9)
4)

If no, answer 5-12.
Nature of error

Correct number of cards ( )5) ( )

Yes No
10)6)

 ID
Nature of error

12) L.C. Card No.7)

)

Time Lapse (Days) 
Were cards correct (

________ L.C. Card Number 
8) Main entry correct-( 

Yes

Imprint data correct (
Yes

)
Yes

Call number correct 
( ) 
Yes

) (
No

(
No

requested.
( ) 
Yes

Evaluation of Cardset No.2 
Date Ordered 

Correct set of cards for 
book in hand.

Collation data correct 
( ) 
Yes

Added entries correct 
( ) 
Yes

( )
No

( )
No

( )
No

( )
No

( )
No

( ) ( )
Yes No 

same as



APPENDIX 9
COVER LETTERS AND QUESTIONNAIRE
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April 1, 1976

Dear Friend:

convenience in

Your cooperation in this matter will be deeply appreciated.

Sincerely,

Joe D. Acker

The single most important factor remaining to be determined is the de
gree of interest and commitment on the part of key administrators in 
the junior colleges and the librarians and library employees in the 
system.

Recently an intensive study of the junior college libraries in the 
state has been undertaken. This study has attempted to evaluate the 
status of automated procedures for technical service activities in 
libraries. As a result of the studies completed, it has been deter
mined that the technological barriers are no longer insurmountable 
and that under certain conditions the financial problems can be solved.

A stamped, pre-addressed envelope is attached for your 
returning the questionnaire.

The attached questionnaire is designed to solicit information to be 
used in determining which of several alternatives available to Alabama 
junior colleges should be pursued. Your immediate response will be 
useful and will determine the future developments in this matter.
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PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN BY MAY 1, 1976NOTE:

Persona 1I.

Name 

College where employed 

Your position

Length of time in this position 

Total years experience as an educator 

PhD or EdDEdS2nd MastersMA or MSHS

toward Automation Networks for LibrariesII. Attitudes

Tn st met ions •

My knowledge of the role of libraries in junior colleges is:1.

My knowledge of the internal procedures of libraries is:2.

My knowledge of computers is;3.

My knowledge of library automation is:4.

My knowledge of the cost and services of OCLC is:5.

My knowledge of the cost and services of SOLINET is:6.

is;My knowledge of the Library of Congress MARC program7.

ALABAMA PUBLIC JUNIOR COLLEGE LIBRARY 
AUTOMATION QUESTIONNAIRE

 o 
CL 
O a 
c 

Q

College
12 3 4

cn 
c

O

Q
2

> cr 
o < 
o
CJ < a
CJ 
W 
O

V)
5 o

o

For each Question check the answer which moct nearly 
approximates your feelings.

Educational level (Circle the appropriate choice indicative of your highest 
Level of educational attainment)

Instructions: Please answer as fully as possible, using short 
answers to fill in blanks.
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Evaluation of the Alabama Junior College Technical Processing Pilot ProjectIII.

Instructions:

1. familiar with the operation of the pilot project in Alabama

please skip to part IV of this

2. I consider the pilot project to have been failure.a success

3. little moderate much benefit from the pilot

4.

Provide other opinions of the pilot project as you wish.5.

I consider the major problem areas revealed by the pilot project to include: 
(Check as many as you wish.)

(If your response to question No. 1 is negative, 
survey.)

Unreliability of the commercial firm
Equipment failure
Lack of information
Personnel
Cost to local library
Erroneous bibliographic data
The format of the data on the catalog card sets
The reproduction quality of the catalog card sets 
Delays in the delivery of the card sets
Potential loss of autonomy through this type program 
Other (Please specify)

My institution derived 
project.

I am am not “
junior college libraries.

Please circle your response to the following questions.
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Information for Future PlansIV.

Please circle the answer which represents your opinion.Instructions:

1.

do not2.

3.

4. do notdoI

5.

6.

7.

feel the need of more information about automated library8. do

V.

support cooperation for technical processing purposes 
college libraries in Alabama.

I do do not
networks.

consider the benefits to be derived from a machine-readable 
data base will justify any increased costs.

Please provide any additional views concerning the future direction of 
Alabama public junior college libraries which you feel are important. No 
answer is required to this section unless you feel you would like to comment.

I do do not believe that public junior college libraries should 
cooperate with the Alabama Public Library Service in establishing a 
cooperative membership in SOLINET.

I do do not
among the junior

I do do not feel the potential benefits of an automated network for 
Alabama junior college libraries are justifiable even if it means modest 
investments.

I do do not believe junior college libraries can benefit by obtaining 
bibliographic data from SOLINET/OCLC.

I do do not consider current methods for obtaining bibliographic data 
in Alabama public junior college libraries to be adequate.

I do do not support utilization of automated procedures to obtain 
bib1iographic information.



Degree

TTitle of Thesis

Use double spacing. If necessary, continue abstract on plain, numbered, 100% rag

Professional librarians are divided in their opinion as toThe Problem
whether the use of computer technology in library technical services will

increase productivity and services and provide better manage-reduce costs,

ment of the ever increasing volume of materials in libraries. The specific
problem addressed by this study is whether the libraries of the public junior
colleges of Alabama can or should employ automated procedures in selected
technical service activities.

The first was a reviewThe study was conducted in five phases.Methodology
of the literature which resulted in the development of criteria to be used

indicators to judge the feasibility of the processes examined in theas
sample title search to determine theThe second phase wasstudy. a

probable file size of the combined collections of the libraries in the
pilot project in which catalogingThe third phase wassystem. a

information was obtained from a commercial source utilizing Library of

data to determine the adequacy and acceptability of the

The fourth phase

Network in order to compare the

The fifthwith one which contained MARC and shared cataloging data.

Dr. Merlin G. Duncan
Head of Department or College 

Dr. Bruce Peseau
Dean of Graduate School .“ate 

Dr. Charley Scott

phase was a survey
Ibstract Approved by: Chairman of Thesis Committee

Congress MARC 
commercially available products of an automated system.

search of the data base employed by the Southeastern Library

ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
The University of Alabama Graduate School

of library personnel and college administrators in

"hit" rate of the MARC only data base

Doctor of Philosophy
, Joe David Acker

N4ame of Candidate____________________ _____ ________________  Management Criteria for the Utilization of Automated Procedures in 
Technical Service Activities in the Libraries of the Public Junior 
Colleges of Alabama

l(Make one original and one carbon.
bond sheets.)

Major Subject Administration and Higher 
Education———————

was a
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tthe system to determine the political environment relative to the
implementation of various alternative automated systems.

The research activities of this study indicated that the librariesJResults
average of 3.94 copies of each title in

the system and that the approximate file size is 138,508 individual titles.

During the pilot project 6,541 requests for cataloging data were

ttransmitted to the commercial firm and 4,6 76 were filled. The card sets
produced from the data were evaluated by the requesting libraries. Only

65.9 per cent of the card sets were evaluated negatively with criticism

of the format and omitted data being most prevalent.

The comparative data search indicated that an eighteen per cent

improvement in "hit" rate could be expected when using the data base

employed by the Southeastern Library Network which includes shared

cataloging as well as the MARC file as contrasted to the commercial firm

which contained only the MARC file. The final survey provided information

which indicated that a majority of those surveyed felt a need for better

imeans of obtaining bibliographic data, that little or no venture money

existed at the institutional level and money used to support library

ninodernization or cooperation should be provided at the state level, that

tthere exist substantial fear of loss of local autonomy and jobs through

and that personnel employed incentralization or cooperative activities,

jjunior college libraries do not perceive themselves to be knowledgable

The survey further demonstrated a

this study and an unwillingness to cooperate with the state library

agency or existing regional networks.

of library automation or networks.

lack of familiarity with the pilot project conducted in connection with

In the system hold .among them an
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The results of the study indicate that the libraries of the

Alabama public junior college system should engage in further

research and in-service training before establishing an independent

systemwide network for library technical services.




